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PUBLISHORIAL BUSINESS
wherein Michael Ward speaks his say

H’m,been a while, hasn’t it. Some of you had probably 
given up hope. Well, here’s P*S*F*Q #3, and with luck #4 will 
come to you about on schedule.* Seacon will make this a bit 
tricky, but we’ll see. Two issues a year? Not bad for a quarterly.

If you see any typoes at all in this issue, or any punctu
ation not up to University of Chicago Style Book standards, 
you may blame the blind-eye oversight of proofreader and 
editorial person Ms. Barbara Clifford. She and I have had many 
interesting discussions of typesetting and punctuation conven
tions, and, I am happy to say, I am now out of the hospital and 
her release is set for early next week. Specific issues included 
(but were not limited to) the usage and placement of periods, 
and of commas, inside or outside of quotation marks. For 
example: Should I wish to say, “I hit Barbara Clifford with a 
Boston Cream ‘Shambleau’,” then would it be ‘Shambleau.’ ” 
or should it be ‘Shambleau’.” or even ‘Shambleau’ ". (?) 
How do I punctuate, ‘‘She fell right on her ‘Shambleau’. ” ? 
I hold that the full stop should go outside the quotation 
marks, since the quotes and the title are a single entity, and the 
period ends the sentence of which the word ‘Shambleau’ (or 
“Shambleau”) is but one element. Barbara cites typological 
conventions and espouses the opposite view.

So much for technical matters. This issue is packed full 
of stuff. Joy. Happiness. Hard work. P*S*F*Q is built on the 
cooperatively contributed labors of the publisher, editors, and 
writers and artists. Nobody gets paid, at least not in cash money. 
I submit my requests to those of you out there who think of 
yourselves as writers and/or artists.

Art: Always needed. Covers, fillerillos, specific draw
ings to illustrate specific articles. All artwork will be returned 
undamaged; in special cases we will make a stat of the original 
and use the stat for the pasteup.

Articles: We are still looking for people to do some of 
the articles outlined in P*S*F*Q #1. If you can write this 
sentence, twelve famous science fiction authors say you can 

write an article for P*S*F*Q. Send a letter to “No Money Paid,” 
Box 1496, Cupertino CA 95015 USA. In the letter please include 
your name (spelled correctly, if possible) and your address 
(ditto), and what you would like to write about. If you think 
I don’t know who you are (and in these times of trouble and 
double trouble, it is sometimes hard to be certain that I know 
who / am), then please include a short bio or explain why you 
want to write on that particular subject. By return mail (or later) 
you will hear from the lavish P*S*F*Q editorial offices; soon 
(sooner, if you include SASE) you can be at work on an article 
or essay—at last to see your name in glorious print. And do not 
forget the three sentences you’ll never see in a letter 
from P*S*F*Q:

(A) Your check is in the mail.
(B) We’re publishing ahead of schedule.
(C) I promise I won’t . . . Oh, but why go on.

Write us. Sign up. Ask for our famous list of undone 
articles. (SASE is requested.) Do it now; don't stop to read the 
rest of this issue. If you must read it first, then do it all at 
one sitting and break out pen and paper immediately you finish. 
Remember how important it will be to you in the future, and 
remember that my heart reaches out to your heart.

If you can’t write, and you can’t draw, then you can 
subscribe. Send $5 for 4 issues (a notable discount) to the 
editorial offices (address given in boldface above). My hand 
reaches out to your wallet.

At least I—please!—write a letter of comment! There 
must be something in this issue that exercises you sufficiently 
that you must, willy-nilly, throw off that burden of sloth and 
make your viewpoint known. If we publish your letter, you get 
a copy of that issue, free! My eyes, my eyes they reach out 
to your typewriter.

My fingers, they reach out to this phototypesetter.

'This issue ran over the limit, so became combined third and fourth issues. 
The next issue is out sooner than I had anticipated. . . ?

BJC
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AN EDITORIAL?

Oh? Vhy not? Who says you can’t have both an 
editorial and a publishorial in the same issue? The Estab
lishment, that’s who—the same folks who brought you the 
manyfold increases in postage rates, the demise of COLLIER’S, 
and the 102nd annual Hugo award to SCIENCE FICTION 
REVIEW as best "fanzine.”

So we break new ground. We might as well; the old 
ground kind of hardened up during the year we were absent— 
off doing who knows what all with who knows who all . . . 
Yes, it's true that P*S*F*Q has been absent for a year. I like to 
think of as a case of just having gone around the corner for a 
beer and a sandwich. If you’ve ever been to Britain (we have, 
now, thanks to Seacon), you know that "just around the corner” 
means anything from (really) just around the corner to some 
five or ten (or fifteen) miles distant, with changes at Margate 
and Clapham Junction. Just so, P*S*F*Q.

Ms. Barbara Jemuchababa Clifford has volunteered to 
act as proofreader. “Ha,” I said, or word to that effect, 
"there are no tupos in P*S*F*Q.” It is true that in the first issue 
I had Mr. Paul Moslander referring to the "diving image of the 
woman I love,” but you must believe me when I tell you that 
that was an exceptional case (the dative). Barbara insisted that 
she was right, and, Io and bigod, she was right. Cosharoonie, 
if she didn’t find a thousand and one errors of typing, grammar, 
punctuation and typography. “Barbara,” I said to her through 
clenched teeth, "you’re right, as usual.” Taking, then, infinite 
pains, I have corrected each and every one of those sins of 
omission and commission. I have painted out the extraneous 
zits, drawn in the necessary dotted lines and em-dashes, and 
inside-outed every (quote)(punctuation) to a (punctuation) 
(quote)(as applicable). And that is why there are no tipos 
in P*S*FQ.

Greg Hills, in his letter elsewhere in this issue (in fact, 
in the letter column; but the editors' style book tells me I am 
not supposed to say that) mentions the absence of any mark 
to indicate to the reader that he has reached the end of an 
article or essay and is about to plunge into the next one. 
Now it is true that in the last issue there was some chance of 
this happening with two specific articles, but this was due

primarily to the visual results of an unsuccessful experiment 
in page layout. Nevertheless, his sentiments do, in fact, echo 
those of the staff and management of P*S*F*Q. This magazine 
is published by Megatherium Press, which Press comprises at 
the moment one magazine (this one). We do have further plans, 
but those are not specific at this point in time and may, in any 
case, be rendered inoperative by the passage of time and its 
associated events.

Uh, where was I? Oh, yes. The megatherium, or giant 
sloth, was the largest land mammal in biohistory, and likewise 
one of the slowest. A fitting symbol for the magazine, what? 
In any case, I am looking for various drawings of the mega
therium to use as logos, mascots, fillerillos, and covers. But 
most of all, if it should be possible to fit enough detail into 
a tiny little silhouette about a quarter of an inch on a side 
(that would still be recognizable as a megatherium even though 
so small), we would use it as an end-of-article demarcation 
symbol. Tina Bear has kindly drawn up some examples of all 
types, presented herewith.

Let’s pretend I’m running a competition. Let’s pretend 
that I will send a copy of the zine to everyone who sends in a 
megatherium that I can use as an illo. Let’s pretend that those 
people who draw the illos adopted as standards, as logotype 
iIios and as the end-of-text markers, will receive free four-issue 
subscriptions gratis, at no charge. Oh, well, why pretend? 
I’ll do it for real. Send your drawings in to “Well, then, would 
next Tuesday be soon enough?" c/o P*S*F*Q, Box 1496, 
Cupertino, CA 95015.

I sincerely hope that these explanations have answered 
your questions, voiced and unvoiced; or, if they haven’t, that 
they have confused you sufficiently that you will not come upto 
me at conventions and ask, “When is P*S*F*Q coming out?” 
I should also like to take this opportunity to correct a false 
impression being popularized by a certain notorious element in 
fandom. The proper pronunciation of “P*S*F*Q” is puh-SIF-ic, 
and not, as some would have it, a concatenation of two of the 
four-letter words from the FCC’s list of the Seven Deadlies. 
(Those of you outside the U.S., hence not under the sway of the 
Federal Communications Commission, may wonder which 
words those might be. Unfortunately the elevated tone of this 
editorial prevents me from printing them. Use your imagi
nation; or, if necessary, step on the toe of an English-speaking 
person (preferably not one of the P*S*F*Q staff) and you will 
very likely hear them.)

Newsnotes: The division of Hewlett-Packard which 
owns the typesetting machine which is producing these lines 
will be moving, sometime in the next three to five years. 
Somewhere along in that time frame I will have to find another 
way of producing these pages. I expect to continue P*S*F*Q for 
at least the next two years—longer, if it stops losing so much 
money. There is no way I can afford to have it typeset by 
someone else (yes, I am he who speaks, and I am he who sets 
these words you see before you even now). Buy me drinks at 
conventions and shake my hand and tell me how much you 
like the fanzine. Nominate P*S*F*Q for fanzine Hugo (it will 
be eligible soon). Put it up for the FAAN awards. Take P*S*F*Q 
out to dinner (in Australia). And subscribe.
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THIS IS ANOTHER FINE MESS 
YOU’VE GOT US INTO

an essay on suspense techniques in science fiction 
by Chelsea Quinn Yarbro

“Stories are things about people in trouble.'' —John Steinbeck

Fear, anger, hatred, jealousy, betrayal, compromise, 
revenge, terror, lust, greed, depravity, wickedness, malevo
lence, spite—ah, where would fiction, any fiction, be without 
them? And the interplay of these elements in all fiction is 
predicated on suspense of one sort or another. Without 
suspense there is no curiosity, and the reader (and the editor) 
does not get beyond Page Three. Whether it is the convolutions 
of experience and revelation, as in the novel of character, 
or the classically structured puzzles of Agatha Christie and 
Ngaio Marsh, there must be some compelling reason for the 
reader to continue with the story, and that reason inevitably 
involves suspense.

Whether there is an obvious triumph for either the 
protagonist or the antagonist, fiction depends on the conflict 
between the two elements. It is that conflict that creates 
suspense. No matter what trappings the writer gives these 
elements, some suspense must be present or the conflict cannot 
exist and the reader will quite rightly throw the book across the 
room. (That is, assuming it ever sees print.)

Plots are merely the skeletons on which the stories are 
hung, but without them the tale is a formless blob. The 
musculature can build a Neanderthal or a superman and the 
outward expression may be clumsy, graceful, noble or scuzzy; 
but that is all after the fact.

Story structure may have various manifestations for the 
reader. Consider: Frankenstein and My Fair Lady are actually 
the same story with different trappings, and the story itself is 
the conflict between the creator and the created.

It is the basic assumption of suspense elements that 
someone is after something that either isn’t his or that someone 
else wants, and for that reason,‘malefic influences are required. 
The Seven Deadly Sins are the writer’s well-worn tools, at least 
on paper. A threat must exist in order for the suspense to be 
believable, and the threat should come from an agency or 
character essential to the story.

This, then, is a presentation of the most common 
suspense elements in science fiction. In some cases it is the 
predominant factor, and in others it is only a portion of the 
structure; but it is always present to some degree.

Suspense elements tend to fall into the following three 
categories, each with a number of corollaries. First, the "riddle” 
story; second, the "race” story; third, the "double-bind” story. 
Under the "riddle” story category come all the who/what/ 
how/why-dunnits, the "button-button” story and the "dis
guise” story. The “race” story category includes all the escape, 

chase, quest and beat-the-clock stories. In the "double-bind” 
category are all the damned-if-you-do-and-damned-if-you- 
don’t plots, the “merry-go-round” stories and the tales of moral 
right versus social right.

Starting at the top, the "who-dunnit” is by far the most 
popular form of "riddle” story. In the detective novel, it gener
ally involves murder and crime-solving, but that is only one 
application. Science fiction offers much wider vistas, including 
whatever act the "who” has perpetrated. For example, WHO 
put the beacon in orbit around Jupiter? WHO found out about 
the plans to invade the land of the Xmphs? (This example over
laps into the "race” story plot.) WHO could have known about 
the secret caverns on Mars ? WHO contaminated the colony on 
on Altair-V? In stories like these, the revelation of the WHO is 
the denouement of the tale, making this form quite a 
satisfactory one.

Somewhat more complex is the “what-dunnit,” which is 
not simply another form of the “who-dunnit,” but a matter of 
agency. WHAT factor in the RNA made it possible for the 
cougars to mutate? (Implication: —and what will that factor go 
after next?) WHAT caused the anomalies in the messages sent 
from the new space station ? (Implication: —is it the people on 
the station, a malfunction—and if so, how serious—or is it 
Something Else?) WHAT was in the missing report that is so 
crucial? (Implication: —and what are They going to do with 
it?) This last type is often neatly combined with one of 
the “race” story variants.

Next is the “how-dunnit," in which the "who-dunnit" 
and the “what-dunnit” are revealed early in the story. For exam
ple: We know that the clever aliens (WHO) put a monitor 
inside the Washington Monument (WHAT), but there has been 
a military cordon around the thing for the last 20 years; so, HOW 
was it done? (Implication: —if they are capable of this, what 
else can they do?) Or: The scientists (WHO) on the Other 
Side have found a way to mess up all television reception 
(WHAT) and drive everyone nuts with endless commercials, but 
no one can discover HOW it was done. (Implication: —they 
are nastier, sneakier and more clever than Our Side.)

The “how-dunnit" is usually associated with power of 
one sort or another, and for that reason it is often a plot device 
in horror stories concerned with a Ghastly Menace. A typical 
instance: Professor Malfacio (WHO) was found turned inside- 
out in his laboratory (WHAT), though the laboratory is located 
1200 feet underground and is filled with warning devices. 
So, HOW was it done? (Implication: —no one is safe.) In 
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mystery fiction, this is the usual structure for the popular and 
classic “locked room" mystery, which is usually presented in 
this was: Genevieve Ogilthorpe (WHO) was known to have 
been an expert in the use of exotic Australian weapons (WHAT); 
her despised uncle was found in his library, which was locked, 
bolted and almost hermetically sealed, done to death with just 
such a weapon. HOW did she do it?

More complex still is the "why-dunnit," since it is closely 
concerned with motivation and therefore with in-depth charac
terization. Such as: The benevolent dictator of the Space 
Federation (WHO) has suddenly sent an armed force (WHAT) 
to the generally peaceful planet of Bucholia, even though these 
good people have done nothing to merit such a terrible action. 
WHY ? The implications of all such stories are based on person
ality. In this case, the benevolent dictator may know that the 
people of Bucholia are really nasty and he is making an unpop
ular decision in order to save his own subjects; or he may have 
gone crazy; or perhaps he has found out the neighbors on 
Bellicosia are about to start a war, and he for Machiavellian 
reasons has decided upon a show of force. It is the insight into 
character that is necessary for the unraveling of the plot.

A similar use of the "why-dunnit” appears in The Stars 
My Destination, wherein author Alfred Bester reveals the WHY 
in the beginning, and it is the resolution of the conflict inherent 
in the WHY that constitutes the structure of the story. Gully 
Foyle (WHO), abandoned and left to die (WHY), determines to 
escape and become rich (HOW) so he can have his revenge 
(WHAT).

The "dunnits" are cumulative, and it is rare that a 
“why-dunnit" does not have all the other “dunnit” elements 
present in the plot.

After the "dunnits” in the "riddle” category comes the 
"button-button” story. In it, the crucial question to be resolved 
is WHO (or WHAT) has the plans/microbes/special genes/par- 
ticular skill/past experience/alien artifacts/translation from the 
Old Jovian/weapons/prisoners/keys to the temple, etc. This is a 
permutation of Alfred Hitchcock’s beloved McGuffen plot, in 
which there is a much-sought-after Thing which is, in and of 
itself, of minor consideration, but which becomes crucial 
because it is desired/abhorred by the Good Guys, Bad Guys, or 
both. In these plots, whether or not the Thing is important, the 
attempt to find it is. This type of "button-button” story is most 
commonly wedded to a "race" plot, so that getting there is 
most of the fun.

A subdivision of the above hybrid that I call the 
“collision-course” plot is one of my favorites. (Alexandre 
Dumas pere liked it, too.) In it, Character A wants the button, 
and, unknown to one or both of them, so does Character B. The 
plot revolves around their pursuit of the button and what 
happens when their paths (at last) intersect. In such a plot it is 
not necessary to hide very much from the reader, but there 
should be good and sufficient reasons why the characters are 
unaware of what is happening. For example, the button can be 
the cure for some terrible disease. The person who finds the 
cure gets not only all the recognition, but also some other 
longed-for prize. Now let there be two scientists in two different 
countries, isolated and insulated from each other by their 
governments and universities, who are working like hell to 
come up with the cure. It helps considerably if the scientists 
loathe each other.

Last of the "riddle” stories is the “disguise” story, which 
is often an extension of the "dunnit” stories. Oedipus Rex is a 
very good example of a superb disguise story, in that he who 
dunnit (Oedipus) does not know that he is the villain (or tragic 
hero, the two often being interchangeable) until his disguise is 
ripped away. In this story the disguise is a complete one, since 
Oedipus himself is in the dark.

Robert Sheckley is the SF writer who uses this device 
most often, occasionally carrying it to absurd and delightful 
extremes, as in Mindswap.

The critical revelation in a “disguise” story occurs when 
one discovers that the butler/ambassador/new neighbor/miss- 
ing uncle/President/baby/sheepdog is really the murderer’s 
aunt/Gandalf/a mouse/600 years old/the emperor of Shaggy/ 
the bastard son of Ghenghis Khan. This is a popular plot, but is 
very hard to do well. First of all, the information must be planted 
early in the story. For example, you must learn that things don’t 
add up about the new neighbor in such a way that you will not 
realize that this person is indeed the Gandalf that everyone has 
been talking about. And, yes, you’ve also got to know about the 
Gandalf. Otherwise, the plot turns into what I call the “Cousin 
from Australia” ploy, which goes something like this: The 
victim was done in under circumstances that produce a number 
of suspects, all of whom are eliminated one after another 
(literally or figuratively), until there is no one left who could 
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have done it. At this time you are told that there was a Cousin 
from Australia who, at the last moment, is produced as the mur
derer in a curious Satana ex Machina device. The only time this 
has been used with real skill to turn the tables on the reader 
is in The List of Adrian Messenger, in which the murderer is 
indeed a Cousin from Australia, but one whom author Philip 
MacDonald has placed under your nose throughout the book.

“Race" stories have always been very popular. Whether 
the hero is running from something (escape) or to something 
(quest), the action must hinge on whether he will achieve his 
goal. Science fiction has a real penchant for these sorts of plots. 
There have been many superb uses of the basic "race” plot 
(A and B are both after X). This not quite the same as the 
"collision-course” plot, because the intersection of the charac
ters’ paths is not particularly important; it’s the getting there 
that counts. From rival astronauts racing each other toward the 
Moon or Neptune or Alpha Centauri, to massed forces of the 
Galaxy all trying to get to the Place in order to get the Goodies, 
the race is essentially the same, and it is the goal that counts. 
In the “race” story, the goal is known from the beginning; in 
the "quest” story, it may not be known until the very end.

Epic fantasy lends itself to "quest" stories more readily 
than does science fiction. From the Ring to the Grail to 
Shangri-La, the pursuit of the marvelous has a real attraction. 
For not only is there the question of whether it can be achieved 
(worthiness often being a strong factor in "quest” stories), but 
the nature of interference along the way is apt to be almost 
as marvelous as the goal itself.

“Chase” stories have a greater sense of menace and 
paranoia than do "quest” stories. Generally, the malice is iden
tified early, and if the plot uses both chase and escape as themes, 
the results are often quite compelling. The combination works 
best if there is a way to work all three permutations into the tale. 
For example, in a simple "race” story, A and B are in competition 
for the same X. In a “quest” story, perhaps only A is after the X, 
but there are a whole bunch of B’s to get in his or her way. Think 
of the problems besetting Frost, in Zelazny’s "For a Breath 
I Tarry,” who only wants to understand humans.

If a chase can be added to all this, the build-up is quite 
astounding. For example, A and B are after X, which B wants 
because it is a Goodie, but which A wants because he or she 
knows that it leads to Something More. However, there is C, 
who is after A and/or B. Wonderful stuff, if done right.

Last among the "race” stories is the "beat-the-clock” 
tale, which simply adds a deadline to one or more of the "race” 
elements. Thus: A and B are after the X, which confers money/ 
power/prestige; C wants B to have it because A will do some
thing with it that C will not like. However, the X is perishable 
or set to go off or ready to hatch, and therefore someone must 
get to it very soon or there willtie war/plague/disaster/income 
tax to pay on it. In this sort of plot it is necessary that the X be 
thoroughly understood by C, while it need not really be appre
ciated by A or B. This type of story was the mainstay of the 
James Bond novels by Ian Fleming.

More psychologically complex are the “double-bind” 
stories. These are rare in short fiction, for the implications of 
such plots are complicated enough that a fair amount of time is 
needed to sort them out. First is the "damned-if-you-and- 
damned-if-you-don’t” story, which works something like this: 
Our Hero has discovered that the Bad Guys are about to do 
Something Awful, and decides to take action. In the course of 
this action, he discovers that he has played right into the hands 
of the Bad Guys, or that the Good Guys are doing exactly the 
same thing the Bad Guys are. No matter what Our Hero does, 

he is wrong. If he abandons the project, the Bad Guys will do 
Something Awful, and if he pursues the matter, the Good Guys 
will do Something Awful. This sort of story is disastrously prone 
to a Deus ex Machina ending, as are some the “disguise” stories. 
In such a case, you are told that the Something Awful is really 
just kind of silly, or that there is no real danger. And that is a 
cheat, pure and simple. If Our Hero is going through all that 
anguish for something silly or not really dangerous, then he is 
not a hero but a nerd.

“Merry-go-round” plots bring you back to the same 
place again and again, but perhaps with a greater order of 
complexity to the problem. This is a great device in fairy tales, 
wherein the protagonist returns to Go only to discover that this 
time, the requirements have been changed. There is generally 
a “quest” element in the “merry-go-round" plot, but it is 
secondary to the returns (of which there are traditionally 
three) and the solution. Think of the peasant boy who finds first 
a black horse in iron armor which lets him beat the wyvern 
sitting on the bag of gold, then the white horse in silver armor 
which carries him to victory against the gryphon sitting on a 
casket of jewels, and then the red horse with gold armor which 
gives him the magical victory over the gigantic dragon sitting on 
all the riches of Ophir (and which is often is keeping a handy 
princess prisoner): a “merry-go-round” story. Most of R. A. 
Lafferty’s wonderful tall tales are double-bind "merry-go- 
round” stories.

In more somber settings, these tales refuse to offer solu
tions, and in such cases they belong to the "moral right versus 
social right” type. Perhaps the clearest example is Ibsen’s play, 
Enemy of the People, in which a doctor living in a town that 
survives by patronage of its mineral springs discovers that the 
springs are contaminated. If the doctor reveals this fact, the 
town will die; if he doesn’t, the people coming to take the cure 
will die. Either way, he loses.

Many of the more thoughtful science-fiction novels 
revolve around this last issue of moral versus social right, and 
quite often they are allied with the “damned-if-you-and- 
damned-if-you-don't” plot in that there is no easy way out for 
anyone. These are stories of victims of circumstance as much as 
of victims of villainy, in which the Bad Guys quite often are as 
helpless and put-upon as the Good Guys are.

* * *
It is perhaps oversimplifying to say that a writer sits down 

to write a story with the intention of using a chase-and-why- 
dunnit plot, because committing fiction is rarely that cut and 
dried. However, any competent writer knows his or her craft 
well enough to be aware that no matter what the setting, conflict 
and suspense must be present or there is nothing to carry the 
reader's (or writer’s) interest from Page One to Page Whatever.

Those occasional fictionists who claim to eschew the 
"artificiality” of plot forms more often than not know little of 
their craft. Likethe poet who writes free verse because he never 
learned how to write a sonnet or ballade, the fact that he 
succeeds (if he does) is a result of overcoming difficulties 
rather than discarding them.

For those who insist that stories be “life-like,” I must 
point out that real life is much too sloppy for most fiction, 
mostly because real life has little or no plot structure.
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DONALD M. GRANT, PUBLISHER:
an informal history 
and appreciation

by Stephen T. Riley

Donald M. Grant began his publishing career in 1945, 
when he and Thomas P. Hadley published Rhode Island on 
Lovecraft. He credits his early reading with his involvement; 
about age ten he read Edgar Rice Burroughs and says that 
Burroughs’ stories in AMAZING STORIES were the magnet. 
AMAZING led to FANTASTIC ADVENTURES, FAMOUS FAN
TASTIC MYSTERIES, WEIRD TALES and the other pulps.

The Buffalo Book Company followed, in 1946, while 
Grant was in the Army. Grant, Hadley and Kenneth Krueger 
(today of Shroud Press) worked together to produce The Time 
Stream by John Taine and The Skylark of Space by E. E. Smith, 
both of them early classics of imaginative science fiction.

Three years later, in 1949, Grant and his long-time 
associate James Donahue formed The Grandon Company, 
which lasted almost a decade and produced five titles. One 
was 333, a bibliographical compilation of 333 science-fantasy 
novels; the other four were adventure-fantasy: The Port of 
Peril by Otis Adelbert Kline, Dwellers in the Mirage by 
A. Merritt, The Return of Tharn by Howard Brown, and The 
Werewolf of Ponkert by H. Warner Munn.

In retrospect, the Grandon Company was the first major 
indication of the direction Donald M. Grant was to take in 
publishing: predominantly fantasy and adventure instead of 
straight science fiction. An interesting note is that as early as 
1948 Grant was in touch with the Otis Kline Agency, who at the 
time held the rights to Robert E. Howard's “Conan” stories. 
Grant and Mrs. Kline (O. A. K. had died before this date) came 
to an accord on getting the Conan stories into hardcover, but 
plans fell through; it appeared that there was no market for 
hardcover science-fantasy at the time. The Grandon books were 
not selling as well as they had hoped, and because of this the 
necessary capital was not available. Gnome Press published the 
first hardcover editions of the Conan stories, and not for another 
fifteen years would Grant’s dream of issuing the tales under his 
own imprint be realized. (A few other titles were listed as forth
coming from the Grandon Company, but they too fell through.) 

From 1958 to 1964 Grant’s activities in publishing were 
mostly behind the scenes and will be discussed further below. 
I have been told that Grant published a good deal of non-SF 
during this period, in order to help establish his current line. 
This is presently unconfirmed and I have no records of any 
specific titles.

The year 1964 marks an important point in Don’s 
publishing career. It was the year he started using his own name 
as his imprint, and it was the year that the Rev. Henry Hardy 

Heins' massive Edgar Rice Burroughs bibliography was pub
lished by Grant as a revised and expanded hardcover edition of 
a mimeographed version Heins published in 1962. The book, in 
an edition of 1000 copies, sold out in about two months, an 
astoundingly short period of time. Today, the bibliography is a 
rare and expensive collector’s item.

Grant’s reputation as the foremost Robert E. Howard 
publisher goes back to 1965 and 1966 with the respective 
appearances of Howard’s A Cent From Bear Creek and The 
Pride of Bear Creek. The reason for the choice of these, instead 
of some better-known stories, was largely one of finances. 
Grant and Glenn Lord had been discussing Howard during the 
early 1960's when Lord said he could make available the 1937 
British edition of Cent. Grant read the book, enjoyed it im
mensely and the project was on. At the time, Howard was not 
the hot commodity he is today, and publishing a Howard title 
was climbing out on a limb. The Lancer paperback editions were 
still a year or two in the future, and the current fantasy boom 
was just starting to stir.

In 1967, Grant published a selection of the best from 
Donald A. Wollheim’s fanzine THE PHANTAGRAPH, and 
Coddess of Ganymede by Michael Resnick, a Burroughs-type 
fantasy illustrated by Neal MacDonald. He also published a 
portfolio of the illustrations from the Resnick book. The next 
year, 1968, saw the appearance of Red Shadows by Howard, 
possibly Grant’s most celebrated book to date. Grant met Jeff 
Jones in Cleveland when Jones was still in art school and rela
tively unknown. He was taken with Jones’ work; the result was 
Red Shadows, celebrated not only for the Solomon Kane tales, 
but for Jones’ striking illustrations as well. A set of large full
color reproductions of the paintings on heavy canvas was pub
lished in an edition of 100 copies. The first edition of Red 
Shadows has become one of the most sought-after Howard 
items. Two additional editions have seen print in hardcover.

After Singers in the Shadows, a small volume of Howard 
poetry—another rare item due to its 500-copy edition—in 1970, 
Don’s publishing activity slowly increased. The years 1971-74 
saw two or three books each; 1975 saw five titles, 1976 saw eight, 
1977 saw six and 1978 saw four in the first part of the year.

Grant started publishing the Conan stories in a deluxe 
hardcover format in 1974. Glenn Lord and Grant started dis
cussing the idea around 1970, but the final decision on the 
format did not come until 1973, when the long-awaited Howard 
book The Sowers of the Thunder appeared. This was Grant’s 
most lavish effort to that date. Artist Roy Krenkel produced over
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100 spot illustrations and full-page drawings for the book, as well 
as a color frontis and wrapper and endpapers. Not only was the 
visual aspect exciting, but the book was expensively con
structed. The care and attention paid to every aspect of the 
volume was to help set the format for the Conan series. 
Sowers sold out its 2500-copy print run in a few months, 
rivalling Heins’ Burroughs bibliography.

The 1970’s have secured Grant’s reputation as the 
standard publisher of Howard books. Through 1978 he has 
published nineteen different books by Howard, in twenty-five 
different editions; beyond this, he has also published The Last 
Celt, a massive bio-bibliography of Howard’s output, edited and 
compiled by Glenn Lord. Most of these editions are now out of 
print and command premium prices on the collectors’ market.

Grant has said that his interest in Howard goes back to 
the time he acquired his first set of WEIRD TALES magazine, in 
early 1946. He was stationed in Fort Bliss, Texas, and while home 
on furlough visited the bookshops wherever he went. In Fort 
Worth he found a complete collection of WEIRD TALES, from 
the first issue. .. He credits Howard’s imagination and speed of 
action as a writer, more than anything else, as the primary cause 
for his interest and publishing activity. '‘Essentially, I think it’s 
Howard’s speed that makes the stories work—but remember, 
Howard created whole panoramas, whole civilizations in an 
antediluvian era. . . Howard peopled it the way he wanted to, 
but he drew on a lot of sources to people it. It would seem 
reasonable that the magnitude of this panorama, the very 
grandness of it, is one of the elements which attracts readers 
to Howard."

Despite Grant’s identity as a Howard publisher and the 
fact that over 50% of his current output has been Howard- 
oriented, Grant has delved equally enthusiastically into other 
areas. He has produced a handful of acclaimed bibliographies, 
ranging from 333 to the Burroughs bibliography to Glenn Lord's 
The Last Celt and the recently published Emperor of Dreams, 
a Clark Ashton Smith bibliography by Donald Sidney-Fryer. 
Each has been an impeccable work of scholarship, presented 
in a handsome format.

In terms of illustration and artists, Grant must surely rank 
as today’s finest publisher of illustrated fantasy books. Claiming 
no formal art training, and relying solely upon his own tastes, his 
track record is good. The names of artists he has used reads like 
a Who's Who of fantasy illustration: Jeff Jones, Roy G. Krenkel, 
Alicia Austin, David Ireland, Tim Kirk, Virgil Finlay, George Barr, 
Stephen E. Fabian, Hannes Bok, Michael Hague, Neal Mac
Donald and Joseph Clement Coll, Others, not as well-known, 
include: David Karbonik, Robert Bruce Acheson, Richard 
Robertson, Michael Symes, Marcus Boas, Dan Green, John 
Linton, Cathy Hill, Ned Dameron and Robert James Pailthorpe. 
Grant believes not only in working with established talents, but 
in giving newcomers a chance as well. (Pailthorpe, illustrator of 
Black Vulmea’s Vengeance by Howard (1976), while not well 
known in the fantasy field, is a nationally respected marine artist 
with portfolios on whaling and the America’s Cup race to his 
credit. He-has done murals for Cross Pens, and a Rhode Island 
bicentennial portfolio offered locally on television.)

Grant’s choice of artists has sometimes led to criticism 
from others. Talking about the illustrations for the Conan series, 
Grant says, “There are people who like the Alicia Austin ones 
the best. Now, admittedly, Alicia's work is not what I envision 
Conan to be. Neither do I envision Conan as a Neanderthal 
either. I think Alicia’s work is beautiful and I can take it. After all,
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the whole idea, the whole premise for this series, was to put it 
out with illustrations that interpreted the Conan stories as the 
illustrator saw. And this is just what’s been done. They were 
all different.. . I’ve gotten more criticisms of the Robertson 
illustrations than any of them. And there have been criticisms... 
not a great many now. . . of all of them: of Alicia’s, of 
George Bari $ and David Ireland's."

It takes time for a publisher to build capital to work with; 
color wrappers and tipped-in plates are expensive. Grant’s 
earlier books either were altogether void of illustrations or they 
featured only black-and-white interior plates, and occasionally 
a color wrapper. As his schedule picked up, color began to 
appear in more and more of his books, and the integration of 
text and illustration grew. Echoes From an Iron Harp by 
Howard (1972) featured a color wrapper and frontis and numer
ous beautiful full-page black and white drawings by Alicia 
Austin. The Sowers of the Thunder, mentioned earlier, became 
legendary before publication because of its profuse illus
trations. Next came the Conan volumes (a series still in pro
gress). Each book to date has had a three-piece binding, full
color plates (some tipped-in), decorative devices and matching 
wrappers. Many believe that George Barr’s work on Red Nails 
makes that title the most beautiful of the Conan books.

Other visually lavish volumes were The Dream of X by 
William Hope Hodgson (1977) illustrated by Stephen E. Fabian, 
and The Black Cod’s Shadow by C. L. Moore (a collection of 
her Jirel of Joiry tales), spectacularly illustrated in full color by 
Alicia Austin. This past year saw the appearance of the third 
edition of Red Shadows, completely reset and with all new 
illustrations by Jeff Jones. The 1350-copy edition, each one 
signed by Jones, went out of print in a month and a half, and 
the volume may become the most celebrated Grant book of all. 
Recently published is Talbot Mundy’s famous King—of the 
Khyber Rifles, with over 100 of the original illustrations by 
Joseph Clement Coll from the magazine serialization.

Grant’s involvement with artists goes a step further than 
simply providing them with a showcase for their talents. He 
published the first hardcover collection of Virgil Finlay's work 
in 1971, followed in 1975 by the second volume of a projected 
trilogy. George Barr, an extremely popular artist, had a repre
sentative sampling of his work handsomely showcased in Upon 
the Winds of Yesterday, which received much acclaim. Alicia 
Austin’s Age of Dreams has just been published. Out recently 
is The Magic Pen of Joseph Clement Coll, an in-depth look at 
the genius of this early-twentieth-century illustrator, renowned 
among artists for his outstanding pen-and-ink work, but largely 
forgotten by the public. Coll has long been a favorite of Grant’s.

Joseph Clement Coll leads to another facet of Grant’s 
interests—that of the ADVENTURE MAGAZINE school of 
writing. ADVENTURE ran from 1910 until the 1950’s and was the 
premier pulp of its type, featuring material from such notables 
as Talbot Mundy, Harold Lamb, Arthur O. Friel, Rafael Sabatini, 
John Buchan, E. Hoffmann Price and William Hope Hodgson. 
ADVENTURE proved to be an enormous influence on Robert E. 
Howard, who unsuccessfully tried to break into the ranks of its 
writers. ADVENTURE’S specialty was well-researched and accu
rate historical-adventure tales, a cut above the moody and 
driven tales of Howard.

Grant’s enthusiasm for ADVENTURE, perhaps his great
est interest, has led to an ambitious new project: that of 
putting all of Harold Lamb’s fiction into illustrated hardcover 
editions. Today, Lamb’s reputation rests upon a number of 
scholarly, informative and entertaining historical biographies: 
Genghis Kahn, Hannibal, Omar Khayyam, etc., but it was his 

earlier fiction in ADVENTURE that laid the groundwork for 
many of these historical narratives.

Originally, Lamb’s Durandal, the story of the sword of 
Roland, was to kick off the series, and was to be illustrated by 
George Barr. Due to a heavy workload, Barr was unable to meet 
the deadline, so he and Don turned the assignment over to 
Alicia Austin. Alicia has done all the preliminary drawings, and 
Barr will finish each piece in a collaborative effort. Because of 
the delay, The Three Palladins, a story of Temujin who later 
became known as Genghis Kahn, led off the series; it has some 
striking color illustrations by Cathy Hill.

The remainder of Grant’s output under his own imprint 
has been oriented more toward horror fantasy, and authors in 
that genre. There have been two William Hope Hodgson books; 
Black Cod’s Shadow by C. L. Moore; To Quebec and the Stars 
by H. P. Lovecraft, edited by L. Sprague de Camp; a major 
presentation of non-fiction Lovecraft writings, and work by 
H. Warner Munn and Joseph Payne Brennan, including a forth
coming collaboration between Brennan and Grant.

While Grant has been busy with his own projects, he has 
also been associated with other publishers. He published Joseph 
Payne Brennan’s MACABRE and some early issues of Glenn 
Lord’s THE HOWARD COLLECTOR. Brennan’s Macabre Press 
has published three books in association with Grant since 1959.

Grant's most ambitious sideline has been Centaur Press, 
which he founded with Charles Collins and Chris Steinbrunner. 
Centaur’s "Time-Lost” series, featuring worthwhile overlooked 
fantasy-adventure stories, has been very much in the ADVEN
TURE tradition, reprinting excellent novels by Arthur O. Friel, 
J. Allan Dunn, E. Charles Vivian, Talbot Mundy and others. 
Grant’s edition of Red Shadows was published by Centaur as 
three paperbound volumes. All three have gone through 
multiple printings. Centaur also produced one hardcover book, 
a 750-copy edition of J. Allan Dunn’s The Treasure of Atlantis. 
The latest Centaur publication has been a trade paperback on 
Tolkien’s Middle Earth by Lin Carter, illustrated by David 
Wenzel. Outstanding cover art has characterized the Centaur 
line, with such artists as Jeff Jones, David Ireland, Frank Brunner, 
Stephen E. Fabian and Virgil Finlay.

In all phases of his busy publishing schedule, Grant has 
always adhered to the ideal of quality. Each year, his books grow 
more sophisticated and attractive until it becomes next to 
impossible for a collector to single out any one title; there 
are too many rivals for top position.

Don thinks akin to William Morris in book design, 
though his books are not as ornately produced as Morris’s 
were. Each book is conceived as a cover-to-cover entity, with 
equally careful attention paid to the typeface, paper, printing, 
and binding. Grant’s popularity as a publisher, the speed with 
which his editions go out of print and the premium prices 
Grant books command all attest to his integrity as a publisher.
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A Donald M. Grant Bibliography

All books published before 1975 are out of print (O.P.)

Grant-Hadley Enterprises

1945

Rhode Island on Lovecraft, edited by Donald M. Grant and 
Thomas P. Hadley. 22 pp, wraps, 2 editions: 500 and 1000copies. 
Illustrated by Betsy Wells Halladay (the second edition had 
different illustrations).

Buffalo Book Company

1946

The Time Stream, by John Taine (Dr. Eric Temple Bell). 
218 pp, hc-dj, 1000 copies (500 bound). Wrapper by Allan 
Halladay.

The Skylark of Space, by Edward E. Smith, Ph. D. 218 pp, hc-dj, 
500 copies. Frontis by Schneeman, wrapper by Allan Halladay.

The Grandon Company

1949

The Port of Peril, by Otis Adelbert Kline. 218 pp, hc-dj, 1000 
copies (?). Illustrated by J. Allen St. John.

1950

Dwellers in the Mirage, by A. Merritt. 295 pp, hc-dj. Frontis 
by Virgil Finlay, wrapper by Russell Swanson.

1953

333: A Bibliography of the Science-Fantasy Novel, edited by 
Joseph H. Crawford, Jr., James J. Donahue and Donald M. Grant. 
79 pp, 500 copies (450 pb and 50 he). Wrapper by Roy Hunt.

1957

The Return of Tharn, by Howard Browne. He, 500 copies.

1958

The Werewolf of Ponkert, by H. Warner Munn. 138 pp, hc-dj, 
350 copies. Wrapper by Harry Whewell. All copies were 
signed by Munn.

Listed as forthcoming, but never published by the Grandon 
Company:

The Golden City, by Ralph Milne Farley

The Swordsman of Mars, by Otis Adelbert Kline

The Face in the Abyss, by A. Merritt

Donald M. Grant, Publisher

1964

A Golden Anniversary Bibliography of Edgar Rice Burroughs, 
edited by the Rev. Henry Hardy Heins. 418 pp, hc-dj, 1000 
copies. Wrapper by J. Allen St. John

1965

A Gent From Bear Creek, by Robert E. Howard. 312 pp, hc-dj, 
732 copies. Wrapper by Henry Eichner.

1966

The Pride of Bear Creek, by Robert E. Howard. 221 pp, hc-dj, 
812 copies. Wrapper by Henry Eichner.

1967

Goddess of Ganymede, by Michael Resnick. 246 pp, hc-dj, 
750 copies. Illustrated by Neal MacDonald. There'was issued a 
portfolio of the six interior illustrations, printed one side upon 
10" by 15” sheets. Number of copies unknown.

Operation: Phantasy, The Best From the Phantagraph, edited 
by Donald A. Wollheim (under “The Phantagraph Press” 
imprint). 59 pp, hc-dj, 420 copies (400 for sale), numbered. 
Wrapper by Jack Gaughan.

1968

Red Shadows, by Robert E. Howard. 381 pp, hc-dj, 896 copies. 
Illustrated by Jeff Jones (the color plates are out of sequence). 
A portfolio was published (see text).
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1970

Singers in the Shadows, by Robert E. Howard. 55 pp, hc-dj, 
500 copies. Illustrated by Robert Bruce Acheson, wrapper by 
David Karbonik.

1971

Red Shadows, by Robert E. Howard. 381 pp, hc-dj, 741 copies. 
Illustrated by Jeff Jones. Second Edition.

Red Blades of Black Cathay, by Robert E. Howard and Tevis 
Clyde Smith. 125 pp, hc-dj, 1091 copies. Illustrated by David 
Karbonik.

Virgil Finlay, edited by Virgil Finlay, with an Appreciation by 
Sam Moskowitz and a Checklist by Gerry de la Ree. 153 pp, 
hc-dj; number of copies unknown.

1972

Marchers of Valhalla, by Robert E. Howard. 121 pp, hc-dj, 
1654 copies. Illustrated by Robert Bruce Acheson.

Echoes From an Iron Harp, by Robert E. Howard. 285 pp, hc-dj, 
1079 copies. Illustrated by Alicia Austin.

1973

The Sowers of the Thunder, by Robert E. Howard. 285 pp, hc-dj, 
2509 copies. Illustrated by Roy G. Krenkel.

The Temple of the Ten, by H. Bedford-Jones and W. C. 
Robertson. 159 pp, hc-dj; number of copies unknown. Illus
trated by Richard Robertson.

1974

Worms of the Earth, by Robert E. Howard. 233 pp, hc-dj, 
2500 copies. Illustrated by David Ireland.

The People of the Black Circle, by Robert E. Howard. 149 pp, 
hc-dj, 3000 copies. Illustrated by David Ireland.

Tigers of the Sea, by Robert E. Howard. 212 pp, hc-dj; number 
of copies unknown. Illustrated by Tim Kirk.

1975

Almuric, by Robert E. Howard. 217 pp, hc-dj, 3500 copies. 
Illustrated by David Ireland. (O.P.)

A Gent From Bear Creek, by Robert E. Howard. 312 pp, hc-dj, 
1500 copies. Illustrated by Tim Kirk. Second edition (first illus
trated edition). (O.P.)

A Witch Shall Be Born, by Robert E. Howard. 106 pp, hc-dj, 
3100 copies. Illustrated by Alicia Austin. (O.P.)

The Tower of the Elephant, by Robert E. Howard. 94 pp, hc-dj, 
3100 copies. Illustrated by Richard Robertson. (O.P.)

Virgil Finlay: An Astrology Sketch Book, with introductions by 
Beverly C. Finlay and Robert Prestopino. 148 pp, hc-dj, 
2000 copies.

Out of the Storm, by William Hope Hodgson, with an intro
duction by Sam Moskowitz. 304 pp, hc-dj, 2100 copies. 
Illustrated by Stephen E. Fabian, with wrapper by Hannes 
Bok. (O.P.)

The Bowl of Baal, by Robert Ames Bennett. 351 pp, hc-dj, 
2000 copies. Illustrated by David Ireland.

Red Nails, by Robert E. Howard. 143 pp, hc-dj, 3500 copies. 
Illustrated by George Barr. (O.P.)

The Banner of Joan, by H. Warner Munn. 127 pp, hc-dj, 
975 copies. Illustrated by Michael Symes. (O.P.)

1976

Black Vulmea’s Vengeance, by Robert E. Howard. 223 pp, hc-dj, 
2600 copies. Illustrated by Robert James Pailthorpe.

The Iron Man, by Robert E. Howard. 186 pp, hc-dj; number of 
copies unknown. Illustrated by David Ireland.

Rogues in the House, by Robert E. Howard. 91 pp, hc-dj, 
3500 copies. Illustrated by Marcus Boas.

The Sowers of the Thunder, by Robert E. Howard. 285 pp, hc-dj, 
1250 copies. Illustrated by Roy G. Krenkel. Second edition.

The Last Celt, edited by Glenn Lord. 416 pp, hc-dj, 2600 copies. 
Wrapper by Marcus Boas.

Upon the Winds of Yesterday, by George Barr. 141 pp, hc-dj, 
2500 copies.

The Devil in Iron, by Robert E. Howard. 154 pp, hc-dj, 
3500 copies. Illustrated by Dan Green.

To Quebec and the Stars, by H. P. Lovecraft, edited by 
L. Sprague de Camp. 318 pp, hc-dj, 2200 copies. Wrapper by 
Robert MacIntyre.

1977

The Chronicles of Lucius Leffing, by Joseph Payne Brennan. 
253 pp, hc-dj, 1540 copies. Illustrated by John Linton.

The Dream of X, by William Hope Hodgson. 140 pp, hc-dj, 
2285 copies (2500 stated in back of book). Illustrated by Stephen 
E. Fabian. A deluxe edition of 200 copies was specially bound 
and slipcased, and numbered and signed by Fabian.

Marchers of Valhalla, by Robert E. Howard. (?) pp, hc-dj, 
2500 copies. Illustrated by Marcus Boas. This edition has the 
same contents as the 1972 edition, with the addition of the short 
story "The Grey God Passes.”

The Pride of Bear Creek, by Robert E. Howard. 248 pp, hc-dj, 
1600 copies. Illustrated by Tim Kirk. Second edition (first 
illustrated edition).

Black God’s Shadow, by C. L. Moore. 252 pp, hc-dj, 2250 copies. 
Illustrated by Alicia Austin. A deluxe edition of 150 copies was 
specially bound and slipcased, and numbered and signed by 
Moore and Austin.
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The Three Palladins, by Harold Lamb. 244 pp, hc-dj, 2000copies. 
Illustrated by Cathy Hill.

1978

Red Shadows, by Robert E. Howard. 337 pp, hc-dj, 1350 copies. 
Illustrated by Jeff Jones. Third edition. This edition was 
completely reset and redesigned. It features all-new illustra
tions by Jones, who signed all copies. (O.P.)

King—of the Khyber Rifles, by Talbot Mundy. 403 pp, hc-dj, 
2500 copies. Illustrated by Joseph Clement Coll.

Emperor of Dreams: A Clark Ashton Smith Bibliography, edited 
by Donald Sidney-Fryer. 303 pp, hc-dj, 1500 copies. Wrapper 
by Ned Dameron.

The Magic Pen of Joseph Clement Coll, edited by Walt Reed. 
176 pp, hc-dj, 750 copies. All copies are numbered and 
signed by Reed.

1978/9

Alicia Austin’s Age of Dreams. Hc-dj, 2000 copies. There is a 
deluxe slipcased edition of 200 copies, numbered and signed by 
Austin, with an additional signed print not included in the 
regular edition.

Queen of the Black Coast, by Robert E. Howard. 2750 copies. 
Illustrated by Michael Hague.

Bazaar of the Bizarre, by Fritz Leiber. 1300 copies. Illustrated 
by Stephan Peregrine. Includes a slipsheet signed by the 
author and the artist.

Act of Providence, by Joseph Payne Brennan in collaboration 
with Donald M. Grant. Illustrated by Bob Arrington. This book 
takes place at the first World Fantasy Convention and features 
many of the real-life attendees as well as the fictional 
Lucius Leffing.

Revenge of Dracula, by Peter Tremaine. Illustrated by Dan 
Green.

The Road of Azrael, by Robert E. Howard. Illustrated by 
Roy G. Krenkel.

In Association With Macabre House

1959

The Dark Returners, by Joseph Payne Brennan. 110 pp, he, 
150 copies. (O.P.)

1963

Scream At Midnight, by Joseph Payne Brennan. 124 pp, 
he (?), 250 copies. (O.P.)

1973

The Casebook of Lucius Leffing, by Joseph Payne Brennan.
191 pp, he (?), 750 copies. Illustrated by Neal MacDonald. (O.P.)

In Association With Centaur Press

1969
The Moon of Skulls, by Robert E. Howard. 127 pp, pb. 
Cover by Jeff Jones.

The Pathless Trail, by Arthur O. Friel. 128 pp, pb. Cover 
by Jeff Jones.

1970

The Hand of Kane, by Robert E. Howard. 127 pp, pb. 
Cover by Jeff Jones.

The Treasure of Atlantis, by J. Allan Dunn. 126 pp, pb. 
Cover by Robert Bruce Acheson.

1971
The Treasure of Atlantis, by J. Allan Dunn. 160 pp, hc-dj, 
750 copies. Illustrated by Robert Bruce Acheson and Donald 
Fish. (O.P.)

Solomon Kane, by Robert E. Howard. 126 pp, pb. Cover 
by Jeff Jones.

Tiger River, by Arthur O. Friel. 186 pp, pb. Cover by 
Jeff Jones.

1972

The Wolf in the Garden, by Alfred H. Bill. 144 pp, pb. 
Cover by Virgil Finlay.

Swordsmen and Supermen, editor not listed (Grant?). 120 pp, 
pb. Cover by Virgil Finlay.

1974

City of Wonder, by E. Charles Vivian. 182 pp, pb. Cover by 
David Ireland. Published in April of 1974, although the copyright 
page states November of 1973.

Caesar Dies, by Talbot Mundy. 157 pp, pb. Cover by Frank 
Brunner. Published in April of 1974, although the copyright 
page states November of 1973.

Grey Maiden, by Arthur D. Howden Smith. 159 pp, pb. 
Cover by David Ireland.

1976

Dr. Cyclops, by Will Garth. 155 pp, pb. Cover by David Ireland.

The Werewolf of Ponkert, by H. Warner Munn. 148 pp, pb. 
Cover by Stephen E. Fabian.

1977

Middle Earth: The World of Tolkien Illustrated, text by 
Lin Carter, illustrations by David Wenzel. 64 pp, large format 
paperback. Two editions: the first on "natural” paper, the 
second on white. 7500 copies each edition.
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Miscellaneous Thanks, Acknowledgements, and a Final Word:

Various issues of Glenn Lord’s THE HOWARD COLLECTOR

Various issues of Joseph Payne Brennan’s MACABRE

1968

A set of four prints on canvas, measuring 16” by 20”, repro
ducing in full color Jeff Jones’ illustrations for the first edition 
of Red Shadows. Limited to 100 sets, iO.P.)

1969

A color print of Jeff Jones' cover painting for The Pathless Trail, 
by Arthur O. Friel. Dimensions and number of copies unknown. 
(Published by Centaur Press.)

1974

Cities and Scenes From the Ancient World, by Roy G. Krenkel. 
82 pp, hc-dj, 3000 copies. (Published by Owlswick Press, 
Philadelphia; Grant assisted with the book’s composition.)

1978

BOREALIS, a Canadian amateur journal. Grant has an article on 
Darrell Crombie and the ADVENTURE school of writing, and 
^Iso printed the cover in color.

The preceding article and bibliography could not have 
touched upon so much ground had it not been for the invalu
able cooperation of Don Grant himself. He was always helpful, 
putting up with my blizzard of questions with unparalleled 
good humor and patience.

Messrs. Paul C. Allan and Mike Taylor provided addi
tional information for the bibliography, correcting some over
sights on my part in the process.

My thanks also go to Jonathan Bacon, editor of FANTASY 
CROSSROADS, for first presenting the interview and bibli
ography that this article is based on.

Readers are referred to Glenn Lord’s The Last Celt, an 
excellent bio-bibliography of Robert E. Howard, for complete 
information on Howard titles published before 1974; Donald 
M. Grant’s periodic catalogs (collectors’ items themselves); 
The Index to the Science-Fantasy Publishers, edited and 
compiled by Mark Owings and Jack L. Chalker (The Anthem 
Series, Baltimore, 1966; 76 pp, pb, (O.P.),for information on 
Grant’s early ventures; and to the news supplement in Stuart 
David Schiff’s WHISPERS, which has featured much news and 
information on Grant’s publishing.

The preceding article and bibliography are not by any 
means the last word on Donald M. Grant. I do not pretend to 
be an authority on Grant’s books and willingly take the blame 
for any and all mistakes, opinions and omissions. Additions and 
corrections will be welcomed with open arms and, if possible, 
will be credited in any future updatings.

—Stephen T. Riley

YOUR INVITATION TO BECOME A SUBSCRIBER TO

YES! Please put me on your list! Here’s my money (I enclose $1 for a sample issue/ 
$5 for a four-issue subscription). Hurry! I can hardly wait for my first issue to arrive!

NAME: ____________________________________________________
ADDR: ____________________________________________________

ACT NOW! FILL OUT THIS SUBSCRIPTION BLANK, AND SEND IT IN A STAMPED, SEALED, 
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE, ALONG WITH LOTS AND LOTS OF MONEY, TO

MICHAEL WARD, P.O. BOX 1496 
CUPERTINO, CA 95015
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THE ROBERT E. HOWARD 
LANCER PAPERBACK 

COLLECTOR’S 
CHECKLIST 

compiled by
William J. Denholm III

Most science fiction fans are familiar with the works of 
Robert E. Howard, best known for his Conan stories. Lancer 
published a number of books by Howard and his posthumous 
collaborators: L. Sprague de Camp, Bjorn Nyberg, and Lin 
Carter. This checklist itemizes these books and attempts to 
supply such information about them as may be of interest 
to a collector.

Lancer, as a publishing house, is now but a memory, 
and it is difficult to say how or for what it should be remem
bered. As a publisher of Science Fiction (however broadly that 
term might be interpreted) it was in no way remarkable. If one 
tries to single out some one thing for which Lancer can be 
remembered the choices are limited. 1 There is the Lancer 
Science Fiction Library (an interesting, if unsuccessful, experi
ment), the Asimov books, the Moorcock books, and the Howard 
books. Of these, the Howard books are clearly the most 
significant.

What I find interesting about the success of the Howard 
(read Conan) books is that it seems to have been dependent 
upon so many people and events:

Don Wollheim—who published J. R. R. Tolkien’s The Lord of 
the Rings in paperback, and thereby created a market for 
adult fantasy.

L. Sprague de Camp—who was involved with several of the 
Gnome Press Conan books, and who edited the series 
for Lancer.

Frank Frazetta—who did the covers for many of the books.

I find it difficult to imagine the series enjoying the same degree 
of success under other circumstances.

There is no question but that the series was a success. 
In 1970 the ten books in the series sold close to a million 
copies. During the last two years in print from Lancer the 

books were reissued at intervals of approximately six months. 
There is no way of determining how many times the books 
were reissued, since none of the Conan books included a 
printing history. If we assume that what was true of 1972 and 
1973 was also true of 1970 and 1971, then some of the books 
may have been reissued between 10 and 20 times.

The task of collecting every distinguishable impression 
of the Lancer Howard books is therefore rather formidable. 
I have attempted to do so because I am working on a Lancer 
Science Fiction Checklist. If at this point I do not have all the 
books, I feel that I have at least defined the territory.

Lancer published their first Howard book in 1966. They 
published fourteen in all; a fifteenth was scheduled for 
September of 1973, but was not published because Lancer 
suspended publication at that time. They published eleven of 
the twelve books in the Conan series.

In 1966, when Lancer published their first Conan book, 
de Camp envisioned a series of only eight books. In his 
introduction to the first book he wrote, "Lancer Books will 
publish the entire Conan saga in chronological order. When 
this project is completed, Conan the Adventurer will be the 
fourth of eight volumes.” This book was identified as "Volume 
One of the Complete Conan.” In the second and third books 
he continued to write of eight books but in the fourth book 
he hedged by writing . . at least eight, and probably 
more. . . " In the sixth book, published in 1968, he wrote that 
it would be the ninth or tenth book in the series, but when it 
was reissued in 1970 he was no longer uncertain and wrote that 
it (Conan the Avenger) was the tenth book. In the seventh book 
published he said it would be the chronological last of at least 
twelve. In the ninth book he wrote of eleven or twelve books. 
The tenth book was published in 1969. In March of 1970 four of 
the books were reissued with a volume number on the cover. 
These numbers corresponded to the books’ order in the 
chronological sequence. These were Volumes 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
Later that year another four books were reissued as Volumes 5, 
6, 7, and 8 of the Lancer Uniform Edition of Conan (LUEC). 
Why these books were assigned these numbers is a complete 
mystery since they were, chronologically, numbers 9, 12, 
7, and 10.
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Since this event is so inexplicable I feel compelled to 
do some speculating about it. Let us begin by asking, "Could 
the books that were 5, 6, 7, and 8 have been issued?" The 
answer is that they could not; Conan the Buccaneer, which 
would have been number 6, had not been published at that 
time. The second question is, “Could the books have been 
issued with 'heir proper numbers?" Again, the answer is no, 
because this would have left people searching fruitlessly for 
numbers 5, 6,8,9, and 11. We know that the books were issued. 
We also know that doing so was not in the long-term interest of 
the series. Let us assume that they were issued in this way for 
marketing reasons. Let us also assume that numbered bookswill 
sell (or were expected to sell) more copies than unnumbered 
books. (This may not be a valid assumption, but let’s see where 
it takes us.) Now we get into an area which I approach with a 
certain degree of trepidation, to wit: How was the pie sliced ? 
Some of the books in the series contain no material by Howard. 
One presumes that the Howard estate got something from these 
books for the use of the character and the setting that Howard 
had created, but that the posthumous collaborators reaped the 
main benefit. If this true and if my other assumption about the 
sales of numbered books is also true, then it is not surprising 
that books 10 and 12, which contain no material by Howard, 
should turn out to have been included in the second set 
of numbered books.

In 1973, when the eleventh book was published, it 
bore no volume number on the cover but was identified as 
the 11th book in the LUEC. Also in 1973, when seven books were 
reissued, they were numbered chronologically. Volumes 10 
and 12 in this new series were still identified as 8 and 6 on 
the title page, the numbers they had been assigned in 1970.

Interestingly, it was the Howard books that led the way 
when prices were increased. More than half of the first$.95 
books were reissues of Howard books. This was also true 
of the $1.25 books.

The Lancer books went through several changes in 
appearance between 1966 and 1973. The ink used to dye the 
edges of the pages was purple through August 1971, and yellow 
thereafter. The publisher’s imprint was a black silhouette of a 
horse head, usually enclosed in a rectangular box with rounded 
corners. In November of 1972 a heavy black "L” was added, and 
the imprint was nested within the “L.” In March of 1973 the new 
imprint consisted of a white “L" with black edges; the black 
horse head filled the inside of the “L." The top of the spine 
looked like this:

LANCER
XX—XXX

X

price code—book number 

last digit of book number

(this style used 7966-69)

LANCER

447

XXXXX

—XXX

publisher’s BIRD number 

book number 

price

(this style used 1970-73)

All the books with the last two imprints had a small “L" 
below the price. Changes took place inside the books as well. 
In 1972 a date in the form MM-YY (month-year) was printed 
on the bottom of the last page of the text (not always the last 
page of the book). This date was usually one month prior to 
the month in which the book went on sale, though there are 
some instances in which it was two months prior. The year in 
which the book was printed was listed on the reverse of the title 
page until the middle of 1970. Printing histories were rarely 
given in Lancer Books; the only Howard book with a printing 
history was King Kull. Where information about the printing was 
not given in the book, I have often been able to determine this 
from the listings in LUNA MONTHLY, a valuable source of 
information about Lancer and other SF publishers.

Collecting these books was a protracted and often 
discouraging process. As I found more and more of them it 
became increasingly difficult to keep track of what I had, so I 
made a grid on the back of a 3 x 5 card. As the grid was filled in, 
a pattern emerged. The books with yellow edges seem to 
belong to two groups. From the gaps in the grid it would seem 
that there may be as many as five books that I haven’t been 
able to find.

It is customary for the compiler of a checklist to ask 
that any errors or omissions be brought to his attention. I have 
no intention of violating this custom. Further, if anyone can 
supply me with any of the books I have marked with a “?,” 
this would be of enormous help.

tin the larger context there are the Ted Mark books. A cursory 
investigation convinces me that they were vastly more success
ful than the Conan books, but they are not properly the subject 
of a treatise on collecting science fiction.
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SPECIFIC EDITIONS AND PRINTINGS OF THE 
LANCER PAPERBACK CONAN BOOKS

Information is given in the following order: Book number, 
price, date (if any) on the reverse of the title page, dye color 
used on the edge of the pages, and general information about 
the cover, layout, and spine printing. If that printing is dated 
on the last page of the text, the date is given.

3. 74976. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 
5/72 on p. 222.

4. 747%. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 
9/72 on p. 222.

5. 78741. $1.25 / no date / yellow. Changes to cover are: 
band center spine. Date 5/73 on p. 222.

Conan, by Howard, de Camp and Carter. Cover by Frazetta.
#1 in the series.

1. 73-685. $.60 / 1967 / purple. “Volume Five of the com
plete Conan.” Top front is white with red title.

2. 74-958. $.75 / 1968 / purple. Same as above but top 
front is black with yellow title.

3. 75-104. $.95 / no date / purple. Cover same as (2).
4. 75104. $.95 / no date / purple. Change to cover: red

band on top front. Labeled "Volume One.”
5. 75104. $.95 / no date / yellow. Same cover as (4).
6. 75104. $.95 / no date / yellow. Same as (4) except date

9/72 on p. 221.
7. 78744. $1.25 / no date / yellow. Changes to cover are: 

band center spine. Dated 5/73 on p. 221.

Conan of Cimmeria, by Howard, de Camp and Carter. Cover by 
Frazetta. #2 in the series.

1. 75-072. $.95 / 1969 / purple.
2. 75072. $.95 / no date / purple. Changes to cover are: 

violet band on top front. Labeled "Volume Two.”
3. 75072. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 

4/72 on p. 189.
4. 75072. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 

9/72 on p. 189.
5. 78742. $1.25 / no date / yellow. Changes to cover are: 

band center spine. Date 5/73 on p. 189.

Conan the Freebooter, by Howard and de Camp. Cover by 
Duillo. #3 in the series.

1. 74-963. / $.75 / 1968 / pufple.
2. 75119. $.95 / no date / purple. Changes to cover are: 

orange band on top front. Labeled "Volume Three.”
3. 75119. $.95 / no date / yellow. Same as (2). Date 1/73 

on p. 223.

Conan the Wanderer, by Howard, de Camp and Carter. 
Cover by Duillo (?) (not signed). #4 in the series.

1. 74-976. $.95 / 1968 / purple. Note that book number is 
in the 75-cent series.

2. 74976. $.95 / no date / purple. Changes to cover 
are: orange band on top front. Labeled “Volume 
Four.”

Conan the Adventurer, by Howard and de Camp. Cover by 
Frazetta. #5 in the series.

1. 73-526. $.60 / 1966 / purple. “Volume One of the com
plete Conan.”

2. 75-102. $.95 / no date / purple. Cover same as (1). 
Date is 1969-70.

3. 75-102. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (1). No 
date on p. 224.

4. 75-102. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (1). 
Date 4/72 on p. 224.

5. 75-102. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (1). 
Date 9/72 on p. 224.

6. 78743. $1.25 / no date / yellow. Changes to cover are: 
orange band on top front and center spine. Labeled 
"Volume Five." Date 5/73 on p. 224.

Conan the Buccaneer, by de Camp and Carter. Cover by 
Frazetta. (Frazetta repainted this picture with Conan in a dif
ferent pose. See Frank Frazetta: Book Two, poster 49.) 

#6 in the series.

1. 75181. $.95 / no date / purple. "Volume Eleven of the 
Lancer Uniform Edition of Conan” on title page and 
back cover.

2. 75181. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (1). No 
date on p. 191.

3. 75181. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (1). Date 
4/72 on p. 191.

4. 75181. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (1). 
Date 9/72 on p. 181.

Conan the Warrior, by Howard, edited by de Camp. Cover 
by Frazetta. #7 in the series.

1. 73-549. $.60 / 1%7 / purple. “Volume Two of the com
plete Conan."

2. 75148. $.95 / no date / purple. Changes to cover are: 
purple band on top front. "Volume Seven of the Lancer 
Uniform Edition of Conan.” Published 1970-71.

3. 75148. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). No 
date on p. 222.

4. 75148. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 
4/72 on p. 222.

5. 75148. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 
9/72 on p. 222.

6. 78746. $1.25 / no date / yellow. Changes to cover are: 
band center spine. Date 5/73 on p. 222.
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Conan the Usurper, by Howard and de Camp. Cover by Frazetta.
#8 in the series.

Conan of Aquilonia, by de Camp and Carter. Cover by Frazetta.
#11 in the series.

1. 73-599. $.60 / 1967 / purple. "Volume Four of the 
complete Conan.”

2. 75-103. $.95 / no date / 
Published 1969-70.

purple. Cover same as (1).

3. 75-103. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (1).
No date on p. 256.

4. 75-103. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (1).
Date 1/73 on p. 256.

Conan the Conqueror, by Howard, edited by de Camp. Cover 
by Frazetta. #9 in the series.

1. 73-572. $.60 / 1967 / purple. "Volume Three of the 
complete Conan.” Cover is cream with purple title.

2. 73-572. $.60 / 1968 / purple. Cover same as (1) except 
cream replaced by black, and title is red.

3. 75137. $.95 / no date / purple. Changes to cover are: 
red band on top front. Labeled "Volume Five of the 
Lancer Uniform Edition of Conan.”

4. 75137. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (3). No 
date on p. 224.

5. 75137. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (3). Date 
8/72 on p. 224. (This printing not seen; information 
is from an advertisement of a copy for sale.)

6. 75137. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (3). Date 
1/73 on p. 224.

Conan the Avenger, by Howard, Nyberg and de Camp. Cover 
by Frazetta. #10 in the series.

1. 73-780. $.60 / 1968 / purple.
2. 75149. $.95 / no date / purple. Changes to cover are: 

blue band on top front. Labeled "Volume Eight in the 
Lancer Uniform Edition of Conan.”

3. 75149. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). No 
date on p. 192.

4. 75149. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 
4/72 on p. 192.

5. 75149. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 
9/72 on p. 192.

6. . 78747. $1.25 / no date / yellow. Changes to cover are: 
band on center of spine. Volume number changed 
to Ten on the cover, but unchanged on title page.

1. 78793. $1.25 / no date / yellow. Scheduled for Sep
tember 1973, but not published. The cover painting 
was later published in a Frazetta folio (see appendix).

Conan of the Isles, by de Camp and Carter. Cover by Duillo.
#12 in the series.

1. 73-800. $.60 / 1968 / purple.
2. 75136. $.95 / no date / purple. Changes to cover are: 

green band on top front. Labeled "Volume Six of the 
Lancer Uniform Edition of Conan."

3. 75136. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 
4/72 on p. 189.

4. 75136. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover same as (2). Date 
9/72 on p. 189.

5. 78745. $1.25 / no date / yellow. Changes to cover are: 
band on center of spine. Volume number changed to 
Twelve on the cover, but no change on title page.

OTHER HOWARD BOOKS FROM LANCER

King Kull, by Howard and Carter. Cover by Krenkel.

1. 73-650. $.60 / 1967 / purple. First printing: Sept. 1967.
2. 74-561. $.75 / 1969 / purple. 2nd printing: Sept. 1969.
3. 75371. $.95 / no date / yellow. 3rd printing: August 

1972. Cover is a portion of the original painting, 
enlarged.

Wolfshead, by Howard, edited by Lord. Cover by Frazetta.

1. 73-721. $.60 / 1968 / purple.
2. 75299. $.95 / no date / yellow. Cover is a portion of 

the original painting, enlarged.

The Dark Man and Others, by Howard, edited by Derleth. 
Cover by Valle (?) (Signature illegible ).

1. 75265. $.95 / no date / yellow. Published 1/72 (?).

MATRIX OF PRINTINGS (REF. TEXT)

FIRST GROUP SECOND GROUP

#4 #2 #5 #1 #12 #7 #10 #6 #9 #8 #3 NOTES: All books in this table have yellow
no date ? ? 102 104 ? 148 149 181 137 103 dye on the edge of the pages. The empty column

4-72 072 102 ? 136 148 149 181 separates a "first group” from a “second group.”
5-72 976 The number in the top row is the Series number
9-72 976 072 102 104 136 148 149 181 137* of that book.
1-73 137 103 119
5-73 741 742 743 744 745 746 747 *Date apparently 8/72.
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APPENDIX

LANCER EDITIONS, IN SERIES CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

1. Conan, 1967; 5th book published
“The Thing in the Crypt” by de Camp and Carter
“The Tower of the Elephant” orig. WT, March 1933, repr. The 
Coming of Conan, Gnome Press 1953
"The Halls of the Dead” by Howard and de Camp; F&SF Feb. 
1967
“The God in the Bowl” (rewritten by de Camp? Originally 
written by Howard but rejected by WT); in The Coming of 
Conan
“Rogues in the House” WT Jan. 1934, and The Coming of 
Conan
“The Hand of Nergal” by Howard and de Camp 
“Chains of Shamballah" by de Camp and Carter

2. Conan of Cimmeria, 1969; 10th published
“The Curse of the Monolith” by de Camp and Carter; in 
WORLDS OF FANTASY 1968 as "Conan and the Cenotaph" 
“The Bloodstained God” by Howard and de Camp; in Tales of 
Conan, Gnome Press, 1955
"The Frost Giant’s Daughter" by Howard and de Camp; written 
by Howard but rejected by WT; published in FANTASY 
FICTION, August 1953; in The Coming of Conan; another 
version, "Gods of the North,” was published in a fanzine 
“The Lair of the Ice Worm” by de Camp and Carter
“Queen of the Black Coast” WT, May 1934; The Coming of 
Conan
“The Vale of Lost Women” written by Howard but rejected by 
WT; rewritten by de Camp(?)
“The Castle of Terror" by de Camp and Carter
“The Snout in the Dark” by Howard, de Camp, and Carter

3. Conan the Freebooter, 1968; 8th published
“Hawks Over Shem” by Howard and de Camp; FANTASTIC 
UNIVERSE, Oct. 1955; Tales of Conan, Gnome Press 1955 
“Black Colossus” WT, June 1933; Conan the Barbarian, Gnome 
Press 1955
“Shadows in the Moonlight” WT, April 1934; Conan the 
Barbarian
“The Road of Eagles” by Howard and de Camp; FANTASTIC 
UNIVERSE, Oct. 1955, as “Conan, Man of Destiny”; Tales of 
Conan
“A Witch Shall Be Born” WT, Dec. 1934; Conan the Barbarian

4. Conan the Wanderer, 1968; 9th published
"Black Tears” by de Camp and Carter
"Shadows in Zamboula” WT, Nov. 1935; Conan the Barbarian 
“The Devil in Iron” WT, Aug. 1934; Conan the Barbarian 
"The Flame Knife” by Howard and de Camp; Tales of Conan

5. Conan the Adventurer, 1966; first published
“The People of the Black Circle” WT, Sept., Oct., Nov. 1934; 
The Sword of Conan, Gnome Press 1952
“The Slithering Shadow” WT, Sept. 1933; The Sword of Conan 
“The Drums of Tombalku" by Howard and de Camp
“The Pool of the Black One” WT, Oct. 1933; The Sword of 
Conan

6. Conan the Buccaneer, 1971; 11th published; written by 
de Camp and Carter

7. Conan the Warrior, 1967; 2nd published
“Red Nails” WT July—Oct. 1936; The Sword of Conan 
“Jewels of Gwahlur” WT, March 1935; King Conan, Gnome 
Press 1953
“Beyond the Black River” WT May & June, 1935; King Conan

8. Conan the Usurper, 1967; 4th published
"The Treasure of Tranicos” by Howard and de Camp; written by 
Howard but rejected by WT; published in FANTASY MAGA
ZINE, March 1953, as “The Black Stranger”; in King Conan 
“Wolves Beyond the Border” by Howard and de Camp 
“The Phoenix on the Sword” WT, Dec. 1932; King Conan 
“The Scarlet Citadel” WT, Jan. 1933; King Conan

9. Conan the Conqueror, 1967; 3rd published
Appeared as “The Hour of the Dragon” in WT, Dec. 1935— 
March 1936 

10. Conan the Avenger, 1968; 6th published; written by de 
Camp and Nyberg
Published in book form as The Return of Conan, Gnome Press 
1957; chapters 2 through 5 were published in FANTASTIC 
UNIVERSE, Sept. 1957, as “Conan the Victorious”

11. Conan of Aquilonia , 1977; not published by Lancer (see 
text). Written by de Camp and Carter. Cover painting which 
would have been used was published in The Frazetta Treasury in 
1975

12. Conan of the Isles, 1968; 7th published; written by de 
Camp and Carter
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DON’T CALL ME SWEETHEART
or

THE VICIOUS FEMINIST BITCH'S PLACE IN FANDOM
or 

MUST I EXPLAIN AGAIN?

by Terry A. Garey

Basically, you see, the problem is that I'm just a human 
being, yup, just like you and you. I don’t have horns or other 
odd appendages, I don’t eat babies for breakfast, and as far as 
I know, my hormone levels are pretty level. Why, I’m just about 
as normal and harmless as a fan can be, but nobody knows it.

I go about my business every day just as everybody else 
does. I do the best I can to achieve my modest goals with a 
certain amount of pleasure on the side, and I try not to agonize 
over anything too much.

I have my likes and my dislikes, my problems, my joys, 
my talents, failures, and none of them are very spectacular or 
disturbing to anyone but me. So why am I a Vicious Feminist 
Bitch? I knew you would ask.

It has come to my attention in the last 30 years that there 
are certain people who don’t think I am a full-fledged human 
being. Naturally, I was surprised when I found out. I tried to 
pretend they weren’t there, and I invented all sorts of ways of 
getting around them, but, by gosh, I found that they were in 
charge of things to a great extent and they were getting in my 
way. They have convinced other people that I am sub-human, 
and once or twice they came close to convincing me of that, too.

I have had trouble getting schooling; jobs have been 
withheld or offered—as favors—with low pay. It has been 
claimed that I can’t manage my own money, buy or sell property, 
start a business or even a charge account without another 
person taking responsibility in case I blow it.

A lot of this has been changed. But not by magic. It has 
been changed because other people and I have gotten together 
and given speeches and donated money and worked as hard as 
we could. And, by golly, here we are, on the threshold of being 
declared real live human beings, with no "sub-” in sight.

But there is so much that hasn’t been done. Even in my 
favorite warm, wonderful refuge from reality—fandom—there 

are problems for me and other almost-humans. (Oh, Mama, they 
even want to take my dreams away . ..) Stories are published 
in which our bodies are laughed at, or made into objects to 
be chained, raped, and molested ... or just convenient space 
holders. Our minds are mocked, starved, held for ransom, 
denied access to knowledge and creative release.

And now and then someone stands up and declares we 
haven’t a place in fandom, that nobody wants us, that we are 
dangerous, evil, nasty, undecorative and never use corflu. It has 
been said that we shouldn’t publish, or vote, or write, or talk, 
or make noise, or even show ourselves because we are upsetting 
the status quo, fixing it so that things Ain't What They Used To 
Be, ruining all the fun and glamor, giving fandom a bad name, 
a political flavor and just generally getting in the way.

Huh? Us? Me? Little old me? I just wanna be human. 
I just want to be with my friends, and make new ones, and laugh 
and get drunk once in a while, and watch movies and 
masquerades without flinching, and pick my sexual partners 
because of mutual attraction. I want to publish and exchange 
views and argue and write and travel around and go to a con, 
any old con, and find that I have friends there.

I don’t want to bore anybody. I don’t want groans or 
moans or sullen silences. But I do want to be treated the way 
I treat everyone else on this planet, like a real human being. 
If I can't have that, I’m going to be vocal about it. What do 
you expect? It hurts me every day of my life. Hurt makes anger 
and fear. Anger and fear make more pain. And that is why I am 
a Vicious Feminist Bitch.

I just want to be me. Why are people so afraid of that? 
What does it threaten ? I won’t bite. There really is plenty of 
room for us all, you, me, her, it, him, and them. It’s like love; 
there is no limit to how much humanness can be had. C’mon, 
let us all be humans together, huh, sweetheart?
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"I don’t know how much slaughter and butchery the readers 
will endure. Their capacity for grisly details seems unlimited, 
when the cruelty is the torturing of some naked girl, such as 
Seabury Quinn's stories abound in—no reflection intendedon 
Quinn; he knows what they want and gives it to them. The 
torture of a naked writhing wretch, utterly helpless—and 
especially when of the feminine sex amid voluptuous sur
roundings,—seems to excite keen pleasure in some people who 
have a distaste for wholesale butchery in the heat and fury of a 
battlefield. ”

—Robert E. Howard

Dominance-submission modes of consciousness nest 
central to sword fiction’s concerns. John Norman can’t be held 
unique in using sexually charged imagery to express the 
sword-victim relationship. He does soar over most competition 
in the elaboration and depth accorded his vision.

A professor of philosophy, he inclines to didactic 
dialogues and soliloquy.

"I wondered how men should live . . ."
"One thing seems clear to me, that a morality which 

produces guilt and self-torture, which results in anxiety and 
agony, which shortens life spans, cannot be the answer."

“ The morality of Earth, from the Corean point of view, is a 
morality which would be viewed as more appropriate to slaves 
than free men ... It lays great stress on equalities and being 
humble and being pleasant and avoiding friction and being 
ingratiating and small . . . Many Earth moralities encourage 
resignation and accommodation; Corean morality is bent more 
toward conquest and defiance; many Earth moralities en
courage tenderness, pity and gentleness, sweetness; Corean 
morality encourages honor, courage, hardness and strength ...

. . The morality of slaves reduces all to bondage; the 
morality of masters encourages all to attain, if they can, the 
heights of freedom. I know of no prouder, more self-reliant, 
more magnificent creature than the free Corean, male or 
female; they are often touchy, and viciously tempered, but they 
are seldom petty or small; moreover they do not hate and fear 
their bodies or their instincts; when they restrain themselves it is 
a victory over titanic forces, not the consequences of a slow 
metabolism; but sometimes they do not restrain themselves; 
they do not assume that their instincts and blood are enemies 
and spies, saboteurs in the house of themselves; they know 
them and welcome them as part of their persons; they are as 
little suspicious of them as the cat of its cruelty, or the lion of its 
hunger; their desire for vengeance, their will to speak out and 
defend themselves, their lust, they regard as intrinsically and 
gloriously a portion of themselves as their hearing or their 
thinking. Many Earth moralities make people little; the object of 
Corean morality, for all its faults, is to make people free and 
great . . .

"How should one live?
“In the codes of the warriors, there is a saying: 'Be 

strong and do as you will. The swords of others will set your 
limits.’ ”

—Marauders of Gor

Bold words. Rousseau’s noble savage and de Sade’s 
liberated lecher along with Chelsea Quinn Yarbro’s Demon

KISS THE BLOOD OFF 
MY OTHER SWORD

Part // of an Examination of 
John Norman's Gor Books

by Paul E. Moslander

Lover nod in the background. Conan’s untamed barbarism built 
on that myth. The code could be posted in the SS barracks in 
Berlin, or by the roiling, debauched hot tubs of Marin. The Free 
Goreans incarnate Sir Richard Burton’s paean to the deified 
sword, “all that Humanity wants to have and wants to be.”

An odd kicker smiles beneath the bravado, knife 
dripping.

To be "free and great” under the exacting mathematics 
of the Sword, one must master something ... or someone. To 
exercise the subjective freedom Simone de Beauvoir talked of in 
Part I, one needs an object to wield power over—or an 
objectized individual.

"' ... It is undeniable men have a genetic disposition to 
domination. . . Nature, in teaching man to dominate, has not 
failed to provide his victim.’ •

Vella looked up, angrily.
'Luscious and beautiful women,’ I said. . .”

—Tribesmen of Gor

Free Gor’s "honor, courage, hardness and strength,” 
ideological staples of sword adventure, appear more clearly 
when sexually loaded. These Conanistic virtues erect them
selves upon the stimulation cages:

", . . the senses and body of the slave, stripped save for brand 
and collar, and whatever perfumes, cosmetics or jewelries she 
may wear under the instructions of her trainer, are being taught 
to be alive, to sense and feel with great sensitivity... The skin 
itself, in a trained girl, becomes an extensive, glorious, 
marvelously subtle sensory organ. Every bit of the slave, if she is 
well trained, is alive. This is done, of course, to make her more 
helpless under the touch of a master. When she does yield to the 
master, her guts half torn out with the love of him, then, of 
course, she is a more satisfactory slave. These indignities, of 
course, are not inflicted on free women. They are permitted to 
go through life with their eyes half closed, so to speak. In this 
way they can maintain their self-respect."

—ibid.

The glorious lust, making people free and great, spends 
itself in the twitching victims immobilized on the rape rack, in 
the vulval clutch of women driven to frenzied rhetoric:
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"Then I writhed in his arms as he took me, exploding in 
the deepest and most profound ecstasies a woman can know, 
those of the slave orgasm, known only to the owned woman. . .

"It is difficult for a girl not to esteem a man who does as 
he pleases, even though it is to her that it be done. A woman 
admires strength, especially if it is used to dominate and control 
her. . . It b it seems, the way of primate nature. Its test is 
enactment; its proof is joy; its evidence is love. If we have lost 
this, we have lost part of ourselves.”

. —Slave Girl of Gor

The dominance-submission syndrome demands both 
master and slave. For all Tarl Cabot’s freebooting rhetoric, John 
Norman clearly shows his free Goreans defining themselves, in 
practice, in terms of the sex partners they conquer and the 
enemies they encounter. Their authenticity as individuals 
depends wholly on others.

Clitus Vitellius in Slave Cirl demonstrates the exhausting 
role involved in mastery. He seems continually driven to 
improvising new stratagems to impress Slave Flower with his 
power over her, thereby establishing his own subjecthood. 
Thus—and only thus—does he incite her to greater love and 
more volcanic sack duty. In that way he affirms his self-image as 
world-beating man-god.

That spirit-stirring boast, "The swords of others will set 
your limits,” translates down to: Others shape your bound
aries, carve and mold your soul.

Conversely, Slave Flower depends on him to re-enforce 
her objectized self. His phallus, not her clitoris, acts as her 
exclusive instrument for self-expression and self-definition. Yet 
even submission requires considerable investment from the 
slave.

"Whether schooled in love or a tyro, woman does in fact very 
often enjoy annihilating herself for the benefit of a masterful 
will. But it is still necessary for her to feel really dominated. It is 
not easy for one who lives her daily life among men to believe in 
the unconditional supremacy of the male... she would fain have 
to do with an adult whois living out a real moment of his life, not 
with a little boy telling himself stories. The masochist is 
especially disappointed: a maternal compliance, annoyed or 
indulgent, is not the abdication she dreams of. She, too, will 
have to content herself with ridiculous games, pretending to 
believe herself dominated and enslaved. . .”

—Simone de Beauvoir

The unending verbalizations by owned women, the 
continual gush of masochistic devotion to Crowned and Con
quering Masculinity may be taken to reflect the desperate self
propaganda necessary to enjoy the submissive role. Certainly 
Norman has few more persistent, downright incessant devices 
for displaying the objectized mode of consciousness.

Abraham Maslow considered neurosis as a deficiency 
disease. Behavior based on unmet needs contrasts with self- 
actualizati.ng, growth-oriented activity, which utilizes rather 
than monopolizes the individual’s creative energies.

He characterized starved, unfulfilled personalities:

"The needs for safety, belongingness, love relations and 
for respect can be satisfied only by other people, i.e., only from 
outside the person. This means considerable dependence on 
the environment. A person in this dependent position cannot 
cannot really be said to be governing himself, or in control of his 
own fate. He must be beholden to the sources of supply of 

needed gratifications. Their wishes, their whims, their rules and 
laws govern him and must be appeased... He is the dependent 
variable; the environment is the fixed, independent variable.

"Because of this, the deficiency-motivated man must be 
more afraid of the environment. .. this kind of anxious depen
dence breeds hostility as well. .

In order to feel "free and great,” Clitus chains himself 
body and soul to Judy Thornton’s masochistic Slave Flower 
persona. So long as he can feed her desire for domination, she 
rewards him with gorgeous abnegation of her rights as a 
sword-wielder.

Even in such an idealized coupling as proposed last issue 
for Jane Eyre and Rochester, this relationship remains. It merely 
alternates from partner to partner. "Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Woolf?” provides an even more sophisticated portrayal. 
Maslow specified:

"D-((or Deficiency))-Cognition could be called selfish cog
nition, in which the world is organized into gratifiers and frus- 
trators of our own needs, with other characteristics being 
ignored or slurred. The cognition of the object, in its own right 
and its own Being, without reference to its need-gratifying or 
need-frustrating qualities, that is, without primary reference to 
its value for the observer or its effect upon him, can be called 
B-Cognition (or self-transcending, or unselfish, or objective 
cognition). . . it is mostly true that with increasing selfhood or 
firmness of personal identity (or acceptance of one’s own inner 
nature) B-Cognition becomes easier and more frequent. (This 
is true even though D-Cognition remains for all human beings, 
including the mature ones, the main tool for Hving-in-the- 
world.) ”

Tall sentence, that last one.
Sir Richard Burton canonized the sword as “the outward 

and visible sign ... of all that Humanity wants to have and wants 
to be.” Andrea Dworkin puzzled over why pornography 
defined us in the ways it does, and how we can bear it. Howard 
himself marveled at the allure of lascivious chastisement.

Maslow simply informs us that the sword-victim rela
tionship constitutes our main mode of operation. Scant wonder 
John Norman books sell. Sadomasochism distills in sexually 
charged form our principal weapon for survival, enjoyment, 
and self-creation.

Deficiency cognition remains our oldest friend and ally, 
as Pauline Reage intimated in her memoir, “A Girl In Love” 
(contained in her Return to the Chateau).

John Norman consistently has his characters return to 
their psychological and genetic roots. Tarl Cabot bon mots, 
"We are bred hunters; we are made farmers.” Casting off the 
hayseed trappings of Tellus, he has come to stalk men—and 
succulent women. Judy Thornton and every other female 
inevitably awakens to an innate craving for involuntary servi
tude. Time Slave even presents the ontology of this genetic 
coding of D-Cognition. Cal Tech madman Herjellsen reduces 
his round, juicy daughter to psychic slavery. Thrown into 
primeval times, her submission feeds the concupiscent, domi
neering Tree, allowing the pair to become (in literal fact) King 
Adam and Mother Eve for the hunter-warrior/woman-slave 
axis.

Now, this results from “insane . . . lonely, scorned, 
maddened, dissociated and crazed” Herjellsen’s scheme to 
carry Humanity to the stars. In fact, nothing like that occurs. He 
merely establishes a closed loop between present and past.
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Gor itself, though a pseudo-scientific extrapolation, 
does nothing with creative alternative societies. Quite unlike 
Plato, More, Bellamy, or visionary Utopians, Norman creates an 
insidiously old-fashioned place. Counter-Earth wallows in nos
talgic trappings of mythogenic cultures from our story-book 
past. All stay interpreted strictly in a domination-submission 
light (though with exhaustive detail).

There is no forward growth. Only endless return to the 
deep gratifications of D-Cognition.

And hence
By sweet and facile stages came
The retreat into erotic reverie,
The dream of Arthur,
The dark Avilion where there is no death, 
Only immortal pleasure in a suspension of time 
As conscious drops into the timelessness 
Where the unconscious lives 
Snug in its cortical layer:

draw back, draw in,

Enter this paradise which is always waiting 
For the magician of the self, his royal visit 
To a world of adoring shadows 
Where lust is the only living thing, 
Absolute power and absolute submission 
Locked in each other's loving arms 
In the darkest room of the tallest house 
Where home has become a hiding-place 
And communication gibberish.

In questa casa 
The soul is sighing 
This is the school 
For the art of dying 
This is the house 
Where nothing happens.

—from "The Crows” by John Glassco

While dominance-submission consciousness, by which 
we rule the world, can be healthy as well as pathological, 
Maslow called its glories a "low Nirvana.” At its finest and 
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highest—everything Burton and Cabot claim for it—the sword 
relationship leaves out the radiant possibility of B-Cognition 
and “love for the Being of another person, unneeding 
love, unselfish love.”

As Maslow says,

. .--love is welcomed into consciousness, and is com
pletely enjoyed. Since it is non-possessive, and is admiring 
rather than needing, it makes no trouble and is practically always 
pleasure-giving. . .It can never be sated; it may be enjoyed 
without end. . . It is end rather than means. . .

"((preference for it over D-love)) is also reported by my 
other older, more average subjects, many of whom experience 
both kinds of love simultaneously in varying combinations. . . 
D-love can be gratified. The concept "gratification" hardly 
applies at all to admiration-love for another person’s admi
ration-worthiness and love-worthiness. . .

"The truest, most penetrating perception of the other is 
made possible by B-love. It is as much a cognitive as an 
emotional-cognitive reaction. . . non-love makes us blind.

"Finally, I may say that B-love, in a profound but testable 
sense, creates the partner. It gives him self-acceptance, a feeling 
of love-worthiness, all of which permit him to grow. It is a real 
question whether the full development of the human being 
is possible without it.”

John Varley’s “Persistence of Vision” handles such 
themes, using the metaphors of blindness and deafness, physical 
conversation, and the alienation provided by images. The B-love 
consciousness mode that Varley evoked in me hit so powerfully 
that I ached for days for the joys of blindness. (Not bad for a 
sight-bound tangiphobe. There may be hope for me yet.)

Interestingly, the story has a central, highly supportive, 
Being-celebrating nude spanking scene that transcends sado
masochistic gratification. Varley dissolved the sword-victim 
dichotomy to make a group-shared, growth-enhancing exper
ience out of the most venerable fetish in the S-M cult house. 
Even any erotic content contained in the image aims at B-love 
arousal, rather than D-love.

And that is what consciousness-raising, and all revo
lution, seems to be all about:

—Liberating the Tarl Cabots and Slave Flowers within us 
from the endless cycle of deficiency-gratification.

—Freeing the dissociated Herjellsen in our soul from 
aiming at the stars only to hit the arid past.

John Norman expertly maps the territory we and SF must 
flee from in order to grow whole.

". . . it is possible to avoid the temptations of sadism and 
masochism when the two partners recognize each other as 
equals; if both the man and the woman have a little modesty 
and some generosity, ideas of victory and defeat are abolished: 
the act of love becomes a free exchange. But, paradoxically, 
it is much more difficult for the woman than for the man to 
recognize an individual of the other sex as an equal. . . the 
problem is to find a man whom she can regard as an equal 
without his considering himself superior.”

—Simone de Beauvoir

Several thousand members have quit the A.C.L.U. 
because of their individual inability to recognize Jews and 
American Nazis as similarly equal. Three million infants get 
snuffed in utero each year in this country because their mothers 
and the Supreme Court perceive the babes as gratifiers of adult 
needs, rather than equals. The E.R.A. has been held back 
because numerous vocal, motivated women consider "Libbers” 
as enemies, not equals. And as for John Lilly’s chances of 
communicating with our annual 50,000 murdered dolphins. . .

John Norman neatly explores the mode of consciousness 
lying behind these social manifestations. He forthrightly labels 
it domination and slavery.

We persist in the pattern he has so considerately exposed 
not at our peril, but to our profound loss. Only compare Tarl 
Cabot’s mouthings about the “alive” senses of the deficiency- 
fixated slave with Varley’s revelation of bodytalk and full 
Touch at Keller.

What is a knight without his sword 1 
A gentleman who trips less.

—Don Segundo Sombra del Muerto Cristiano
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A WOMAN READING A BOOK

by Avedon Carol

No matter how old we get, those things we read as 
children will always be with us, and will always have a strong 
influence on how much we enjoy any fiction we may read later. 
We may see negatively anything that resembles what we read as 
children, or we may resent anything that ventures too far from 
those old familiar patterns.

At the same time, our values may change, our know
ledge will grow; and in this way, too, the degree to which we 
enjoy a novel or story will be influenced. The single piece of 
knowledge we may hold that is relevant to a story may be 
enough to make a piece unreadable, or may be necessary to our 
understanding of the piece. Thus, the story we loved ten years 
ago may be repulsive to us today, while the book that was 
incomprehensible in 1967 becomes our bible in 1971.

Many readers of SF grew up on Robert Heinlein or Buck 
Rogers or John W. Campbell. Not surprisingly, the ever- 
increasing sophistication of today’s SF comes as a delight to 
many of them—proof that science fiction, with the continuing 
rise in knowledge and literary expertise of its writers, is the best 
of all possible literatures. Such people often bitterly resent the 
complaints of other readers (and some authors) that SF con
tinues to be sexist, or wanders too far from the traditional path, 
or needs to show even more attention to the development of 
characters. They argue that SF has improved as quickly as anyone 
could possibly expect, and that it is disloyal to attack the field. 
By the same token, there are long-time readers who enjoyed SF 
the way it was before this sophistication began to show itself, 
and they have never wanted to see it change. All that this 
growing expertise means to them is an increasing difficulty in 
finding the sort of fiction they have always enjoyed.

But then again, there are those among us who didn’t 
grow up on Buck Rogers, Robert Heinlein, and John W. 
Campbell. Many women, discouraged from showing an interest 
in what were often seen as “boys’ books,” were raised instead 
on fairy tales. Most of these preached an unrealistic instruction 
to.us when we were young girls, assuring us that if we stayed 
simple, pure, pretty, nice, and mostly useless (but patient), 
some day our prince would come and carry us off to “Happy 
Ever After.” Beyond this, we had a whole society which 
reinforced this instruction whenever it could.

Yet sooner or later, cold economic and social reality 
made plain to us that these instructions had ill prepared us for 
the real world; that we had, perhaps, been had. What we were 
left with was a world in which we were still expected to look 
like Sleeping Beauty, but where living up (or down) to that ideal 
was really counterproductive, if it was possible at all. It is diffi
cult to remain pure while possessing only the assets of a 
professional prostitute. It is also less than likely that one may 
achieve the white Anglo-Saxon standards of beauty when one is 
born looking decidedly Something Else.

Thus, such women began looking for another sort of 
fiction that would support and reflect this new world-view. 
It should surprise no one that we prefer not to read fiction which 
tries to reinforce guilt feelings about not being Sleeping Beauty,

or which addresses us as though we were not even capable of 
being something more. We eagerly seek out those pieces 
which support us in our efforts to put aside those old adolescent 
fantasies of finding Prince Charming, so that we can face the 
world with a competence and confidence that we don’t always 
feel. We applaud the efforts of other women who let us know, 
whether in their writing or in their other work, that we are not 
alone. We hunt, sometimes vainly, for books and stories we can 
show our children so that our daughters will be better prepared 
for life, and so that our sons will not grow up feeling inadequate 
if they are not capable of super-human behavior, and projecting 
these fairy-tale fantasies onto other women. We pray that the 
flow of sexist literature will diminish to the point that the young 
men our daughters may have to interact with will not be influ
enced by it to treat our daughters poorly, and so that the young 
women our children meet will not reinforce or encourage 
sexist behavior in their peers.
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Independently, we choose to do these things. If we can 
spend our money on the works of feminist authors, we will 
do so; if we have an opportunity to show our gratitude by 
voting such an author an award in her field, we will do our 
damnedest to see she gets it. If we can encourage the produc
tion of feminist books by giving those that already exist critical 
acclaim, we may try to stay heavy on the praise and be stingy 
with criticism of such works, while at the same time aiming sharp 
criticism at those books which remain sexist. This we do with a 
sense of judgment, not simply out of a cold-blooded, single- 
minded refusal to recognize talent where it is presented in a 
sexist context. Rather, we do it because we have great difficulty 
enjoying those books which approach us as pets, toys, or not
even-existent. We do not "bloc vote’’ for female or feminist 
creators; rather we simply, independently, prefer works which 
do not offend us. No one has to tell us what we like 
or do not like.

This does not mean that every book or story must be 
identical in form and intent in order to satisfy us. Obviously, 
the book which carries the greatest entertainment value to a 
woman who grew up on the fairy tales which were so popular 
for young children in 1950 might prove incomprehensible to 
someone born in 1971. Books like Joanna Russ's The Female 

Man are a powerful and much-welcomed antidote for a woman 
like myself who has suffered the cocktail-party insults, the casual 
indifference, that men of my generation (and older, of course) 
often practice towards women; but they are neither appropriate 
nor useful to an eight-year-old girl who is still looking for 
materials which will help her build a sense of identity, of having 
a place in the world—a world in which such extremes of sexism, 
and such situations, have not yet occurred. In building a sense of 
self and of belonging, a book which provides a young girl with 
a landscape into which she can project herself, where she will 
appear as a full, valued, competent human being—a book like, 
say, Terry Carr’s Cirque (which is, after all, really a science-fiction 
fairy tale)—can prove invaluable. Such a book may be equally 
entertaining to an adult reader with feminist leanings, as well. 
Nevertheless, without other books which acknowledge the 
existence of the oppression of women for the last few thousand 
years, such books would present an unbalanced and unrealistic 
picture which would not be entirely fulfilling to a woman who is 
older and more aware of that oppression. Certainly, there are 
many different ways to fulfill these needs, and many avenues 
through which a creative writer can express her artistic feelings, 
her invention, without offending that segment of the audience 
which has no more stomach for “entertaining" sexism.
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C. L. MOORE: TALES OF DRAMA AND WONDER

an interview conducted by Dr. Jeffrey Elliot

C. L. Moore

The importance of C. L. Moore’s contributions to 
science fiction is clearly recognized by Leigh Brackett, in her 
introduction to Moore’s most recent collection, The Best of 
C. L. Moore. She observes: "C. L. Moore always did write like 
a being from another world. Her stories are a unique blend of 
poetry, beauty, terror, and the sheerly strange that no one else 
has ever come close to. But neither are they mere gossamer 
fabrics of fantasy. They carry a powerful impact—and once read, 
they are not soon forgotten.”

Her classic story "Shambleau” heralded a new type of 
science fiction—one which elevated drama, beauty and adven
ture to new stature.

It is impossible to capsulize the essence and vitality of 
this extraordinary writer in a short introduction. It is equally 
difficult to distill the power and poignancy of such other 
memorable, stories as “Black God’s Kiss,” "Tryst in Time,” 
"Greater Than Gods” and “No Woman Born.” Moore’s fiction 
not only delighted her own generation, but has also entertained 
the two generations which followed.

What makes C. L. Moore such a seminal figure? It is 
fundamentally her unique approach to storytelling, which raises 
atmosphere, emotion and color to major importance. Her 
writing speaks to the complexity of the human personality, 
and her characters evoke the entire range of human emotion 
in such a way that the readers identify with them.

During her twenty-year marriage to Henry Kuttner, 
Moore and her husband collaborated on an enormous number 
of striking stories which reflected their complementary interests 
and abilities. To this collaboration Ms. Moore contributed the 
powerful characterization and dramatic color that had long 
typified her work. Kuttner, on the other hand, provided 
intellectual rigor and plot structure. The authors’ melded talents 
produced hundreds of interesting and exciting stories.

When Kuttner died of a heart attack in 1958, C. L. Moore 
seemed to lose interest in writing science fiction. However, 
she did continue a newfound career as a television scriptwriter 
until her remarriage five years later.

During her twenty-year absence from the science
fiction world, Moore’s stature and importance have continued 
to grow as new generations of readers have discovered her 
work. There is reason to believe that she may yet return to the 
field, again writing the kinds of stories which have won her 
the love and affection of three generations of readers.

Jeff Elliot

The following interview was conducted at Moore’s 
home in Long Beach, California, where she discussed her 
approach to writing, her collaborative relationship with Kuttner, 
the state of the art at that time and her attitude toward 
the genre.

—Jeffrey Elliot
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ELLIOT: Could you briefly describe the state of the 
science fiction world at the time you began writing?

MOORE: I first discovered sciencefiction,via AMAZ
ING magazine, at a local newsstand across the street from the 
bank where I was working. On my way to lunch one day, I spied 
this copy of AMAZING, which stood out like a sore thumb. 
Actually, it was a great act of daring on my part to buy 
AMAZING. My parents, who had very definite ideas about liter
ature, didn’t approve of “trashy” fiction. As I recall, the cover of 
that issue featured six armed men fighting it out to the finish in 
hand-to-hand combat. That was in the early 1930’s. The maga
zine was pure pulp. When I first started reading science fiction, 
there were very few good writers. However, I didn’t read 
science fiction for its literary qualities. I just loved the stories, 
the fact that they took me out of myself and my narrow little 
world. I was weaned on the Mars books, the Tarzan books, and 
the Alice in Wonderland books.

ELLIOT: Who were the “big” names in the science
fiction field that most impressed you in those early years?

MOORE: Well, there was H. P. Lovecraft, of course. He 
was one of the “giants" in the field. But again, I paid very little 
attention to the writers per se. What interested me were the 
stories. Reading science fiction was a grand, glorious exper
ience, a new way of looking at the world and sharing in 
exciting new adventures.

ELLIOT: How was science fiction viewed by the 
public at the time?

MOORE: Science fiction was very much a despised 
genre. My mother was literally horrified by the thought that I 
was reading this "trash.” But when she saw how much I enjoyed 
it, she just gritted her teeth and let me read it.

ELLIOT: What was it about science fiction that you 
found so intriguing?

MOORE: It was pure escapism. I should think that any 
middle-class girl, reared as I was in middle America, would have 
been enormously grateful for the opportunity to go to Mars. 
I certainly was.

ELLIOT: Was it difficult, when you began, to make a 
living writing science fiction?

MOORE: I don’t think that any writer, particularly in 
those days, could have sustained himself by writing science 
fiction. Back then, I received one cent a word, which was a lot 
of money at the ^time. When Hank ((Henry Kuttner)) and I 
married, we worked around the clock for one-half cent a word. 
Only later did we work ourselves up to a cent a word. In fact, 
I can recall our discussions of how to get the editor to up our 
rate. Robert Heinlein gave us some good advice on the matter. 
He told us to first ask for a raise to two cents a word, to which 
the editor would respond, No, he couldn’t afford it. Then we 
would write a story that we thought was exceptionally good and 
send it to him. He would invariably like it and want to publish 
it. We would say, Yes, you can, but at two cents a word. He 
would usually buy it, although he would put up quit a stink. 
If he refused, we would send it to someone else. Usually, 
though, it worked fine!

ELLIOT: How difficult was it for you to crack the market 
when you started out ?

MOORE: There was nothing to it. I wrote "Sham- 
bleau” and sold it with little difficulty. Not long ago, someone 
started a rumor to the effect that the story was rejected by 
virtually everybody in the business until it was finally accepted 
by WEIRD TALES. That's simply not true. I never would have 
continued sending it out had it been rejected that many times.

ELLIOT: When did you decide to quit your job at the 
bank and pursue writing as a full-time endeavor?

MOORE: When Hank and I married, we decided to 
write on a full-time basis. Until then, I wasn’t making nearly 
enough to live on. I considered writing simply a hobby. By com
bining our earnings, we made enough to get by on at the begin
ning. It was a real struggle, but we somehow managed to stave 
off our creditors. It was almost a hand-to-mouth existence at 
first. Despite the problems, though, it was lots of fun.

ELLIOT: When you wrote your first story, “Sham- 
bleau,” did you ever envision that it would go on to become 
a classic in the field ?

MOORE: Heavens, no. To me, it was just an interesting 
story. I didn't have the faintest idea that it would catch on to the 
extent that it has. I still don’t understand its success, but I’m 
certainly very pleased by it.

ELLIOT: Can you recall your reaction when you 
received that first check ?

MOORE: Oh, yes. I screamed at the top of my lungs, 
and my father came charging down the stairs to see if something 
terrible had happened to me. I was out of my mind with joy!

ELLIOT: What explains “Shambleau'”s tremendous 
success in the science-fiction world ?

MOORE: I really don’t know, except, perhaps, that 
science-fiction readers enjoyed the ways in which my characters 
were drawn. So many of the stories then were written by tech
nicians and scientifically-trained people who were content 
merely to convey the bare bones of action and character 
development. I suppose my story provided a sharp contrast to 
most of the stories of the period, and that it appealed to those 
readers who bemoaned the lack of personal identification with 
the characters.

ELLIOT: Did the success of “Shambleau" result in a 
barrage of requests for other stories?

MOORE: No, not really. The editor of WEIRD TALES, 
Farnsworth Wright, simply told me that he would like to see 
more of my work. No other editors, at the time, wrote to me 
requesting additional stories. My success in the science-fiction 
field came gradually and only after the publication of several 
other stories.

ELLIOT: Were you treated any differently by editors 
because you were a woman, one of the few at the time to crack 
what was otherwise a male-dominated field?

MOORE: No, I’ve never felt the least bit downed 
because I was a woman. I used the initials, C. L. Moore, simply 
because I didn’t want it to be known at the bank that I had an 
extra source of income. I wrote “Shambleau” during the 
Depression. The bank was a very paternalistic organization. It 
was already firing those people whose services really weren’t 
needed. I had the feeling that they might have fired me had they 
known that I was earning extra income. So I kept it a deadly 
secret. Using my initials was just a means of obscuring 
my identity.

ELLIOT: Many of your stories treat the theme of love 
and romance. Why were those subjects neglected in most 
of the early science fiction ?

MOORE: I suppose it was due to the fact that there 
was little room in a science-fiction story for love or human 
feelings. The science fiction that was being written then was, to 
a great extent, mass-produced formula writing. It was being 
written by people whose background was primarily in the 
sciences and who weren’t particularly interested in fiction 
per se.
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ELLIOT: Were your characters a reflection of you and 
your personality?

MOORE: Oh, I’m sure they were. But I wasn’t aware of 
it. I think every writer’s characters are a reflection of him and 
what he has experienced. But those thoughts never occurred to 
me at the time I was writing. I merely wrote a story, sent it 
off, and waited for the check.

ELLIOT: Given the huge number of stories you pro
duced, and the speed with which you produced them, did you 
ever consider yourself a formula writer?

MOORE: Only to the extent that I invented my own 
formula, which became the trademark of a C. L. Moore story. 
But I was never a formula writer, certainly not in the sense that 
the term is commonly understood. That would have been much 
too boring for me. I don’t think I could have written that way 
for any period of time. I tried to vary my approach from story 
to story just to keep myself from going crazy.

ELLIOT: As you think about your stories, does any par
ticular character stand out who comes the closest to being you ?

MOORE: Every writer’s characters are a reflection of 
the writer himself. How else could he invent characters, unless 
they grew out of him and his experiences? We wrote from the 
viewpoint of characters who were more or less like ourselves. 
We did, however, depart from that rule in creating subsidiary 
characters. For example, Hank penned some wonderful minor 
characters who bore little resemblance to us—characters whom 
he tossed in for humor and diversion. I suppose, though, that 
Hank was more inclined to follow formulas than I was. My 
stories were usually highly romantic, extremely serious, and 
loaded with lots of color and drama.

ELLIOT: How did your approach to writing differ 
once you married Hank?

MOORE: Well, for one thing, when you’re getting 
paid a cent a word, and the rent is due regularly, you write as 
quickly as you can. We had our own way of writing together. 
We would talk out a story idea. Then one of us would start 
writing it. When that person ran into trouble, we would stop 
and thrash it around some more. Often the other person would 
take over at that point. Then the first person would come back in 
and complete the story. When we wrote, we took the process 
quite seriously. We developed a pretty strict regimen. It was 
simply a case of having to produce a certain amount of work 
in order to pay the bills.

ELLIOT: Did you have a goal in mind each day— 
that is, a certain number of words or pages?

MOORE: No. I think you probably write a lot more 
easily and freely if you write according to how you feel. If you 
stop, it’s because you've run out of words. Our goal was, more 
or less, to make ends meet, and we knew how much we had to 
write to do that. We lived, for the most part, from check to 
check, although we never thought of it that way. We knew, deep 
down, that we could always write another story and make some 
additional money whenever we needed it. That usually proved 
to be the case.

ELLIOT: How much revising or editing did you do on 
those early stories?

MOORE: After the first year or so, Hank never touched 
a thing that he had written. If he did, he usually made it worse. 
He simply wasn’t capable of editing his work, primarily because 
it wasn’t that necessary. As far as my writing was concerned, I 
often rewrote stories until I liked them. I don’t usually like my 
writing until after the third or fourth draft. In those days, though, 
I rarely allowed myself that luxury. I also acquired a certain 
amount of discipline from Hank, so it wasn’t always necessary 

to labor over a story. Besides, there just wasn’t enough time. 
We had to keep writing.

ELLIOT: Did your writing change significantly, either in 
terms of content or style, as a result of working with Hank ?

MOORE: I certainly hope so. I like to think that I grew 
during those years. It’s important to remember, though, that we 
weren't writing for the ages. We were writing for the next issue 
of AMAZING or WEIRD TALES, which would go into the trash 
can as soon as the reader finished it. The stories that we wrote 
were strictly for cash, and probably would never be seen or 
heard from again. Despite that fact, however, we did the best 
we could. We didn’t turn out anything that was shoddier than 
we could possibly avoid. But we had no feeling that this was 
immortal literature or that anybody else would want to 
read the dumb stuff.

ELLIOT: What strengths do you think you brought 
to the collaboration with Hank ?

MOORE: Generally speaking, Hank and I felt that my 
contribution was in terms of characterization. I brought a cer
tain texture of sensory detail to our characters, which didn’t 
particularly interest Hank. He had a rather terse style. He dealt 
with visual externals more than I did. I dealt more with 
inner feelings.

ELLIOT: Did your writing significantly improve as a 
result of the collaboration ?

MOORE: Well, we certainly improved at becoming 
more verbose. When you’re being paid on a word basis, you’re 
not apt to strive for brevity. I was terribly long-winded. I would 
often repeat the same idea in three or four variations. Nobody 
called me on it, so I kept doing it. Fortunately, no one ever 
noticed what I was doing.

ELLIOT: Given the large number of stories you had to 
write to make ends meet, did you ever find it difficult to come 
up with enough good story ideas?

MOORE: Not really. The way we worked, anything 
could serve as the basis for a story. Hank was especially good 
at coming up with interesting story ideas. Actually, we never ran 
out of ideas. Fortunately, our rate went up, which meant that we 
didn’t have to produce as many stories to pay the bills.

ELLIOT: Were you both disciplined writers? Did you 
find it difficult to chain yourselves to the typewriter and 
keep writing?

MOORE: Like most writers, we would look for excuses 
to not write. But once we got started, we got into it and kept 
going until we were finished. Writing becomes totally compul
sive after a while. It’s a delightful feeling. You get completely 
out of yourself. You’re often astounded when that blank page 
comes out of the typewriter full of words. It’s a wonderful 
feeling.

ELLIOT: Did you write many stories by yourself during 
the course of your marriage?

MOORE: Very few. Because we wrote so many stories, 
we had to use a number of different pseudonyms. This was 
particularly true since we often had several stories in the same 
magazine. We couldn’t really afford to write separately. It 
would have slowed us down too much. That’s especially true 
where I was concerned. I’m a rather slow writer. Most of our 
stories, though, were a collaborative effort. When I say that, I 
mean that he might have written 75 percent of the stories, but 
I was sitting there ready to help. Whenever he was stymied, 
I would come in and take over, which would let him freshen up 
and rethink where he was going with a story. That wasn’t true, 
though, of the stories I wrote by myself. I was much too close 
to my work to accept anybody else’s help.
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ELLIOT: What kind of background did Hank and you 
have in the sciences?

MOORE: Zilch. Neither of us had any expertise in the 
sciences. Somehow, though, we managed to get around it, but 
I’m not sure how. I suppose we were able to make up for our 
lack of expertise by being able to tell a strong enough story to 
offset what we didn’t know. Truthfully, science wasn’t really that 
important in the stories we produced.

ELLIOT: When you wrote together, did you have a 
particular audience in mind?

MOORE: Yes. Ourselves. If we pleased ourselves, we 
usually came up with a fairly good story. We knew that we could 
sell it. We assumed that the audience was just like us. And I 
expect they were.

ELLIOT: In those days, did you usually work on more 
than one story at a time?

MOORE: No, we seldom worked on more than one 
story at a time. As I’ve said, we wrote quickly and were able to 
turn out stories with great speed. We were rarely stymied on a 
story long enough to put it aside and start another one.

ELLIOT: How did Hank and you work? Did you sit 
alongside each other and hammer out your stories?

MOORE: No, We liked to work in different rooms. 
Hank enjoyed working in the corner of his bedroom. He liked 
to feel closed in. I liked to work on the balcony, so that I could 
look out and see the world.

ELLIOT: Why did you give up writing science fiction 
after Hank’s death in 1958?

MOORE: When Hank died, I was somewhat dis
couraged by what was happening in the field. Many of the 
magazines were in trouble and the rates failed to keep pace with 
the cost of living. Asa result, just prior to Hank’sdeath, we wrote 
four detective novels, which came out in paperback. Hank also 
wrote a suspense mystery, which was quite good. Altogether, 
we wrote about six novels outside the science-fiction field. Then 
we got a TV script, and it was while we were working on the 
script that Hank had a sudden heart attack and died. I decided 
to stay with the studio ((Warner Brothers)), which I did until 
I remarried five years later.

ELLIOT: Have you ever been tempted to resume 
writing science fiction again?

MOORE: Oh, I think it would be lots of fun. I’m not 
sure, though, I have the necessary discipline to make a come
back as a science-fiction writer. I would like to give it a try, but 
I haven’t been able to get myself to do too much. A writer friend 
of mine and I, however, are collaborating on something which 
I think will turn out quite nicely. It’s a fantasy story, something 
which is quite unlike anything either of us has ever written 
before. My friend was determined I was going to try writing 
again. So he twisted my arm until I agreed. We like the story, but 
it still needs some work. It's not a typical C. L. Moore story, 
but it could prove to be the basis for a nice little series. Actually, 
this is the first time I’ve come this close to completing a 
piece of writing in years.

ELLIOT: How did you attempt to fill the huge vacuum 
in your life when you stopped writing on a full-time basis?

MOORE: In a real sense, TV writing spoils you for any 
other type of writing. It’s a very intense sort of experience. You 
come to depend heavily on the people around you. You're 
never really allowed to write as a person. Instead, you write as 
a team. You're a part of the machine. It proved to be an intoxi
cating experience. After writing for TV, it’s hard to discipline 
yourself to sit at the typewriter and work on something you’re 
not that sure of to begin with. Since I don't have to write for a 

living anymore, I just don't have the motivation to resume 
writing, although I wish I did.

ELLIOT: Do you think you would enjoy being a part 
of the science-fiction world today?

MOORE: Oh yes, but in a different way, of course. I 
would write a very different kind of fiction, which I may do, too, 
if I can force myself to get started. We’ll see what happens.

ELLIOT: As you look back on the hundreds of stories 
Hank and you wrote together, are you pleased with what 
you produced ?

MOORE: I’m not a very harsh critic of my own work. 
I like myself too much. I’m very kind and gentle with myself. 
I would never dream of hurting my own feelings. I’m strict with 
myself, but never harsh. Generally speaking, I'm quite pleased 
with what we wrote. We never sent work out unless we thought 
it was the best we could do.

ELLIOT: What was fandom like when you first started 
writing?

MOORE: Well, the fans were very vocal in the columns 
of the magazines, but we seldom ever met them. If there were 
any organized fan groups, we certainly never heard of them. 
Fandom showed itself mostly in the columns of the magazines. 
There was nothing like these science-fiction conventions which 
take place today all across the country. That sort of thing 
was unheard-of at the time.

ELLIOT: Are you surprised by the present interest of 
fans in your work and the fact that you seem to have devel
oped a large following of devoted readers?

MOORE: I love it. I’m surprised that so much of our 
work is still in the public eye. It's certainly very pleasing to me. 
We were always treated well by the fans. We received very 
favorable comment in the columns when we were writing. What 
has happened since then is a great surprise and a real delight.

ELLIOT: In recent years, you have appeared at numer
ous science-fiction conventions throughout the nation. Do you 
enjoy attending such conventions?

MOORE: No, not really. I’m not particularly “turned 
on” by large crowds of people. I find the conventions to be a 
tiring experience for me. I enjoy meeting the fans and seeing 
old friends, but I always return home extremely exhausted.

ELLIOT: Finally, do you still read much science fiction ? 
If so, which writers do you most enjoy reading?

MOORE: Actually, I read very little science fiction. I 
don’t find much of it very interesting. I skim various science
fiction books, but very little of it really excites me. There are 
some writers, though, who impress me. I’m a big fan of 
Ursula Le Guin. I think she’s great I Generally speaking, though, 
I find that science fiction doesn’t have much to say to me. 
I wish that weren’t so, but it is.
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ON
BECOMING
VISIBLE

by
James 
Patrick 
Kelly

"An author's personality can help or hurt the attention 
readers give to his books, and it is sometimes fatal to one's talent 
not to have a public with a clear public recognition of one’s 
size. The way to save your work and reach more readers is 
to advertise yourself...”

—Norman Mailer, Advertisements for Myself

The problem with image-making is that it has a bad 
image. You associate it in your mind with atrocities like “the new 
Nixon” or the “Merv Griffin Show.” Any good idea can be 
corrupted: Star Wars begat “Battlestar Galactica"; corn flakes 
begat Cookie Crisp; Catholicism begat the Inquisition.

Image is an essential convenience for this fast-forward 
age. Think of it as the mind’s version of peripheral vision: a way 
of keeping track of things at the edges of your ken. It can be 
manufactured or it can arise spontaneously. Image, however, 
can never be false, only incomplete. There must be some cor
respondence between an image and its object; otherwise the 
world is a lie and all men are fools for believing in it. Of course, 
that fleeting glimpse you catch of someone out of the corner of 
your mind might lead you astray if you are trying to understand 
him, to discover (as the hacks say) the man behind the mask. For 
example, you will not get very far trying to understand Norman 
Mailer in terms of such one-dimensional images as “Hemingway 
clone” or “rabid egocentric,” even though both are undeniably 
true.

Whether you are aware of it or not, you have an image. 
Probably several. And if you work with twenty people, you know 
at least ten of them only in terms of image. How many of you 
realized that Mrs. Morris, the blue-haired bookkeeper, deals 
pot? That DeeDee, the effervescent waitress, is a logical 
positivist? That Kelly, the balding PR flack, writes SF? You are 
surprised because you were relating to them as images and 
getting along fine, thanks. Even now that you know, you might 
well forget by next Thursday if something more important 
catches your attention. You have no time for the whole truth. 
That is why images exist, and can be found everywhere.

Once the aspiring SF writer breaks into print, the thing 
he needs most is not an IBM Selectric. It is an image which 
readers will remember. Why? Consider that in 1977, according 
to LOCUS, there were 981 SF books published, almost half of 
them new titles. Or that 13 SF prozines churned out 73 issues 
in the same year. Writing SF may be one of the larger cottage 
industries in the United States. Without an image, yours is just 
another name from the SFWA Directory on just another 
manuscript in the slush pile.

How does the invisible novice come by an image? The 
easiest way is the path of inaction. You read the New Critics 
in college: a Work of Art should speak for itself. Assuming 
that the stuff you are selling is halfway decent, your image will 
arise spontaneously from it, as in "Kelly? . . . oh, yeah, writes 
for F&SF. Downbeat stuff. Can’t stand him.”

Unless you are a genius who is as prolific as the young 
Silverberg, the path of inaction will prove the long road to 
success. I am talking about the Very Long Road. In fact, you will 
probably be deceased by the time the editors and fans start 
looking for your name. Cold comfort, especially if your demise 
has been brought on by starvation.

Maybe you ought to promote yourself after all. Just a 
little. Tastefully. How to start? A quick half-hour with Dick 
Cavett? Your picture on the cover of PEOPLE? Save these 
fantasies for your writing, boy; you are in sci-fi—one rung above 
confessions and lowlife skin magazines. In this literary ghetto, 
there are no talk shows, no glossy gossip sheets. Your main shot 
is at conventions and in fanzines. So aim for those panels held 
in halls crammed with folding chairs. Hobnob with editors. 
Commit an act of memorable silliness. Sing. Inverview other

An important point; a valuable lesson
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writers, or, failing that, yourself. Try to be discovered by Harlan 
Ellison. Write letters on (Choose One) sexism in SF, Trekkies, 
SFWA membership requirements, teaching SF, nuclear power, 
the continuing struggle between SF’s Two Cultures, Nebula 
and/or Hugo electioneering. Get into an APA. Resign from 
an APA. Write scorching reviews of lame books.

(A note of caution: I do not mean to suggest that all 
who participate in the above activities are pursuing some image
making strategy. Human behavior is overdetermined; many of 
its causes are unknowable. However, if the idea of someone 
using fannish traditions for self-promotion infuriates you, I 
would suggest you locate the nearest time transfer booth and 
dial up the Middle Ages. You just have not been paying 
attention to the Twentieth Century.)

Are you now, or have you ever been, a fan ? If so, then 
you are already ahead of the game. Most of the best pros are 
metamorphosed fans. Such writers fit into a comfortable and 
familiar image pattern: “Hey, that Cordwainer Boskone is a 
regular guy, just like me.” Your image becomes part of the 
average fan’s fantasy. If you are a fan-newly-turned-pro, a little 
tinkering with your image is all that will be necessary. Do not 
attempt wholesale reconstruction just yet. Doing so will alienate 
your former comrades, as in, "Hey, we’re not good enough for 
that asshole anymore. He’s just another stuck-up pro.” Reason
able parties will concede your right to grow, to have changing 
interests and tastes, but an overnight transformation is justly 
resented.

If you have never communed with fans, know that they 
can be either a blessing or a curse to a writer. It is up to you to 
decide which. Do it quickly or your image will be irretrievably 
skewed. You will probably respond favorably to them, and why 
not? After all, fans are the ultimate consumers of your product. 
If they are on your side, the editors (and bucks) will come around 
eventually. That is what makes our capitalist system great. Crass 
commercialism aside, however, fans represent a unique aes
thetic opportunity. You can meet, observe and define your 
audience. This is not something to be taken lightly; NEW 
YORKER fans do not hold conventions. If you are looking for 
one reason why the mainstream market has become the Death 
Valley of fiction, try the fact that most of its writers have no idea 
who is reading them. Those who do are often best-sellers.

Knowing your audience, on the other hand, can have its 
tar-baby aspect. What happens when you have things to say that 
your audience does not want to hear? Once that smiling fan in 
your head starts to shout down your Muse, continuing to write 
SF can only debilitate her. Sadly, this is an all-too-familiar 
phenomenon. If your visions are dangerous, or worse yet, 
literary, proclaim that to every fan you meet. Or better: stay 
home. That way, you may be spared loyalist recriminations 
should you have to desert the cause.

However, even if you do manage to ruffle some feathers, 
do not panic. Bad image is largely myth. The only bad image 
is one which leads people to boycott your work. Such an image 
might arise in one of two ways: You write nothing but turkeys, 
or you commit a faux pas of galactic proportions. Something, 
say, on the order of gratuitously insulting a fan in the presence 
of a LOCUS reporter, or joining the Nazi party. Fear not if you 
are commonly perceived as proud, avaricious, lustful, angry, 
gluttonous, envious or slothful; all are acceptable images. 
In fact, there is evidence that people remember negative images 
more readily than positive ones. Sure, Mr. Whipple is a complete 
jerk, but he certainly does sell Charmin.

Insofar as you are able to control your image, what is 
the best kind to have? There can be no general answer to this

Mr. Kelly’s muse, tooting Mr. Kelly’s horn

question. The trick is simply to be yourself, or rather, that portion 
of yourself which you feel most comfortable exposing to public 
scrutiny. Make an inventory of your most memorable qualities, 
both good and bad. Now, determine which can be temporarily 
submerged, and which are inescapable. Finally, of those you are 
stuck with, are there any which seem obviously crippling? 
If not, then get out there and let the world know what it has 
been missing.

in my own case, the list of good qualities fills the page. 
The list of bad is somewhat shorter, but heading it is the fact 
that my spur-of-the-moment conversation is about as interesting 
as Cream of Wheat. I realize that such a flaw has not kept many 
pros from the convention circuit; nonetheless I find it excru
ciatingly painful when people stifle yawns at lunchtime and 
gaze through me with their statue eyes. I have come to the 
conclusion that I am one of those writers you ought not to meet 
lest you be disappointed.
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TRANSITORY THOUGHTS 
by

NICHOLAS D. JUDAH

A Cay/Lesbian Science-Fiction Reading List appeared in 
Bay Area bookstores this past summer. The works on this list 
are by writers who are themselves gay, or are generally sympa
thetic in their portrayal of homosexuals.

However, one very famous science-fiction series is con
spicuously absent from this list. In the opinion of this writer, 
this is due primarily to the fact that none of the major characters 
declare themselves to be homosexual. The series deserves 
mention, though, for its matter-of-fact acceptance of homo
sexuality in the society it depicts. Such activity is apparently so 
normal in this culture that it is not deemed worthy of any 
special attention, and the reader must infer its existence from 
scattered clues in the text.

The society in question is that of the Dragonriders of 
Pern, and the books are Anne McCaffrey's Dragonflight, 
Dragonquest, and The White Dragon (henceforth referred to as 
DF, DQ, and WD respectively).

Consider what is known of that society:
1) Dragons appear in two female varietie:. the gold 

queen dragons and the smaller and more numerous greens. 
Further, they appear as three male types: the bronzes, the 
browns, and the blues.

2) Traditionally, only the bronze dragons mate with the 
golds, although there exists some evidence that this pairing is 
due primarily to the generally superior size and strength of the 
bronze dragons rather than to any color-related traits. In theory, 
other strains may also mate with the golds (DQ p. 170). Green 
dragons, on the other hand, can and do mate with all of 
the male varieties (WD p. 229).

3) Dragonriders experience a very strong emotional 
bond with their dragons. In many cases, the bond is so strong 
that the rider and beast may be said to be one entity. Moreover, 
the strength of this bond intensifies during mating flights, almost 
totally blurring the distinction between the two (DF p. 134 ff). 
Although the chewing of firestone renders green dragons 
sterile, it in no way appears to affect their amorous activities; 
if anything, they appear to be more sexually active than the 
golds (DF p. 199; DQ p. 20). We also know that a green dragon’s 
going into heat produces a definite reaction in its rider 
(WD p. 210 ff).

4) When gold and bronze dragons mate, their riders 
invariably do also (DF p. 96; DQ p. 168). In view of the other 
similarities between gold and green behavior, it would be 
reasonable to expect similar behavior in the post-mating flight 
reactions of the green riders.

5) Until very recently, when Mirrim impressed a green 
dragon (WD p. 210), all of the green riders were male.

Only one conclusion may be drawn from the above: 
Under the influence of the emotions brought on by green 
dragon mating flights, homosexual encounters are common
place among the dragonriders. Moreover, the dragonfolk 
totally accept this behavior: “That particular aspect of dragon 
matings didn’t bother weyrfolk who had long since disregarded 
sexual inhibitions." (DQ p. 20)

Whether or not any longterm relationships result from 
such pairings is uncertain from the text. It is implied, though, 
that many dragonriders’ choices of mates are dictated by their 
own tastes, rather than those of their dragons. It would seem 
that the choice of lifestyle is a matter left to the individual.

The recent discovery on Pern of the tiny fire lizards 
poses some interesting questions. While they possess many 
dragonlike characteristics, their mating behavior—thus far— 
seems to have no effect on the people to whom they are 
attracted. In view of the fact that one person may impress more 
than one fire lizard, this may prove to be a blessing ... .

"I have always been secretly amused by historians who 
can argue for volumes about some trifle in the lives of people 
long dead and gone. But the prize for pretension must go to the 
literati, who will devote the same passion to debates about 
people who never lived in places that never were."

— Nicholas D. Judah
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SCIENCE-FICTIONAL WARGAMES FROM THE 
FAN’S POINT OF VIEW 

by Jeff Pimper

Part 2: Boardgames

There are at least 150 boardgames which claim to simu
late science fictional or fantasy warfare; the vast majority of 
them, however, are really conventional games with a veneer of 
science fiction pasted over. There are too many to cover in detail 
within the confines of this article, so I will discuss only some of 
the best and a few of the worst.

Two companies stand out in the world of science- 
fictional wargaming: Metagaming Concepts of Austin, Texas, 
and Taurus Limited (now calling itself Andromeda Foundation/ 
Galaxy Games) of Chicago. Metagaming has consistently pub
lished the best games and Taurus the worst.

Metagaming produces SF and fantasy games exclusively. 
The company began with the now-classic Stellar Conquest, a 
high-level game of strategy in which two to four players 
conquer a small cluster of stars to expand their empires. The 
game contains some of the elements of Diplomacy, with a more 
expanded economic base. The players build up their fleets and 
use them to colonize stars in the cluster, while at the same time 
trying to contain their opponents' empires. Beware, though; 
this is a lengthy game, and the strategy is quite complex.

At the other end of the complexity scale are the Meta
gaming microgames. These are without exception real gems— 
short, simple, fast, and cheap. The first of these was Ogre, a game 
of cybernetic supertanks (a la Laumer’s Bolos). One player gets 
a mixed force of infantry, tanks, and artillery; the other player 
gets a single Ogre. This might make it sound like the strengths 
are mismatched, but the game is very well balanced. The sequel 
game to Ogre is GEV (Ground Effect Vehicle—a sort of hover
craft); it is slightly more complex but just as good. For fantasy 
fans there are three games: M^lee (man-to-man, non-magical 
combat), Wizard (magical combat), and Death Test (a scenario 
which can be used with the other two). The other games in this 
series are:

Chitin I

Olympica 
Rivets 
WarpWar 
Ice War 
Black Hole

Insect wars (perhaps inspired by The 
Dragon Masters)

The invasion of a Martian base 
A humorous robotic war 
Tactical spaceship warfare 
World War III at the Prudhoe oil fields 
Be the first to discover the secret 

of the black hole

On the other hand there are the games from Taurus 
Limited. I have never played a Taurus game; neither do I know 
anyone who has. The basic problem is that the rules are 
indecipherable—they are filled with pseudo-history, include 
designer’s notes in an attempt to rationalize ridiculous rules, 
and show a complete ignorance of English grammar. I have been 
told that buried somewhere in the rules is a good game, but I 
have never been able to force myself to read all the way through 
the rules. The problem is not at all helped by the terrible 
graphics, almost a Taurus trademark. I would very much like to 
hear from anyone who has played one of their science- 
fictional games.

One of the games most fun to play, though not strictly 
a wargame, is Cosmic Encounter by Eon Products. The rules are 
short and rigid. Each player takes on the qualities of an alien 
race, and each race has a special power which enables it to 
circumvent one of the rules. The object of the game is to estab
lish bases on your opponents’ star systems, while preventing 
them from building bases in your own. During your turn the 
system which you attack is mandated by the “Destiny Pile,” 
but the choice of which planet you attack within the system is 
up to you. Once an attack is started each player in the fight can 
ask for allies among the noninvolved players. Allies add forces 
to the army of the side they join. The two combatants then play 
a card from their hands. The armies and the cards played deter
mine the winner. The game comes with enough equipment for 
four players. There are two expansion kits, each of which adds 
another player and includes new aliens. The third expansion kit 
adds more aliens, and also has some new cards for the deck. All 
in all, a highly recommended game.

Of particular interest to fans are games based on books 
or films. Most of these have not been authorized by the origi
nal authors. Some titles of intertest are: Lensman (the first 
professionally published SF game), Plains of Arrakeen (Dune), 
Rift Trooper (Starship Troopers—unauthorized), Starship 
Troopers (authorized), Triplanetary (related in name only), and 
Ythri (Poul Anderson story—authorized).

By far the largest group of literary games is that based on 
The Lord of the Rings. Except for the games by Simulations 
Publications, none of the LoTR games are authorized, nor are 
they for sale outside the USA. The Simulations Publications 
games are Gondor: The Siege of Minas Tirith; Sauron: Battle 
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for the Ring; and War of the Ring (all illustrated by Tim Kirk). 
The first two are medieval-style games with a few rules added 
for magic. The third game has a completely new system to handle 
the various characters from the books, coupled with a conven
tional system to handle the army battles. Unfortunately, the 
character system is flawed. It only provides for single combat, 
so that if all nine Nazguls attack Frodo at once, he gets to fight 
them one at a time and it is very possible for him to defeat all 
nine! Also, as with all LoTR games, the system is weighted to 
favor the Fellowship side, though less so in these games than 
in the games of other publishers.

Another series of games based on science-fiction liter
ature is based on an unpublished novel by Greg Stafford. These 
games, published by the Chaosium (Albany, CA), are probably 
the best fantasy board games ever designed, full of colorful 
detail. The rules are filled with the histories of the various 
characters and races portrayed in the game, so well-written that 
they actually seem to have been real. There are two games in this 
series, with one more to follow. The available titles are White 
Bear & Red Moon and Nomad Gods. When all three titles are 
finally published, it will be possible to link them together to 
form a single “monster” game.

Still another series worthy of note is the Starforce games 
from Simulations Publications. While not based on a particular 
book, the games have designed so that it seems as if they were. 
One reason these games are interesting is that they span the 
scales of combat from man-to-man up to warfare on a galactic 
level. The first game in the series is Starforce Alpha Centauri, 
which was a real ground-breaker for game systems. The game
board represents a sphere of space, forty light-years in diameter, 
with our sun at the center. Each star within this sphere is accu
rately placed with respect to Sol. Movement is three-dimen
sional and the combat bloodless. The rationale behind the game 
is the discovery that certain women have a psionic power which 
enables them to teleport a starship anywhere in space, with a 
constraint on the distance per jump. The women refuse to kill 
anyone, so each battle is a test of wills and psionic power, 
with the ships on the losing side being randomly teleported 
somewhere else in the sphere. The second game in the series is 
Starsoldier, a one-on-one human-versus-alien combat system. 
While this game is really a variant of the World War II game 
Sniper, it is still a very good game. The final game in the trilogy 

is Outreach, a game of huge scale (the map is 28,000 by 50,000 
by 15,000 light-years). This is the weakest of the three games, but 
it is still better than most of the other games available. Each of 
these games can be purchased separately, or all three can be 
purchased in a single box at a considerable savings in price.

There is one final game I would like to discuss: this 
is Sorcerer, another game from Simulations Publications. This 
game simulates combat between two to six wizards with what is 
a completely unique system of magic. In the universe of the 
game there are six kinds of magic, represented by six colors 
(plus the general-purpose white magic, which is all colors, and 
black magic, which is no color). Like the old game “Stone, 
Scissors, Paper," each color of magic is superior to some colors, 
and inferior to others, in a symmetric manner. The wizards can 
be adept at up to three colors of magic. They duel with magic 
spells and with magically-generated and human armies. In all 
magical combat the power of the magical unit is augmented by 
both the color of the hex unit in which the combat takes place 
(the mapboard has a grid of hexagons instead of a checkerboard 
of squares), and by the magical relationship of the colors of 
the two sides in the fight. Wizards may use only a finite amount 
of magical power in each turn, so attack moves have to be 
chosen which maximize the color relationships. Sorcerer is a 
fast game in which the advantage can change sides very rapidly. 
There is one problem with this game, though—it is so color- 
oriented that those who are color-blind will find it difficult, 
if not impossible, to play.

These, then, are some of the many SF games available. 
I’m sorry if I missed your favorite. Most of these games are still 
in print and available by mail from the publisher; in your local 
toy, book, or hobby shop; or by order from any of the several 
game dealers listed in the last issue.

Next time I will discuss the role-playing games and the 
games which use miniatures or "toy soldiers.”
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FAST MAIL

Fast Mail n [ME fastmill, thoughts in profusion; 
akin to Ar fasmail, winged messengers, and 
Heb fish-ma-el, food for thought ] A Lettercolumn.

Once again the letter column. This issue we lead off with some 
letters on the first issue, letters which had vanished from human 
ken about the time I set out to typeset the letter column for the 
second issue. Here they are; apologies.

As usual, the correspondents are allowed to speak for them
selves. Occasional comments of an editorial nature are isolated 
by double parentheses and set in italics. If this were a 
letter ((this would be the editorial comment)) and this would 
be the rest of the letter. 5o much for that. Please send in your 
comments on P*S*F*Q; if we publish your letter, you receive 
a copy of that issue (sometimes more). Please tell us what you 
liked, and why; compare and contrast; explain fully and give 
examples. There will be a short quiz in the morning. All set. All 
signals green. Tangent track ahead, and no slow orders.

Jessica Amanda Salmonson / Box 5688 University Station / Seattle, 
WA 98105
My dear Mr. Ward, you sent me an imperfect copy of 

P*S*F*Q, with pages 11,12,13, and 14 missing. I did get to see the Lupoff 
tirade, though, in a friend’s copy of your pretentious SF quarterly. 
((A replacement copy was sent.))

Lupoff (Lupoff: a hair lip rabbit) repeats the boring cliche 
of 90% of everything being crap. If that is the universal rule, then 
90% of everything Ursula LeGuin writes is crap. I beg to differ. Of the 
10% that is not crap, a very high percentage is written by women: a per
centage far out of proportion to the number of women actually writing 
in the field. This bears investigation; there must be some reason 
other than coincidence.

Hank Aaron once said in order for a n      to get as far in the 
major league as a honky, he had to be ten times as good at hitting the 
ball. It’s that way for women writers in thes-f genre. A few rotten women 
writers make it, but mostly they get filtered out along the way, by male 
editors (or male-identified women editors) who don’t understand a 
story not written from a macho point of view, by publishers who are 
convinced their readership is mostly male, by whatever restraints allow 
a high percentage of Lin Carters and Andy Offutts and Gardner Foxes to 
become big-time writers but forces women to be excellent to get so far 
as men who simply can’t write very well at all. Maybe women aren’t 
really inherently better s-f authors, but it is only those who are too 
darned good to be ignored that really make it.

Then again, it could very well be that peoples who know 
about racist, sexist or ciassist oppression will indeed be deeper, more 
intelligent authors. So it is no coincidence that Chip is black or 
Ursula female.

For whatever reason, our leading s-f authors are indeed 
women; and our leading male authors (Heinlein, Asimov, Clarke, 
Niven) will probably not survive the test of time sowed (their sexism and 
racism may well become quaint in the future, their ideas good for mild 
chuckles). The causes of such facts merit investigation. Lupoff seems 
not to have any clear notion or feeling for the causes, but rather a bitter 
resentment, fear, and attempts to irrationally deny the circumstances. 
I should think you could find more intelligent essayists to cover 
this ground.

Devra Langsam / 627 East 8th St. / Brooklyn, NY 11218
To Andi, re her article ((on Star Trek cons)) —Your article 

was very interesting, touching my heart (or maybe my stomach). The 
article clearly and fairly pointed out the marks of an ST con. Here are 
a couple of comments:
RE DRINKING— An awful lot of ST fans are women, many of them 
middle-class women . . . and thus not, generally, big drinkers. Besides, 
when you’re buzzed on Pepsi and meeting a star/your best-friend-by- 
mail-from-ldaho/your first pro, who needs alcohol? Your other points 
are valid to an extent. But then there was the time an unnamed guest 
sat in the Commodore bar, inviting every green-ribboned helper he saw 
to “come and have a drink with me; you’re working so hard.” You can 
imagine what this did to our bar bill. And no, I probably wouldn’t have 
been able to resist if I’d been a gofer either.
RE PROGRAMMING— As we discovered in 1972, at our first con, an 
awful lot of people wanted to come. (3400, approx.) In order to have 
room for them, we needed a large hotel—which cost a lot of money. 
So we needed to charge a lot to cover the costs. And the attendees 
wanted to see the stars, and we were trying to give them what they 
wanted. But we couldn’t afford (or find) a room big enough to hold all 
the attendees—what ballroom holds 8000 people? And what would 
renting it cost, anyway? So you learn to schedule lots of attractive 
things simultaneously, to draw the pressure off of the main function 
room, which probably will hold 3000-3500 of your 6000-person con. 
Opposite the Costume Ball you put your best movies, and opposite the 
major stars’ speeches you put other Big Names . . . And because Some 
People get obnoxious about paying for con time when there’s nothing 
scheduled, you fill in every corner except meal breaks. That was the 
way it worked, out for us.
RE JOAN WINSTON'S BOOK— Joan was trying to write a light
hearted, funny book, not a complete and detailed history of ST cons. 
She was also NOT interested in being involved in 700 lawsuits—such as 
would undoubtedly result if she told the absolute truth. How many 
actors want it known that they spent an entire weekend bombed out 
of their minds? Joan is personally interested in Shatner, so, naturally, 
she wrote a lot about him. Yes, probably too much. As to her ignoring 
the Boyntoncons and their overcrowding and legal problems, why 
should she have written about them? (Aside from the lawsuit angle.) 
She wasn’t working on them, or associated with them. She was not 
writing about ALL ST cons, only about our five.

As to our breakup with Mr. Schuster and his money prob
lems, the judge who settled our lawsuit with Bankers’ Trust enjoined 
us not to speak . . .
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Joan also left out the screaming-fights among the Commit
tee, the Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday registration work sessions, the 
20,000-piece mailings zip-sorted by hand . . . Joan’s next book is a 
collection of fannish cartoons and jokes which she is editing, and the 
one she’s planning after that is a novel, with NO relationship to ST or SF 
in any form—OR to conventions. But enough of this.

Debbie Notkin’s notes are very funny. I personally think that 
you have not plumbed the depths until you’ve read bad amateur ST 
fiction—although recently, bad amateur STAR WARS fiction has been 
carving a pit for itself. . .

Avedon Carol / 4409 Woodfield / Kensington, MD 20795
I found P*S*F*Q to be visually attractive—tasteful—and 

equally easy to read in the bathtub since it was not fastened in the usual 
manner of fanzines and therefore did not snap back in my 
face periodically.

The Moslander review of Kate Wilhelm’s book was certainly 
well-suited to a fanzine with a title such as yours, although I must confess 
I’m not sure whether your reviewer meant to say that he liked, disliked, 
or was confused by the book.

Lupoff’s article was a very nice piece of bullshit which neither 
said nor meant anything. One thing I can say for Lupoff—no, I can’t 
say that either. Well, let me say then that it pisses me off when people 
take generalizations which were made as such as if they were made as 
absolutes. I suppose what this proves is that it is usually a mistake to give 
one’s readers credit for the ability to recognize a generalization, and an 
even greater mistake to assume that one's readers will give you as much 
credit for intelligence as you give them. When / make a generalization, 
I assume that we are all people with an IQ over four and that we all 
know that I am making a generalization. Unfortunately, you do run into 
the occasional cookie like Lupoff who has to stand up and say, “That’s a 
generalization I How can you make an absolute statement like 
that ?!" Phooey.

I will not write my essay about how anyone who thinks the 
Bakke case is an example of "reverse discrimination” doesn’t under
stand the nature of caste oppression—not here, not yet. I will instead 
simply ask: Just how do you honky boys suggest that women and 
people of color reverse the effects of all of these years of oppression— 
and establish "equality”—without affirmative action? And I will also 
point out that great entrance scores don’t necessarily make you a great 
doctor, and that white men usually make lousy doctors for 
blacks and women.

Nevertheless, I rather enjoyed P*S*F*Q, especially the title, 
the contents page, and the editorial statements/business. I was even 
interested in Notkin’s rejects, although I must admit I was hoping for 
something a bit more, well, bizarre.

Andi Shechter / 175 Santa Rosa Ave. / Oakland, CA 94610
While I dislike appointing myself as representative for a 

group that hasn’t chosen me to represent them, I'm hoping that I can 
respond to "A Bulletin From the Ministry of Truth” by Dick Lupoff by 
speaking for myself, and vaguely, for "us.” The particular "us”: the 
fans I know who have expressed a particular satisfaction, interest, 
delight, in the growing number of good science fiction writers 
w'ho are women.

... it is a source of pleasure to see the growing number of 
good new SF talents. It is nicer still to notice so many women who are 
good. Yes, there have always been women in the field, and no one 
denies the talents of C. L. Moore, Wilmar Shiras or Mary Shelley, but 
today there are more women publishing, writing, illustrating (in all 
fields, not just SF), and they are good. Now, we who find this a particular 
pleasure find it so because it is talent, first and foremost. That the work 
is done by a woman is also gratifying. There are more women. Even 
Dick’s list of women who have written SF in the past and who are just 
entering the field are of about equal numbers—and one list extends 
back 150 years, the other about ten years.

It is not silly to cite SF writers by gender. This field has long 
been dominated by men—fans and writers—and the changes, the 
increase in the number of female fans and pros is important. We don’t 
group by blood type or hair color because there’s never been a blood 
type with a second class status in this society, nor have brunettes had to 
fight for recognition in a society of blondes. But women have had to 
fight for recognition and have had second-class status. I don’t mean to 
sound strident, but it’s a feeling of coming into our own. In society,
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in our lives, and happily, in the field we like so much—science fiction. 
Sure, Richard Lupoff has always known there were talented women, 
and I’ve always known it, but many people haven’t known it, and it is 
good for them to learn. The “opening out” of SF is more than 
just an exercise.

As for the strange paradigm developed in "Bulletin”—"If the 
author is male, he’s automatically no good; if the author is female, we’ll 
have to see what she produces”—no. No, it is not what Sturgeon said, 
it is not what Wood said, it is not what I say, and it is not a good argument. 
No one is drawing those conclusions but the author. No one said that 
any SF written by a woman is good. Please don’t plant words on us. 
It is often my experience to read a good story, then discover or 
re-discover that the author is female, and I feel pleased because women 
aren’t scared of or blocked from writing and publishing SF. I’m not 
checking between the legs, just between the pages. Twenty, even ten 
years ago, many of the stories being printed today would not have seen 
print—partly because society is changing, partly because some of the 
authors simply weren't around and partly because editorial policies 
have changed with the times. Many of those stories being printed now 
were written by women.

“We who think women are writing much of the best science 
fiction” are not only reading women’s work—nor are we treating men 
as token contributors to the field 'no need for lists here—everyone can 
list good new writers.) We are not extremists. We are noticing a 
phenomenon, a positive thing that is happening in our midst. Please 
don’t make any more, or less, of it than it is.

From this point on, all the letters in this letter column were received 
after the second issue of P*S*F*Q was published, and refer primarily 
to material contained within that second issue.

Roy Tackett / 915 Green Valley Road NW / Albuquerque, 
NM 87107
Pretentious Indeed I I am reminded very much of the “little 

magazines” which were to be found around the Bay Area (and, 
presumably, elsewhere) years ago (and, presumably, are still around). 
These were filled with pseudoliterary articles and atrocious fiction by the 
artsy-crafty set. You know the type. In later years they were weekend 
beatniks or plastic hippies. The beats and hippies having passed into 
history, I don’t know what they are calling themselves these days. I really 
don’t want to know either.

Why do I have this tiny gnawing at the back of my brain that 
you are putting us on, Michael 1 ((Who, me? What could possibly have 
given you that idea, Roy?))

Consider Moslander’s “Kiss the Blood Off My Sword”: 
Nobody does this mock-Freudian stuff with serious intent any more. It is 
ridiculous. We simply consider "Norman’s” Gor stories for what they 
are, soft-core porn, and let it go at that. There is obviously a market for it 
since Norman, whoever he may be, keeps churning it out but, really, I 
can’t imagine anyone doing a serious study of the Gor stories. ((But why 
not? The purpose of the analysis turns out to be to tell us something 
about the people who read the stories ... we can guess some things 
about the person who writes them. Further: Any series which is 
consistently among the top 10 paperback SF sellers is subject to analysis. 
. . and deserves some serious thinking.))

It has been some time since 1 read Walk to the End of the 
World and I must admit that I did not pay as much attention to it as 
Richard Dutcher seems to have done. I read it mostly because it was by a 
local author and one should support the home folks, I suppose. It struck 
me as a typical tirade from another disappointed liberal. A dark view of 
the world to come because things aren’t being done the way the author 
thinks they should be. Oh, well, I suppose if one is young enough and 
has enough imagination one can find significance in almost anything. ((I 
found the book very difficult to stomach. For that reason I wanted to 
know more about why it was written. Dutcher points out many ideas 
which are passed over by the conscious, and only attack our sense of 
well-being on the subliminal planes.))

On the other hand Chelsea Quinn Yarbro’s article was 
appreciated and suffered only from being too short.

In the lettered Ray Nelson complains about bar-centered 
cons. Ah, but that is where the most serious work and best talking is 
done. We can mingle with the younger fen later at the room parties.



Suzette Haden Elgin / 2469 Caminito Ocean Cove / Cardiff CA 92007
I picked up (and paid for) your first issue at WESTERCON, and 

read it all the way through, and that was the end of the episode.
Your second issue, however, is something else again. Not 

only was it sent to me for no money (thank you very much), but I was 
impressed by it. ((Thank YOU. Occasional sample copies are sent to 
people I think will find them of interest.)) Point one—it was far less 
CUTE, and tha. helped enormously. I’m not sure that SF can afford 
MELLOW, and I am absolutely certain it can’t afford CUTE. A little, 
leaking over the edges, but much less of it in this issue; I am pleased. // 
Point two—the Letters to the Editor were more interesting than the total 
contents of many a publication I have looked at lately. (You must keep in 
mind that as a college professor I have to look at publications that make 
science fiction seem like stark realism . . . articles on "The Mute ‘E’ 
Through the Ages”and “The Significance of the Belt-Buckle Motif in the 
Neometaphysical Pseudo-Lyrics of Hwiffle Morthrop” ... nonetheless, I 
mean “point two” as a compliment.) // Point three—the interview with 
Michael Bishop by Michael Bishop is, all by itself, worth the $1.50you’re 
charging for the issue. // Point four—everything in the issue was worth 
reading. That is not always true of even such distinguished put-togethers 
as HARPERS, ATLANTIC MONTHLY, SKATEBOARD WORLD, ET AL 
QUARTERLY, etc.

If Dick Lupoff really pulled the stunt Susan Wood claims he 
did .. .and there certainly is a tradition there, of such venerableness that 
many a feminist has given up writing letters altogether... then may his 
typewriter ribbons all dry out at a rate far beyond that dictated by the 
normal distribution curve, and may he dry out and shrivel in other 
arcane ways that I am far too much a lady to specify for you here. What I 
find funny (and pretentious, oh boy! is it pretentious boy!) is the fact 
th?t during the umptyump years when everyone took it for granted that 
all the good SF was written by men, nobody bothered even to mention 
that. Nobody felt obliged to dub themselves "The Ministry of Truth” 
(WOW! PRETENTIOUS!) and climb on soapboxes over that. Try it the 
other way around (thank you, Ted, and thank you, Susan, even if you 
didn’t intend your remarks made either public or turned into a kind of 
Wood’s Law behind your back), and the males come rampant and 
howling out of the woodwork. That is really comic. // Since I don’t 
appear on anybody’s list whatsoever, I can afford to point this out 
without any conflict of interest charges wafting their way at me.

Enough. Keep all letters to one page, you save trees. I liked 
P*S*F*Q number 2, and if it can let a bit more of the macho and the cute 
leak out of it I may subscribe. It would mean giving up SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, you realize, which is a big sacrifice. Do you think you’re 
that good ? ((Superfluous comments may be assumed at this point.))

Pamela Sargent / Box 586 / Johnson City NY 13790
The pieces by Richard F. Dutcher and Quinn Yarbro were 

interesting and not at all pretentious; the Michael Bishop interview was 
a pleasant bit of fluff by a writer I admire. The essay on John Norman by 
Paul Moslander wasn’t pretentious either, though it certainly seems 
useless. Mr. Norman obviously has a problem; why explore it ? The best 
we can do is ignore it and hope he can come to terms with it someday. ((I 
disagree. The Cor books are our problem. Their popularity tells us 
something about ourselves.))

Since I didn’t see P*S*F*Q number 1, reading the letter 
column gives me the feeling of hearing only the last part of an interesting 
discussion. I don’t think it’s fair to criticize a work only because it shows a 
male-dominated society, as long as that society is given a good reason 
(economic, cultural, etc.) for existing. I do object to the depiction of 
such societies when the writer doesn’t bother to indicate, directly or 
indirectly, how they came about, since it shows that the writer hasn’t 
given much thought to his or her future history.

Personally, I find reading a book with a non-sexist society 
more comfortable, more pleasant, but art can’t always be pleasant or 
normative. I do think that SF in general, however, has devoted too many 
pages to writing about male-dominated societies and would be greatly 
enriched if more of its authors wrote about the customs, problems, and 
ways of more egalitarian worlds as female writers, but they often don’t. 
They don’t have to think about sexism unless they want to or have it 
forcibly brought to their attention. Women have to think about it 
whether we want to or not.

doug harbour / 10808—75 Ave. / Edmonton, Alberta
CANADA T6E 1K2
Number two is fine stuff indeed (even if, as Messr. Clicksohn 

said of the first, you beg so unfannishly for moola). ((I’m still losing great 
bucketfuls of money on this zine.)) You begin with a big one: Richard 
Dutcher’s fine article on Walk to the End of the World. I’m not sure I 
would agree that the values he holds dear are the most important in SF, 
but I do think he's made a strong argument that the presence of such 
values in a story will definitely make it better SF. Although I simply had 
not thought through the background as I read, Dutcher’s reading makes 
clear that Charnas definitely did think it through before she finished 
writing. What is interesting is that this kind of criticism, although it is not 
the only kind of criticism good SF demands—formal criticism is also 
necessary—is, at the level practiced here, usually only possible in 
reference to SF. //To turn from that to an interview with one of the best 
younger SF writers would, you’d think, be a strict continuation; but not 
when the interviewer is Michael Bishop. Good fun, even if he did 
manage to sneak in some actual, real, information. // On the whole 
games don’t interest me & neither did that particular article. Yours 
though, & the equally short essay on physics by Terry Garey, tend to 
keep the pretentiousness to a level even Brian Earl Brown should be able 
to take. ((Is that a compliment, or an insult ?))
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As someone who has only managed to find Chelsea Quinn 
Yarbro’s apocalyptic fictions & found them very good if also bitterly 
cold, so to speak, I was fascinated by the implications of her article on the 
Demon Lover as well as by its well-documented arguments. & the 
juxtaposition with Paul Moslander’s piece is, really, brilliant. Mos- 
lander’sgood; he has read widely & he almost had me hooked, thinking 
he was going right along with Cor without bothering to apply an 
intelligent evaluation to what Sontag calls “a minor but interesting 
modality or convention within the arts,” but a form of art within which 
there can be both good & bad work. John Glassco, for example, has 
written some brilliant & stylish S-M porn, but it’s simply better, 
aesthetically, than anything John Norman could ever manage. I tried 
Slave Girl once, at a friend’s: it was impossible to read; simply 
execrably written. But the piece is much subtler than it at first appears to 
be & my admiration for its thoughtfulness was great by the time I 
finished. I look forward to part two.

& Iocs, oh yeah, Iocs. The lifeblood of a fanzine. It’s a good 
column, especially the various responses to Lupoff’s piece. I think Susan 
Wood has to be heard, because if I hear her right she is essentially in 
agreement with Lupoff’s basic point & simply pissed off he misused her 
as a bad example in order to make his point as polemically as possible. As 
I admire both writers I hate to think either one would do anything stupid 
or wrong deliberately. I do find it intriguing that it’s the men who 
righteously defend him & come on so strong. Now I agree there are 
some damn fine male writers coming along too; but the number of 
impressive women writing today is important & signifies a change in SF as 
popular literature that can’t be anything but good. Brian Earl Brown 
makes the best point on that matter.//All in all a readable & provocative 
issue. Keep it up.

Simon Joukes / Huis de Landelaan 50 / 2283 sh / Rijswijk (Z.H.)
The Netherlands
I was very pleased to receive a sample copy of P*S*F*Q 2... 

I didn’t write much these last two years: Though I’m back on the scene 
again, after a two-year gafiation period (’76-’77), my professional 
activities don’t leave me much time for fan-fun. As a sideline of my 
job (medical text consultant), I’m editing a new science-fiction series 
in the The Netherlands, with, up to now, translated work of Vonda 
McIntyre, Michael Coney, Joe Haldeman, Marion Zimmer Bradley, 
Ben Bova and others. I’ll try to publish some older goodies which have 
not yet been translated into Dutch, but keep looking forward to the new.

The overall quality of P*S*F*Q is very good, including the art 
work. The layout is good because it invites to read: You understand 
the importance of white space and of the integration of the illos in the 
text. This is particularly well done in your LetCol, which fortunately 
is not the mess one sees too often.

Since I didn’t receive your first ish, I can’t judge if there is 
improvement as far as the quality of the articles is concerned. Mike 
Bishop’s own interview was a little bit disappointing to me. Too fast 
and too easy? Richard F. Dutcher’s notes on Suzy McKee Charnas are 
very interesting and made me eager to read the book. So I suppose 
he achieved his goal; which, in my opinion, is a compliment.

Chelsea Quinn Yarbro tried to prove too much in her short 
survey. Although I agree with her, her argumentation is too positive. 
We have to take too much for granted. Since I’m a very critical reader, 
1 tend to put question marks everywhere and I realize that’s 
not always fair. But still. . .

Chelsea Quinn Yarbro states that mystics, as Theresa de 
Avila, used 'curiously coitive language.’ That’s true, and particularly 
striking in the writings of 12th and 13th Century German and Flemish 
mystics (Hadewych, Van Ruysbroek, etc.). Repressed sexuality must be, 
at least partially, the reason; but it can’t be the only reason. Fact is that 
many European languages (including those of germanic and romanic 
origin) are not "fit” to mysticism. They didn’t develop a mystical 
terminology. Instead, they had (and still have today) to use words 
intended for emotions of another kind. Why? One might put it (too) 
simply, by stating that mystical experiences are rather exceptional for 
Indo-Europeans, as compared with Oriental peoples. Mysticism is 
simply not the cup of tea of most Europeans. Our languages are more 
concerned with rationalism, technology etc. In addition, it is well known 
that the Roman Catholic Church, not only in Medieval times, strongly 
warned against mysticism, as "dangerous visions” (sic).

Puzzling is Quinn Yarbro’s remark, “For the modern viewer, 
there is very little tempting about that horrific display, but for the deeply 
repressed, when pleasure is completely denied, then ugliness and 
oppression become attractive, even desirable." Temptations, of course, 
are always attractive and desirable. The Medieval artists represented 
them in the form of ugly symbols, not because they look ugly and evil 
(one might say, on the contrary I), but because religion considers them 
ugly and evil. It’s a didactic procedure; viewers would find it very diffi
cult to consider lust as evil, if it were shown in the form of a beautiful 
naked woman. One must look through the Medieval symbols. For 
example, a knife represents a penis, two cherries represent testicles, etc.

One might also question Quinn Yarbro’s statement, that 
echoes of Greek and Roman pagan deities were strong in Europe long 
after the rise of Christianity. To begin with, they were never well 
established in Western Europe: Celtic peoples had their own deities, 
and so had the Germanic peoples which invaded the Roman empire. 
These peoples had their own devils and evil ghosts; certainly Pan and 
Priapus were not worshipped on a large scale, except in Italy of course, 
and in the so-called Provincia (South France). The truth is that the 
Roman Catholic Church labeled all the existing evil ghosts and devils, as 
Satan. Moreover, even the existing good deities and ghosts of the Celtic 
and Germanic religions were considered as devils. They became devils 
only because they were not Christian.

One must also say that "extreme brutalization of the sexual 
act” has been an extremely short period, which took not place during 
Medieval times. On the contrary, tho’ there was an idealization of the 
virgin and of celibacy, the people were rather free in sexual matters. 
Prudishness and the "missionary coitus” were typical products of the 
Victorian Age and certainly not of the Medieval Period or the 
Renaissance. I do not want to suggest that real sexual freedom has always 
been the rule, but generalizations are untrue. What do we really know 
about sexuality between 500 and 800 A. D.? And later? We have the 
writings of Christian theologists like Thomas de Aquino, but do we not 
distill between the lines that sexuality was rather free, at least too free 
in the opinion of the Church? The Courts of’love, as an expression of 
an "intended way of life” of the noble womfen, whose husbands were 
warring in the East (Crusades), cannot be evidence for the common 
people, who sometimes did not even know the institution Marriage 
as we understand it. In addition, the Courts of Love lasted about 
200 years. What about the liberty and liberties during the I4th and 
I5th Centuries?

To the observation that the "Catholic Church has a guilt
based structure,” one must add that this is also true for the majority 
of Protestant churches. One might not forget that Protestantism 
burned more witches than Catholicism (this is only a statement and not 
a judgment). Christianity as a whole persecuted all people who had 
a pretence of thinking differently. But this was also true for other 
religions (like the Islam): Tolerance is a very "young” concept; its 
first, very incomplete application, started in the Netherlands, during 
the I7th Century.

There is much more to say about all this, but I wouldn’t like 
to demolish an enthusiastic article, which is acceptable in great lines, 
but suffers from jumping too fast over the centuries (and different 
attitudes!) towards all too generalized conclusions. A minor thing, 
though. Chelsea Quinn Yarbro seems to believe that "Hindu temple 
carvings showing copulation scenes, are shocking to most European 
and American viewers.” I’m not competent to evaluate the attitude of 
the American viewers, but I can assure you that many, if not most, 
Europeans are not shocked at all. Once again, one must not generalize. 
But since there are enough European countries where even pornog
raphy is not a shocking matter anymore, it would bedifficultto think that 
Oriental erotics (or the erotic frescoes of Pompeii, Greece, etc.) could 
shock. I suppose this is a matter of education: It is likely that backward 
and/or religious people in Europe, as well as in America, will still 
cultivate what I might call conservative views. (Which, by the way, 
I do not condemn.)

Dear Michael, I could go on and on, about Quinn Yarbro’s 
interesting article (by the way, I like most of her stories). Please 
understand that I enjoyed reading it. ((A bit more follows. Thank you, 
Simon, for an excellent LoC. And please, next time, don’t write on both 
sides of translucent paper. . . If the letter hadn't been as well 
put-together as it was, I would not have forced myself to typeset it. 
My eye doctor thanks you for his new set of golf clubs.))
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Andi Shechter / 175 Santa Rosa Ave, No. 206 / Oakland, CA 94610
Some comments in general on the second issue of P*S*F*Q. 

First, I must express my delight at the "Special Science Section.” 
Columns in this category usually leave me trembling with shame and 
bewilderment, when I realize just how little I know. In this case, 
however, both articles were amusing, and informative. You helped me 
answer some long-unanswered mysteries, and Terry told me more about 
physics than I ever thought possible. Now, I Understand I Now, if only 
Terry would e> >lain how nuclear fission fisses.

Now down to the nitty gritty stuff. I have no intention of 
beginning a letter-column debate, but I do feel that I should rebut some 
of the comments made by Ray Nelson in his letter to P*S*F*Q. While I 
realize that this is not exactly the way to thank someone who enjoyed my 
article, I do have some intimate experience with the cons to which Ray 
refers, and I have some comment.
1. At least one Trek con in the Bay Area (“Space ... the Final Frontier 
2”—hereafter known as StFF2), held its art show in an upstairs, 
outoftheway, very poorly marked little room. Part of the problem could 
be found in the fact that no one had really taken charge of the art show 
until about two weeks before the con.
2. I have been to a large number of regional, local and Trek 
conventions, and Alva Rogers, my husband, has been to countless 
conventions and neither of us has ever, ever been under any pressure to 
drink. I am sorry that Ray has met with these “subtle and not-so-subtle 
pressures” of which Alva and I are totally unaware. Fandom, in our 
experience, has always been a relaxed group, which has never been 
uptight about those who drink or those who refrain. I have had many 
conversations in bars while sitting with non-boozers. Further, the 
socializing of cons which is, for me, the best thing about a con, is often 
best carried on in a bar, which is often unbusy, quiet, and a good place to 
sit down. Bars are good meeting places, good spots to get Cokes or 
Perriers without waiting for a coffee shop table, and a traditional center 
for convention conversation. Noone says you must sit in a bar and drink 
alcohol—but it is nice to avail oneself of the opportunity if one is so 
inclined.
3. “Trekkies” have been left off of programs for the past few years for 
the same reason that “2001” or, at least until recently,"The Prisoner” has 
been left off of programs—because they are things of the past, several 
years old, and there are simply so many other things happening that 
deserve discussion. Star Trek simply should not receive undue attention. 
This is not snobbism, not in any way. It is just that most science fiction 
pros and fans have had enough Star Trek. It is one thing to appreciate 
something that had a positive impact on the field, was a good market for 
scripts (at least for a while) and was a good example of what Hollywood 
can do. It is another thing to sit in on a discussion or panel and listen to 
Harlan Ellison, David Gerrold, Dorothy Fontana, or Ted Sturgeon 
respond, for the 7,432nd time, to a question about writing for Star Trek. 
Perspective, and the chance to move on, Ray, is what is involved.
4. As for room and board for pros, I completely disagree with Ray when 
he says that pros “in our subculture are stars.” No, they are pros. That is 
one of the biggest differences between Trek and science fiction cons, as 
I pointed out. The pros mingle, because they are, in most ways, part of 
the group. We admire and praise them, because they have added so 
much to this field that we love. But they are not stars. Up until now 
science fiction pros have attended conventions on their own—except 
for guests of honor—and if they are the types of business people that 
they should be, they have found the means of doing business which will 
legitimately and legally make a convention a tax deduction. No one 
expects science fiction pros to attend every con that comes around, but 
like those of us who are fans, they find the means to attend. It is a 
community activity. And if we are going to start making science fiction 
pros into stars, then give me back the old days, please. I want to be able 
to talk to a pro, to a writer, to a friend, not to a STAR.
5. I was supposed to organize the autograph sessions at StFF2 and at 
StFF3. These were invitational autograph lines. We invited a limited 
number of writers, since, as you should be aware, Trek cons face severe 
space and traffic limitations. The autograph sessions at StFF2 were badly 
handled, and I take the blame, and hope that I have passed on belated 
apologies to those who faced difficult times. You see, I was also in charge 
of "star” autograph lines—autograph lines for the Star Trek actors and 
actresses—and this job proved to be so time-consuming that I was 
unable to do both jobs well, and was unable to delegate authority, as my 
assistants were even more inexperienced than I was. Many of the other 
writers who, as you claim, “stormed out” did so as a reaction to the 
numbers of people and the physical conditions of that raunchy building.
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As for your claim that at StFF3 "only the biggest of the big names were 
allowed to have autograph sessions at all..—yes, Ray, this is true. We 
anticipated and we got over 7,500 people at that San Francisco 
convention—two to three times the attendance of a regional science 
fiction convention. There were crowds, mobs, people with small 
children, people with their hands full, people with canes, wheelchairs, 
traffic problems and fire marshals. I did limit the number of people on 
autograph lines. This was essential, and I was well within my right as 
co-chairman of the convention to be concerned, and to make that 
decision. Those who were doing autograph sessions were not "demi
gods," at least not to me. They were writers who were somewhat 
accustomed to Trekdom and the crowds, and who were also scheduled 
for talks, readings, panels. Further, they were guests of Terry Terman. 
This is the way we chose to run the convention—and judging from the 
overall activity, this was the best way we could have done it. As for one of 
the “newer fan groups, the Network” setting up a table in a room, that 
was their privilege. They were the only group to get their own room, a 
situation disputed within the con committee. Further, this fringe fan 
group, whose interests center around space colonization, life extension 
and other ideas, created many problems for the convention. These 
problems were so extensive that we almost ejected three members of 
the Network who were using CB radios, cutting into our communi
cations, pretending to have authority that they did not have, going into 
restricted areas and acting like big shots. Their rudeness and incon
siderate behavior made for quite a few tensions for those of us trying to 
satisfy a large number of Trek fans.
6. Finally, I am not aware that Trek cons were ever charity cons, but I 
may be wrong. The ones I worked most closely with were quite 
profitable—enough so that at least one convention organizer is living off 
the proceeds, and has not needed to take any other job. In the long run, 
can a convention be a charity con and still pay for the room and board of 
its guests? Surely something has to give.

Our viewpoints seem very much at odds; still, you know, 
those were some good cons, some good people and some good times. 
Perhaps I just have a different perspective, having worked on the inside.

Jessica Amanda Salmonson / Box 5688. University Station
Seattle, WA 98105
Well, it’s a far better issue than that first offensive feeble 

effort, lemmetellya. In fact, I had this flash of inspiration and thought, 
gee, I’d like to write for this rag. But then a couple other things insulted 
me desperately and I decided long ago not to contribute to nonpaying 
magazines if they insult me (for money, I’ll corrupt my values). First I will 
comment upon that material which I truly enjoyed:

Dutcher’s piece on Charnas was original, perceptive, lovely; 
Suzy is an author who merits very much more attention. Dutcher’s 
approach to the book, as having awareness of the dynamics of "history," 
was unique and held my interest.

Moslander’s essay was stylistically interesting, being mostly a 
patching together of other authors. Its critical analysis of the power
mongering “intellect” behind the likes of Gor novels is extremely well 
done. Many critics are appalled by the sadistic sexuality of the books, but 
few have pinpointed so precisely how Gor represents male desire for 
dominance rather than sexual exchange. Like most feminists I find the 
books disgusting, though I judge by reading only one early title and from 
skimming for quotable idiocies from later (and much worse) titles. But I 
am even more appalled that the writing is so bad. Comma-ridden, 
redundant, rough-draft quality that apparently gets whipped off in the 
amount of time it takes the sexual psychopath who wrote them to work 
his way to orgasmic frenzy. Power-mongering "sex" is repulsive, but in 
its way fascinating, like a bloated diseased thing you expect any moment 
to burst, festering and rotten all over—an insipid, big-budget Exorcist 
remake. But bad writing is simply untenable and one has to wonder how 
publishers were dumb enough to start publishing them even to find out 
sadistic boys and masochistic girls would read such drivel?

Another curious thing—since I’m editing an anthology for 
DAW-SF and find Don Wollheim extremely wonderful to work with, and 
appreciate the number of women authors he’s introduced, I'm mystified 
how he could publish Gor novels. Money might seem to be the answer; 
people buy them, for krine out loud. But it must be more than that. 
When I told Don I wanted to try to get something from Marilyn Hacker 
for the anthology, he said, "fine—so long as it isn’t vulgar.” This suggests 
that somehow really fine writing like Hacker produces, and which sells, 
would be unacceptable if vulgar—but really poor writing by Norman, 
which is clearly vulgar, is in like flint. Stee-range. ((I have heard stories 



implying very heavy editing of the early, Ballantine editions—editing 
which is not done at DAW, Wollheim apparently having given Norman 
free rein. This may have something to do with the huge numbers of 
books that Norman sells.))

Nearly as interesting as Moslander’s piece is the essay on 
demon lovers by Yarbro. I think the essay underplays the fact that most 
sexual taboos were expressed especially in vampire myths, lesbianism 
being particularly popular. I think the same flaw appears in HGtel 
Transylvania (which is worth reading!}, where the lascivious under- and 
overtones are starkly, unimaginatively, compulsively heterosexual. That 
alone may keep the book from joining the ranks of classic works of 
gothic romance (not Ladies’ Gothic type, hebbin forbid).

The final interesting piece for me is from whimsical, silly 
Michael Bishop. A little levity never hurt a pretentious magazine.

Now for the crappy stuff. Your article is dumb. If it is 
supposed to be funny, you missed. ((It was. Sorry.)) If it is supposed to 
contain an element of serious extrapolation presented satirically, ((It 
wasn’t.)) it’s dumb. Only two species are taking the places of the many 
extinct and endangered: humans, and rats. ((Not quite true; coyotes, 
raccoons, and starlings are expanding their territories, to name just 
three.)) Which is slightly ironic, that the two go together. Your 
beginning the flip essay with a bit of judeochristian bullship didn’t help. 
I’m sick of hearing Adam was the first man. The first man was named Bill, 
and he was made from the heel-bone of an ass. The world was already 
well-populated by women then, and Bill’s come-lately occurence really 
screwed up evolution, as witness modern society.

The other bad stuff is in the lettered. First I’d like to prove to 
you that women really can pee out of trees, with you under it. Your 
WAHF-column synopsis of my letter of comment is more unforgivable 
than losing the bloody thing. ((You are correct. I apologize abjectly.))To 
sum up any of my commentary as saying I was upset and think Dick hates 
feminists is sort of missing the point. Probably Dick only fears feminists, 
and hates feminism because he can’t understand it or he understands it 
subconsciously and knows its tenets might well dent his male-privilege 
and power over women. But whatever his problem, he seems a nice 
enough person. In any event, if you lost this letter I hope you don’t try to 
sum it up in a silly sentence like the one your misplaced and misbegotten 
excuse for an imagination accredited to me. (Keepsmiling I)((Uh, yeah. 
. . uh, right . . .))

Also some of your letters were clearly included because of 
the Big Names they provided. Gene Wolfe’s contentless poctsard 
especially did not merit inclusion; what does it say for gosh sake, besides 
a classic bit of fear-and-misunderstanding about feminism and the 
dubious suggestion that women can’t write good SF because "hate is 
uncreative.” Perhaps that explains why Gene is so unreadable—except 
in Fifth Head—he must have been in love for a brief spell on that one. ((I 
would give my teeth for the right to be known as the author of "Against 
the Lafayette Escadrille.”)) Twits. There are too many of them.

I also wonder if C. J. Cherryh might not regret praising 
quivering Dicky-poo after discovering via Susan Wood's missive how 
distorted and mostly invented his quoting and expostulating was. Even 
given that there is good reason for Carolyn to be teed with Categorizing 
writers, surely she can see that this is exactly what Dick was doing— 
categorizing feminists, and even inventing our attitudes for us so he 
could more easily make us look silly. Personally I don’t mind looking silly 
now and then, or I wouldn’t send you this letter, but I prefer to look silly 
for what / say (or wear—like this beany) rather than for what someone 
else decides he thinks I said. (Cf. paragraph above re. the twit who lost 
and witlessly synopsized my letter.)

And while your issue includes two fine feminist-oriented 
articles by men, the lettercol is riddled with slanders of women for being 
feminist. Lately boy-fen have reallygone to town, liberalistically praising 
Varley, but childishly attacking Russ for example—it isn’t feminist ideas 
that so upset boy-twits, it’s the power they lose when feminists stand as 
equals. The same ideas are perfectly fine if expostulated by knee-jerk 
liberals like, in your lettercol, Don D’Ammassa. Don is “disturbed” by 
“fanaticism” of some fannish feminists. What he’s really disturbed about 
is not winning a cooky for being a good supportive liberal, and when 
some feminists (me especially it would seem) get peeved with the ways 
he and men like him manifest extreme sexism, he’s all indignant and 
puffs up like a blowfish. Thus his “support” of feminists often comes in 
the form of praise for distorted anti-feminist exaggerations like Lupoff 
wrote, and charges of "fanaticism” against those feminists who may for 
personal-dynamics reasons be unable to communicate with him. The

most disgusting fanatical feminist in the whole world is liable to win 
Don’s praise if she likes him, but a fairly reasonable butjustifiably peeved 
feminist is dismissed with the wave of his male-privileged hand if he 
doesn’t get that sugar-cooky. Ditto George R. R. Martin.

Is this LoC too acerbic ? I swore I was gonna be a sweetheart in 
fandom from now on, or gafiate entirely. But then I have to get another 
P*S*F*Q and there goes my resolution. I hope I didn’t unduly insult 
anyone this time (identify this quote: "Momma told me never to be 
unintentionally vulgar”). Note: All of this has been tongue-in-cheek 
(really, some of the bigger twits need these subtleties explained for 
them). I could do like Denys Howard and write *giggle* after important 
observations and then maybe people wouldn’t get irate over a well-fit 
shoe. If I really thought you were all disgusting subhuman ignora- 
mouses, I’d pretend you didn’t exist. I never bother with unsalvageable 
idiots if I can help it, so clearly I consider you, Mike, at feast a salvageable 
idiot—but that only means I’m prejudiced against the mentally deficient 
and that’s my problem, not yours. Love ya.

Suzy McKee Charnas / 8918-B Fourth St., N.W. / Albuquerque NM 
87114
Sorry to be so late with a comment ((not as late as this 

P*S*F*Q!)) on Dutcher’s review of Walk to the End of the World—I ran 
into him at IggyCon, of course, and told him there how pleased I was to 
see that so much of what I tried to put into that book was apparently 
actually there in a form accessible to readers (which is, after all, the 
point). His comments, that he knows SF readers who say they can’t finish 
Walk because it’s too grim, parallel experiences of my own; however, 
that sort of thing pales to insignificance in the light of one soul who 
walked up to me at Iggy to get a copy autographed and said, "I’ve been 
waiting for this book all my life.” To make one connection like that in 
somebody else’s head I’d gladly give up on ever reaching thelegionsof 
poor goops who think that the purpose of SF is to help them avoid 
thinking, and who use it that way. As for those who are simply too 
tender-minded for the kind of rough-stuff I tend to go in for—well, each 
is entitled to his or her style of living in the world, but some styles are a 
little more in touch with that world (including its ugly side) than others. 
Or so I think. There’s a limit towhat one can assimilate of the dark side of 
our life and still retain the impetus of life; on the other hand, what you 
don’t know or don’t choose to know can annihilate you. A balance must 
be struck and held to.
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Motherlines is, I think, a much better book than Walk; it’s 
certainly easier to read (I have this from a number of readers; it’s not just 
in my head), and I think this is because Walk issotightly packed with just 
the sort of elements that Dutcher describes. Walk was a first novel, after 
all, and I was learning in the writing of that book about the 
communication of the background that’s necessary for the reader’s 
comprehension of the foreground and what’s happening there to the 
characters. I th ik if I were rewriting Walk now, I would open it out a bit, 

■* ease up on the spareness that makes it a little dense for many readers. On 
the other hand (and there is always that other hand—usually two or 
three of them, in fact), I do like and find very useful and even 
enlightening the contrast between the tortuous, complex and grimsome 
tightness of the book about the Holdfast culture and the looser, more 
spacious and more limpid feeling of Motherlines, the book about a 
much freer sort of life, albeit within natural and physical limitations as 
severe in their own way as those of the Holdfast in Walk.

What interests me in particular is the fact that I can no longer 
tell how much of what Dutcher abstracts from Walk I actually thought 
out, mapped out and planned out in abstract terms before or in the 
course of the writing, and how much simply grew as I went along out of 
the implications of the earlier assumptions. There is a point at which the 
premises produce corollaries as naturally as rabbits produce, er, other 
rabbits, and the writer doesn’t have to stop and make sure that new 
elements “fit in" or how they fit in; they just do, they feel right, and you 
trundle right along secure in the feeling that you’re now dealing with an 
organic process that can be trusted to express its own integrity through 
your writing with a minimum of critical oversight from the author. This is 
lovely, since it frees up the author’s critical oversight for other important 
business, such as making damn sure that sentences make sense and 
words match up reasonably closely to intent.

One more word—Walk began with a clutch of characters in 
my head who needed a story. It was only after dodging around for years 
trying to write them into a Western, or a Political novel (set in a mythical 
African country—you can see that I was edging nearer my goal as I went 
along), etc. that I realized the only decent genre I could use. In order to 
afford my characters the fullest scope in which to exercise their natures, I 
needed the freedom of SF, of invention from scratch. Hence, the basic 
premises mentioned above, which took off and became the genesis of a 
world with a richness and —again—integrity of the people in my head. 
Mind you, they are a twisted lot—I certainly don’t mean to suggest that I 
consider Bek and d Layo and Alldera etc. to be model folks whom I’d 
love to have for my best friends. But they have always seemed real to me, 
too real to be fobbed off with some gimcrack background tacked 
together for the occasion. This is why I feel that stories that begin with 
characters have the edge over stories that begin with an idea. This is 
essentially the distinction between novels, in the first place, and shorter 
fictions in the second, and explains my own disinterest in reading or 
writing short stories. (Of course, there are exceptions in plenty to this 
batch of generalizations; I realize that.)

So even now, at work on a "short" story about a vampire, I 
find that one story has led to two others, with the promise of about 5 in 
all—i.e. a book, of course, if not exactly a novel; and the better I get to 
know my vampire, the longer the stories tend to get (number 3 is 
currently running to about 25,000 words). It's a whole different business 
from writing fiction in which every blessed detail of the characters’ lives 
has to be invented or drawn out of an initial economic-historical- 
sociologic-etc. construct. My vampire lives in our world, which leaves 
me free to concentrate very closely on him and those around him, and 
on the idea of "the vampire.” It’s fun, and interesting to do, and how 
things will come out—and what there is to learn from this about my own 
ways of working and so on—remains to be seen. With luck, people like 
Dutcher will take a crack sometime at helping to make clear just what the 
result is and means.

Thanks all, and I hope this is pretentious enough for you.

Graham Hall / c/o Poste Restante / COTACAMUND
Tamil Nadu / INDIA
Thanks for the P*S*F*Q I received in Crete. My comments 

wouldn’t be too positive at this point. It’s a difficult game—your 
production is so excellent that I am certain, given time, you’ll attract 
contributors worthy of it. At the moment, most of your items seem 
inconsequential or abstruse. Lee Sapiro fell into the same trap with 
Riverside Quarterly. Most fans would rather read badly-produced good 

stuff than excellently-produced bad stuff. I realize that you’ve passed 
through the first stage of fandom and that the very fact of "pubbing a 
zine” isn’t what you want. But few people have ever managed to 
produce a decent sercon zine without falling into one of the many 
tigertraps on the way. Dick Geis came closest, I think . . . but I really 
shouldn’t wax pontifical about fandom these days. I’m out of fandom for 
good, having found my own world-within-a-world in shuttling from 
seedy hotel to seedy hotel on various continents.

Paula Lieberman / 3512 W. 133rd St. / Hawthorne, CA 90250
I’m trying to figure out what the premise of Richard 

Dutcher’s article "A Short Walk to the End” is. Walk to the [nd of the 
World was a book that I couldn’t finish; I even managed to get all the way 
through Dhalgren, something that Don D’Ammassa hadn’t succeeded in 
doing the last time I heard (but that was a couple of years ago).

Michael Bishop conducting an interview with Michael 
Bishop. Hmm. Does every Serious Constructivist fanzine/newprozine 
consider it de rigeur or so to conduct interviews? Certainly it is 
refreshing to see someone other than the same old standard inter
viewers conducting the interviews. The names of the current hackneyed 
interviewers (I refuse to say “standard”, that word implying that there 
are certainly minimum literacy standards in what is interviewed and 
what appears—my, I’m being nasty!) escape me at the moment, but 
there are several (ah, Darrel Schweitzer is one) whose names 
intertwined with “Interview” I have come to greatly dread. I think I 
would rather not have to see as many interviews (dis)gracing the pages of 
so many science-fiction-related publications. At worst they are banal, at 
best “interesting, informative,” thought-provoking, and commerce
generating ("Quick, read all about Kinball Kinnison’s next pseudo
nymous pot-boiling space opera, Worsel the Womanizer Meets 
Nadreck the Nasty, featuring bit parts by the Futuremen I”).

What’s next? Oh, two articles on the dark side of sex in 
fantasy literature, the two being "On the Demon Lover” and ’’Kiss the 
Blood Off My Sword.” Both deal somewhat with sublimated sexuality 
which becomes expressed in submission modes. I mentally juxtaposed 
that with the appearance of the same sort of character twice at least in 
Tom Reamy’s writings: To wit, the demonic raper/seducer of virgins 
causing death by molestation to the victim. The repeat of essentially the 
same act in a separate short story and novel caused me to wonder why. 
Could it be some fascination with a very gruesome, highly unlikely act, 
or something much more inimical towards women in general ? I’ve seen 
articles in various places highly, maybe even extravagantly, praising 
Reamy’s writing abilities, but I have yet to see the type of incident 
mentioned above dealt with in those articles.

On next, to the lettercol (oh, yes, are you going to try to take 
the train from Sondrestromfjord to Thule?—Yeah, it’s a joke). ((I don't 
get it. Readers should note that Paula has recently completed a tour of 
duty at Thule.)) I didn’t see the first ish of P‘S*F*Q. However, following a 
long and sometimes hoary tradition ... Looks like Dick Lupoff lit into the 
growing self-awareness of women writing SF as women writing SF. Well, 
I’m female, and I have for years resented the stereotyped dumb 
cardboard broads grudgingly given shadowy presences in science 
fiction. Padagan and Chee Lan, female non-homo-sapiens, seemed to 
be just about the only characters of my own sex who appealed to me 
when I was an adolescent reader. I’m not supposed to blame writers for 
their inability to protray realistic women?! Are the only iconoclastic 
people in the actual and in the literary world male ? As far as portraying 
PEOPLE, not just males, in science fiction goes, I’m of the opinion that 
many of the women in the field do a much better job than most of the 
men. I haven’t seen many self-reliant, fully adult and functioning-as- 
such women in the writings of most (not all, just most...) of the men who 
write fiction. There are tons of stories about how men come to grips with 
their problems; all the conflicts of man against the elements, man 
against man, man against himself. There’s "Coming of Age Day” and 
Flowers for Algernon, Dhalgren, Between Planets, A Mirror for 
Observers, Davy, The Tar-Aiym Krang/Orphan Star/The [nd of the 
Matter; all deal with boy/man growing up and learning to cope with the 
pressures of becoming a functional adult, including sexually. But where 
are the same stories about women? Podkayne of Mars begs the 
questions: "Maybe I won't be a starship captain; I’ll marry one 
instead,” and avoids the sexuality aspect altogether thereby, along with 
allowing the character to really grow up. The Judgment of [ve leaves 
the reader with a "who did she pick?” ending, a Panshin book whose 
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name I do not recall has its heroine paired off at the end of the book, 
Trigger Argee is about to get married at the end of A Tale of Two Clocks. 
.. Fine stuff to examine the role of a woman’s or person’s place in future 
societies: all about to become housewives!

Is it any wonder that strident female voices can be and are 
heard? The near universal virgin/mother or whore dichotomy is right 
there and annoying women who don’t fit it in science fiction. The 
brilliant child psychologist and female protagonist of Unwise Child prior 
to the book “hasn’t even gotten to first base.” The women Flandry beds 
are experienced man-traps, but the one he tries to marry insists on 
waiting until marriage. Lady Sandra Bright Fowler of The Mote in God’s 
Eye doesn’t mess around, nor does Podkayne of Mars. That kind of 
1950ish conventionally-mouthed wisdom is supposed to examine the 
role of a woman in a different society from the one we live in ? It certainly 
bears no similarity to any of the conflicts I’ve found myself involved 
with I When I went to the Greenland icecap the first time (it’s not too far 
from Thule) I was the one who took somebody else along (there's a rule 
that one can’t go off base unaccompanied for unofficial travel), I drove 
the truck, and I wasn’t sizing up the guy for a husband or bedmate—and 
I made the decision to go to the icecap. So how am I to identify with, or 
even have any respect for, female characters who need men to do 
everything for them, and initiate nothing except passive problems?

Actually, I’m getting tired of “feminist topics in general.” 
What I'd like to see are articles on people—not just men or women. 
Sure, I’d certainly like to see more books like (oh, phooey. I just forgot 
the name. I think it was Vonda McIntyre’s first novel), books with 
women as the main protagonists, as strong characters, who don’t fall into 
the neat little marriage device at the end of the book. And right now, 
unfortunately, I don’t think most men writing science fiction are able to 
write books like that. Their female characters are unidimensional 
usually, while the male characters are multifaceted. They tend to use the 
female characters as mirrors, ornaments, or personifications of good and 
evil (as in the virgin/mother or whore dichotomy)—anything except 
characters with reasons, justifications, and existences of their own. The 
characterizations of men by female authors tend to be much better than 
the characterizations of women by male authors; this treatment of both 
sexes as characters alone would indicate that the female authors actually 
are better writers. I agree with Brian Earl Brown that Zebrowski, Utley, 
and Waldrop are “writers of persistent unexciteability.” I know that I’ve 
read stories by all three and novels by two. I can't recall the plots of any 
of them, though I can recall the names of the two novels—The Omega 
Point, and The Texas-Israeli War.

Matthew B. Tepper / 2200—16th Ave. / San Francisco, CA 94116
The bits of wit which peek out of even the most usually 

mundane portions of a zine (“cut along this line/or don’t; see if I care”) 
make for a certain amount of drollery, it is true, but you’ve got to bind 
them together if you want something of a unified approach. Humor just 
kind of has to have a cumulative effect; or anyway I like to think and 
hope that it does. Try one running gag per issue, and make your drollery 
methodical. Or don’t; see if I care.

I see by the instant wisdom of time-binding (namely, having 
both the issues in question on hand ) that Dick Lupoff’s article has gotten 
the controversial reaction I expected it to get. I shan’t make any ad 
hominem conclusions based on the identities of the commentators, but 
if pressed I would have to say that I agree in basis with Lupoff; reverse 
sexism ain’t no better than the original thing, honey. I read science 
fiction for enjoyment; if I’ve been reading less science fiction lately (not 
to mention, specifically, less new science fiction I ), it’s because I don't 
enjoy it enough to put it over, say, the latest biography of Antonin 
Dvorak or Cosima’s Diary or something. If a Joanna Russ or similar writer 
entices me into reading her book, and then lambasts me for a simple 
accident of prenatal development, then of course I feel insulted; it’s 
rather like putting a nice choccy in your mouth and having steel springs 
plunge straight through both cheeks. The book then goes into a pile, 
unread, to be sold to a used bookstore (I’ve lost money, of course, but 
that’s a risk one has to take with anything one buys these days).

I find that the “new” writers I enjoy reading these days are 
those who assume that their readers are as human as they, and proceed 
to apply their well-developed story-telling abilities thereto. It is sheerly a 
matter of personal taste that (now watch me categorize) I enjoy reading 
Elizabeth A. Lynn or George R. R. Martin, and that I don’t find much 
entertainment in R. A. Lafferty or the aforementioned Joanna Russ.

My word of advice, as a simple science-fiction-reading slob, 
is: Don’t call your audience a bunch of horse’s asses. They just might 
choose to resent you for it.

Alexander Doniphan Wallace / 306 E. Gatehouse Dr.
Metairie, LA 70001
Permit me to suggest that Richard F. Dutcher’s “Short Walk" 

suffers from a flatulence characteristic of chronic costivity. ((Consti
pation ... of ideas?)) But I do thank him for his essay, from which I 
conclude that I should not find the book enjoyable or entertaining or 
instructive. As to the latter of these qualities, I .cherish this aphorism: 
One may learn something from reading SF&F,.but rarely the truth. The 



former two are paramount. Please do not misunderstand; SF&F is a 
favored perversion with me.

As a very general remark, SF&F is about nothing, about things 
that have not occurred and are unlikely to occur, events that are not only 
unreal but also unrealistic. A novel becomes ridiculous when a Pelion of 
absurdities is piled atop an Ossa of the preposterous. Frequently, there is 
too much nothing in the story; too many extrapolations from nothing. 
But a caveat is appropriate here—clearly this does not apply to the 
satiric, or to an esthetic mixture of the comedic, which Jack Vance does 
so well. What is unfortunate is that seriously-intended SF&F so often is 
unintendedly funny so little attention is paid to an economy of matter, 
careful use of the actual. There is too much of the pretendtious.

Without questioning the merit of Paul E. Moslander’s piece 
on the sword, I suggest that the scabbard is a worthy sex symbol. It might 
also be noted that each of us carries five phallic symbols on each hand. 
There are so many of these things around, from the carrot to the space 
ship, that their use as symbols is confusing. Or so it seems to me. I do not 
recall that Moslander mentions the sword as a symbol of Christianity, 
and the cross was stained with blood. Perhaps I anticipate, and these will 
be in the next issue. Whole books have been written about a single 
sword, and nary a copulation—Terry Brooks’ Sword of Shannara and 
Richard Lupoff’s Sword of the Demon, the first being terrible and the 
other moderately good.

Mike Glicksohn / 141 High Park Ave. / Toronto, Ont.
M6P 2S3 CANADA
The second P*S*F*Q is every bit as attractive as the first and 

has some equally enjoyable contents. I tend to prefer the lighter or more 
fannish material but your balance is a good one and the more sercon 
fanzine readers will undoubtedly provide the necessary feedback for 
the science fictional written contributions.

I’d never realized what a complete bozo Michael Bishop was. 
And that’s one of the highest compliments I can pay so you know I found 
his self-abuse-interview a real treat. I’m not quite sure that this piece is 
good evidence for George Martin’s claim in the lettercolumn that 
Bishop is a major writer of considerable weight and significance but it 
sure as hell shows he has a delightful sense of humour and is a very 
versatile craftsman.

I don’t want to get involved in the specifics of the 
WoodLupoff argument but one point that Susan makes echoes some 
things said at IGGYcon, and the point is one worth considering. I refer to 
this idea of privileged information and privacy in the “secret” APAs and 
small-circulation personalzines or letter substitutes. I’ve never been in a 
secret APA and I’m never likely to be in one but fundamentally my 
philosophy is never put ^own in print something you aren’t willing to 
stand by if it happens to get wider distribution than you intended. 
Perhaps there is an implicit understanding that certain small zines are 
not intended for public consumption and perhaps Dick Lupoff did 
indeed commit a breach of etiquette by excerpting something written 
under those assumed guidelines, but that’s secondary to the point in my 
eyes. The point is that no matter how much care is taken to keep certain 
printed material private there is always the chance that somehow it will 
go public, and if you can’t stand by something you say to your friends 
then you shouldn't say it in the first place. Susan admits that the 
statement she made that started the whole argument was dumb, but 
then she gets angry that Lupoff came out and said it was dumb in public. 
She is justified in being angry at ((his)) distortions of what she wrote. .. 
but it underscores my basic point that one has to be very careful when 
one goes as far as to publish something. (As opposed to private letters 
where one can be somewhat looser in one’s choice of words.) But 
anything you’re willing to put into print for your friends you ought to be 
able to justify to strangers if called upon.

I don’t disagree with Ray Nelson’s comments on conventions 
particularly but I have to seriously doubt that some of the things he 
attributes to Star Trek cons really originated there. Gofer squads, for 
example, have been used in SF cons for years; I strongly doubt they 
originated at a Trek con. And I’ve never seen a con that was other than a 
relaxacon that had a bar which could be called "central” as far as the 
programming was concerned. The simple physical design of almost all 
hotels segregates the bar from the function rooms where the program 
items are held. The bar may become a central part of the con, especially 
if the con is a rather dull and boring one, but no one is ever forced to 
congregate in the bar. If the people that one sees at a con—or that one 

would like to see—happen to be in the bar I'd say this was indicative of a 
certain amount of free choice on their part. Would Nelson deprive those 
con attendees who happen to enjoy bars of the opportunity to go to one 
just because he doesn’t drink? I know several people who don’t drink 
who regularly sit in on a midwestern “barcon” and enjoy the hell out of 
them. Ray could do the same if he wanted to and that strikes me as a 
more democratic way of dealing with the “problem,” as he seems to 
think of it, than to eliminate bars or place them in highly inaccessible 
positions.

I wouldn’t object to cons paying room and board for pros as 
long as they did likewise for the fans who either worked to run the con or 
appeared on the program, like the pros. If pros are not generally wealthy 
the same can be said for fans in triplicate. And yet many fans give a great 
deal of themselves to ensure the smooth running of a con. Many fans do 
a hell of a lot more than some of the pros who show up, and actually 
deserve some privileges from the con before the pros do. If a con has 
vast financial resources, fine; let it subsidize all those who help make it a 
success. Otherwise, let the pros who consider a convention to be “an 
unjust imposition” stay the hell away. Who needs them, if that’s their 
attitude towards fandom and conventions. Pros like Haldeman, Dickson, 
Bova, Del Rey, etc., etc., etc. would still show up and if occasionally they 
get reimbursed by the committee they’re well worth it. But a pro who 
feels he or she is somehow bestowing wondrous gifts on a convention by 
showing up and sitting on a panel (meanwhile writing off the whole 
trip—often greatly magnified—as a business deduction, something fans 
cannot do) and who feels he should be paid for doing so is someone we 
can all live without. (This, of course, has nothing to do with a GoH or a 
Toastmaster or someone who makes a major, prepared presentation at a 
con; for that sort of effort anyone deserves to be paid.)

Michael Bishop / Box 646 / Pine Mountain, GA 31822
The highlight of P*S*F*Q No. 2, aside from the interview of 

Michael Bishop conducted by Michael Bishop, is of course Greg Bear’s 
accompanying illustration. My only nit is that he has insisted on 
rendering A’s overbite much more graphically than Q’s. But Greg is 
suffering 3rd degree burns from a windy woman—this is not a sexist 
remark, I hasten to add—and I forgive him this minor indelicacy.

For the record, I understand the pique of many male writers 
upon hearing for the umpteenth time that all the good new writers in the 
field are female. At the same time, I understand a little of both the 
compensatory exaggeration and the demonstrable validity of some of 
these claims, and I find it hard to be either outraged or cowed. All of us, 
as best we are able, try to do the best we can, and the common 
denominator is our humanity. It amazes me how many people never 
knew or contrive to forget this fact.

P.S.—I appreciate both Susan Wood’s and George R. R. 
Martin’s kind comments, and I wish they were better deserved. 
Dick Lupoff’s, too.

Raylyn Moore / no address given
Thank you for the gift of your second edition. It is indeed a 

coup, but as you have already anticipated in one of your articles, I am 
one of those impecunious fantasy writers. The best I can do is put you on 
my exclusive list of Publications I Would Subsidize If Only Somebody 
Else Would Pay the Light Bill Every Month. But it is indeed a stellar list, 
including Richard Delap, Jeff Smith of Maryland, and a few honorable 
others.

I wish you every success with your worthy project.
P. S.—My science fiction students especially liked the 

antiacademic cartoon.

lee Carson / 1639 W. Touhy, No. 1 / Chicago, IL 60626
TNX for No. 2 (No. 1 seems worth acquiring—is it available?) 

((Yes—$ 7.50 ppd.)) This sorry little PoC is the mere harbinger of a right 
proper LoC—delayed with matters numerous as we prepare the new 
apt. ((I’m still waiting . .. )) As you know, No. 2 is a good ish with many 
strong points. Your stuff all read very well (albeit dangerously . . . 
confident). Surprised and admittedly a twinge dismayed by just seeing 
the word "Gor." Loved your illos.

Refunded subs in '71 ? Gunga Din . . . I’ve only had one real 
subscriber—one Piers Jacob—and he was burned for 3 issues of 
CHTHON in 1967—so my record’s not so good. (My zine has had several 
aliases.) So don’t send cash. OK?
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Greg Hills / 22a Polson St. / Wanganui, NEW ZEALAND
Your use of typesetting is excellent in general, and the choice 

of font shows good taste: beautiful. P*S*F*Q is very well-produced 
indeed; its print quality surpasses even that of NOUMENON, which was 
the previous-best-printed mag to pass thru my eager mitts. Or maybe 
Gil Gaier’s PHOSPHENE was the former champ. No matter.

However, a few (perhaps uninformed but nonetheless 
well-meant) comments on layout: (A) Do away with the vertical titles 
(pages 12 and 22) unless you keep the lettering the right way up. Pasting 
them in sideways may not hamper politicians (who read everything 
askance anyway) nor Chinese, but spatial relocation sure bothers me. 
Stick to the straight-across. If you wish to useaistartlingheading, as I say, 
either keep the letters right-way up or ((keep it horizontal)) but place 
the heading elsewhere than the top of the page. (B) Page 19 offends 
me. That page throws off the whole balance of pp. 18 and 19. If you had 
rotated the fillo 90 degrees counterclockwise and rearranged the 
columns right, the spread would have been better-balanced and more 
effective, and would have given the page an air of “fullness”; as it is, 
it looks as tho you ran out of text and grabbed the nearest piece of 
artwork to plug the white space. The page feels unfinished. (C) Think 
up some distinctive marker—a line of symbols, or a little figure—for the 
end of articles. As it stands, in at least one place (pp. 12-13) I found 
myself reading into a new article before realising the old one had, 
in fact, ended. ((We’re working on it.))

The artwork was excellent; I particularly liked pp. 22,26 and 
the second pic ("Corridors and Vistas”) in the Gaughan spread. Maybe 
the one on page 26 should have been moved left by about an inch; it is 
heavy on the right-hand side, and the comparative lightness of the left 
made that bottom left corner of the page feel a little vacant.

Not much to ((say)) on Specific Conservation and Charming 
Physics (Is Terry Garey female?).

“Kiss the Blood...”—Aha, yes, the Gorean question.. . .The 
fact is that, whether intentionally or by accident, Norman has created 
in his Gorean society a point that ij at least as true as any made in the 
extremist feminist SF I’ve read. In much feminist SF, the male is 
presented as a stupid beast, shackled by his own preconceptions and 
afraid of a woman who is smarter than he, and less inhibited.

In Gor, the male is strong, dominant over women who 
cringe, waiting only the lash to become his willing slaves. He is 
entrapped in his own inhibitions and preconceptions, yes; the two 
forms are not so far apart there; but the females are likewise entrapped, 
maybe more so than their men I

And this (I think) is a more realistic picture than the feminist 
one. In our society, everybody, no matter what group they belong to, 
is chock-full of attitudes and unconscious bias (need I point up the 
feminists as a prime example?) (and Norman as another?).

I like neither the feminist nor the Norman view; their 
writings are too far-out for my limited suspension of disbelief. Yet when 
they condemn Gor as a humiliating example of male chauvinism, the 
feminists seem unaware that they are exposing their flank to the 
countercalls of hypocrisy that are now gaining coherency and support.

Which brings me to the next vexed item, sexist SF. I really 
don't know how to comment on this, as I’ve always chosen my SF tastes 
by how I liked it rather than by the sex or attitudes of the writer. Just as, 
for instance, Gor is far too unbalancedly male for my tastes, I find the 
work of Vonda MacIntyre far too unbalancedly female. On the other 
hand, I like the work of Niven and of McCaffrey; of Heinlein and of 
Le Guin. I have never liked Tiptree, even though for years I thought 
her male. I did like the work of Cordwainer Smith when I thought he 
was female (I did, honest !).The simple fact is, sex is unimportant in the 
writing of the story; it gains importance in the reception of it, primarily 
because of the muddled state of modern attitudes (see Greg Benford’s 
letter, about being tired of people bending over backwards to prove 
they believe in equality and that they are not biased).

Has Susan Wood thought of the fact that males, too, must 
think about society and how it could be restructured? My current job 
is a manual one, working among people with whom strength and 
aggressiveness are what determine your status. I care little for my status, 
as long as I’m left alone. Unfortunately, unless I maintain some sort of 
position I find myself being forced into situations not only irritating, 
but with a potential of severe physical mutilation—and even more 
severe mental mutilation if I back out. I can be aggressive and left in 
relative peace; or I can be peaceful and be pushed around. I’m lucky, 
I’ve managed to talk my way out of most of the dangerous situations 
with loss of face; and only once have I been forced to fight the idiot. 
I won, something that improved my standing and gained me leave to 
go my own way for some time.

Now I am normally non-aggressive physically, and I don’t like 
fighting. Naturally I would like a situation where I’m left alone. The 
paradox is, I have to fight—to be physically aggressive—to be 
left alone. As a male, and working in the place I work, I have been 
pigeonholed into the aggressive role. Is this not the counterweight to 
feminist screams that women are cast into the submissive role?

Yet I do not plead for people who agree with me to band 
together and beat the bejeezus out of the pigeonholers. Nor do I scream 
that people like myself are better than them. Instead, if they lean on me 
I lean back or step away, and that ends it. I do not myself take 
up their own style permanently.

Which is what so much feminist writing—“restructuring” 
—society?—does. Simple turning the tables may feel good, but I would 
hardly call the result new. You’re just changing the names.

The stuff that truly breaks the bounds—The Left Hand of 
Darkness, for example—or the Dancers At the End of Time trilogy— 
is not written by sex of writer. It is written by a mind that can think 
beyond stereotyping by sex, and create a world where sex has no place 
in injustice, e.g. where male and female are, essentially, equivalent in 
nonbiological matters; or have been abolished completely; or . . .

And the same goes for all other "minority" forms. There is 
the true skill, and there will come the true changes. Not in "all the 
best new writers are ••men”. ..”

Thomas N. Scortia / 156 Carnelian Way / San Francisco CA 94131
... a far cry from my introduction to SF fandom some quarter 

of a century ago. Mimeographs and dittos were the preferred 
production techniques then while today .. .mirabiledictu I.. .the'zines 
are like yours: printed on heavy stock with good illos, and set by 
computer typesetting. (Of course, in those days I was pounding out 
letters and stories on a beat-up Smith-Corona while today it’s on a 
Diablo 1620 keyboard with a Horizon II computer and info-processing 
program.)

Anyway, I did enjoy the magazine as witness the attached 
check for $10.00. . . . ((ref. issue number one, in which)) Ed Wood 
discusses the history of ADVENT. I remember those days quite 
vividly.The Chicago group was my first introduction to fandom and 
particularly Earl Kemp. I still see or correspond with him, Ed Wood, and 
Sid Coleman. I see Bob Briney occasionally and I have completely lost 
track of George Price.

I notice you’re in Cupertino. I lived there (at 19726 Drake 
Court) from 1962 to 1970. Those were aerospace days with United 
Technology before I started burning down high-rises. ((Actually, I live in 
Sunnyvale; the PO box is in Cupertino because it's handy for me on my 
way to and from work. In fact, John Buck, who works in another group at 
the same division of Hewlett-Packard where I work, has a PO box a few 
numbers away from mine, and often picks up my mail.))
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Marta Randall / 11015 Broadway Terrace / Oakland, CA 94611
With reference to the Lupoff-Wood-Benford-Everybody 

megilleh, allow me to leap into the fray with the following. I’ll probably 
be trashed on seven fronts for it, but I never claimed not to 
be foolhardy.

A handful of centuries ago, someone in England wrote some 
astounding plays and some breath-taking poetry, and when we read 
of,or hear, Richard sit upon the ground and tell sad stories of the death 
of kings, we are not moved because the writer was straight or gay, male 
or female, rich or poor, Shakespeare or Bacon. We are moved by the 
power and the universality of the thought embodied in those 
pacing lines.

Some centuries later, on the shores of a Swiss lake, a woman 
listened to two poets playing literary games, and long after they had 
abandoned the games as a joke she wrote and published an awesome 
and complex tale of a man who sought to be God, and a creature of 
terrible beauty who sought to be a man, and disintegrated trying. The 
myth captures and compels not because the writer was male or female, 
young or old, Mary Shelley or otherwise, but because it touches 
a vivid truth, because it speaks.

It doesn’t matter, ultimately, who a writer is. In our efforts to 
expand ourminusculeniches in the universe, we tend to forget this, and 
we make fools of ourselves. A poem is not great because it is the work 
of any particular poet; it is great because of itself, without reference to 
its creator. Any work of any kind stands of falls on its own merits, be it 
a gear linkage or a computer program or an opera or a sculpture or a 
novel. Once these things are birthed and polished, we have little further 
to do with them, and the connection between these strange children 
and ourselves is, at best, the tenuous link of a once-shared history.

It is, granted, interesting to explicate a work, to decide that 
this particular theme stemmed from this particular quirk of its creator, 
but this explication can neither add to nor detract from the work itself. 
What remains important is the theme itself, its statement, its modula
tions, its resolution. Mary Shelley wrote Frankenstein because women 
are concerned with the creation of life? Frankenstein is an allegory of a 
woman’s struggle to be accepted in a man’s world? Perhaps, but 
irrelevant. What is relevant is that figure of blasted beauty striding 
across a landscape of ice. James Tiptree and Raccoona Sheldon and 
Alice Sheldon are all one person, and female—interesting, but again 
irrelevant. What remains, at the heart, are the stories.

The goal of the movement toward human liberation is the 
creation of a society in which the differences are, at best, secondary 
considerations. The goal of feminism is the creation of a society in which 
one doesn’t have to think about feminism, because sexism no longer 
exists.

Friends and colleagues and readers, I suggest that we cease 
this petty, self-inflating nonsense and get on with the writing of fiction. 
Our job is not the creation of argument; our job is the creation 
of worlds.

Patrick McGuire / 5764 Stevens Forest Rd., #204 / Columbia, MD 
21045
I’ve been hearing positive things about Charnas’ work from 

many sources, but have not yet managed to lay my hands upon it. 
I suppose I should put in a special request at the library (I’ll be damned 
if I’ll pay hardcover prices these days!). Walk (as opposed to 
Motherlines} may well be out in paperback by now, anyhow, though I 
haven’t seen it. ((Actually, it came out originally in paper some years 
ago, and is—I think—in the process of being reissued. It has never 
been in hardcover as far as I know. Motherlines is out in hardcover 
but not yet in paperback.)) Just from Dutcher’s summary, though, I 
wonder what is killing off the males. There’s no point in exploiting 
anybody—well, not in absolutely brutalizing anybody, anyhow—unless 
you can gain a dead minimum of five serfs to every lord. Twenty is much 
better. Now, either by killing off lots of males at birth or by putting 
them through fierce competition in adolescence, or whatever, I’m sure 
any society sufficiently steeped in infamy could arrange for such a sex 
ratio. Various warrior societies have apparently pushed two to one in 
favor of females, as indeed have more or less civilized societies that 
get into wars. But from Dutcher’s summary it is not clear that Charnas 
is positing any change from the natural near-50/50 ratio. That just 
doesn’t give you enough people to exploit! In both classical and 
Southern slavery, the masters found it expedient to allow some slaves to 
practice trade or farming on their own and merely take a cut. When a 
slave is operating as an approximation of a human being, he is just 
so much more efficient than when he is totally downtrodden. The fewer 
slaves you have per master, the greater the incentive to let the slaves 
maximize their productivity. So unless Walk has done something about 
the sex ratio that isn’t clear from Dutcher’s summary, I’m not going to 
care at all how plausibly everything else is developed, it will remain a 
preposterous fable which could perhaps be judged to be effective satire 
along the lines of Swift’s "Modest Proposal,” but will not have the 
commitment to its own seeming-reality which makes for good 
science fiction.

I’ve glanced through enough Gor books to know I’d be 
serving no good end by reading them, particularly if I had to buy one 
to do so. I suppose that the interests of academic freedom would suffer 
if "John Norman” were to lose his university job on the basis of his 
sideline, but I really wouldn’t mind if the subject of moral turpitude 
at least came up in his faculty senate. ((Moral turpitude? Because he 
writes wish-fulfillment books? In any case, I have heard some fourth
hand comments from people who have taken his philosphy course. Any 
information available from the great readership of P*S*F*Q?))

... I have things to say about a number of specific writers 
who happen to be women: I translated a story by the Soviet writer 
Olga Larionova for the April (I think) GALAXY, and have for years been 
trying to talk some publisher into letting me do her novel Leopard On 
the Slope of Kilimanjaro; I have an article on C. J. Cherryh in the current 
STARSHfP/ALGOL. But if useful generalizations about women SF writers 
can be made, I either haven’t seen them or haven’t understood them. 
So mostly I keep quiet on this score, or else talk around the fringes 
of the topic as I’m doing right now.

Dan’l J. Oakes / 2149 Durant Ave., Apt A / Berkeley, CA 94704
... To echo inexactly two letters in the column, by the 

way, bravo Ray Nelson. His comments on Octocon were the most 
organized and best-thought-out (with all due respect but no apologies 
to Andi S.) that I have heard or read to date. I am as pleased as anyone 
that Octocon Two ((was)) scheduled, but they cost me the chance to 
bring a dear friend into fandom. My friend is an artist, and I brought him 
to a convention with assurances that he’d sell his work. He would have, 
too, at any other convention; whether imitating STAR WARS stills or 
doing surreal images that have no explanation that I can fathom, this 
man is the best artist I have met in my life. Due to the ineptness of the 
artshow at O-Con I, he decided not to try again at future conventions; 
he nearly refused to display at that one. (I should point out: Danny 
did not go to O-Con only to display and sell his artwork. However, the 
first-con experience of not knowing anyone combined with this failure 
in his prime purpose in attending crushed any desire to enter fandom 
which I had caused in him.)
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Ed Zdrojewski / 1891 Union St., No. 1D / Benton Harbor, Ml 49022
You have a very nicely done fanzine. Not only are a majority 

of the contents intelligent and interesting to read, but you have a superb 
sense of graphics and layout. Right justified! What are the worlds 
coming to? ((Wait till I go to four-color slick paper format.))

"Unfortunately most of these games are thinly disguised 
ancient/medieval combat type games with a veneer of Tolkien, and they 
are highly unbalanced in favor of the ‘good guys ’ ” I don’t know about 
the other games Jeff Pimper mentions, but I recently bought “War of the 
Ring” and had friends over for some trial runs. I wouldn’t say the 
medieval combat is thinly disguised—after all, Tolkien describes a 
medieval-style combat system in his books. I find that the game follows 
closely Tolkien’s work, in such details as map geography, relative 
strengths and weaknesses of characters, sequence of "event cards,” etc. 
Some compromises must be made with the laws of gaming, of course, 
and a player is perfectly free to send Aragorn to Mordor instead of Minas 
Tirith (unlike the books), but with these limitations I find the game a 
pretty fair translation of Tolkien’s book. (Of course, you can’t translate 
the mystical aspects that make LoTR such a magickal work.) In my 
experience with the game, the advantage seems to lie with the bad guys, 
not the good.

However, I must agree with Jeff when he notes that the 
roleplaying games come closest to real fantasy gaming. Fantasy is an art 
which requires more imagination than most other genres. Role-playing 
games require more imagination than any other form of gaming.

Physics as faith; science as magick—Terry Garey would be 
well advised to read Morning of the Magicians by Louis Pauwels, if she 
hasn’t already. The French philosopher has many interesting things to 
say on the subject.

Chelsea Quinn Yarbro’s article is excellent and enlightening. 
However, without detracting from the article. I'd like to clarify 
something that isn’t entirely clear—something I’m sure she already 
knows, given her background. She refers to the origin of the Satan myth 
in Christian mythology, and then refers to the "confession of witches” 
about Devil-worshipping Black Masses with sexual orgies. “Witch” is a 
word that is used in two senses to indicate two entirely different things. 
The more common definition used in this country reflects the traditional 
Christian viewpoint (which is spread by the mass media in this 
Christiandominated country). According to this definition, a witch is a 
person who sells his/her soul to the Devil in return for magickal 
powers—virtually indistinguishable from a Satanist.

The second and true definition of a “witch” is a follower of a 
pre-Christian (pagan) religion which, after over 1700 years of perse
cution, the Christians have nearly succeeded in wiping out on several 
occasions, but have never managed to completely extinguish. (Indeed, 
the Wiccan religion is on the increase these days.) ((Highly recom
mended is the movie "The Wicker Man," which has recently been 
released in this country. The good guys win; the anal-retentive 
policeman gets his.)) This religion involves worship of a number of 
ancient deities, including Pan (some of whose aspects admittedly did 
play a role in the development of the Satan myth). It also involves the use 
of imitative magick.

It is the first (Satanic) set of ideas which was the influence on 
Gothic literature, and not the second.

Lynne Holdom / PO Box 5 / Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442
Since my zine is not at all pretentious (I rather loathe 

pretentiousness), I am not quite sure how to react to your zine. I do 
enjoy serious discussion of science fiction, however. Still, I am enclosing 
a nonpretentious article on Gor that was in my zine so you can see where 
our standards differ. ((Not so pretentious (P'S'F'Q) as all that. Please 
note that title varies.))

Chelsea Quinn Yarbro’s article was interesting. Having gone 
to a religious college ((where she was)) forcibly fed religion, I could 
follow her reasoning quite well. My basic problem here is that I am not 
very fond of books featuring the "Demon Lover” in any of his forms. I 
would have been a total loss in the witch cult. I do realize that religion— 
particularly Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—have been repressive of 
sex. Women are pictured as rather necessary evils who detract man from 
God. It hadn’t occurred to me that the Victorian age shifted the bane of 
unbridled sexuality from women to men but it does make sense. Though 
judges who claim that women ask for rape etc. by wearing skimpy 

clothes, may be shifting it back. I often wonder how many women marry 
wife-beaters because they have read some novel where the "Demon 
Lover,” a little less far gone than Dracula, is redeemed by the "pure 
love” of a woman?

Letters: Gregory Benford: I too thought “Houston, Hous
ton, Do You Read?” was an indictment of readers' tastes. I find stories 
where any group is deemed undesirable or unnecessary disturbing. Just 
imagine if the astronauts were Black come back to a world where Blacks 
no longer existed, or Jews come back to a world where they no longer 
existed. The author would have heard extremely strong words and SF 
readers would have seen the hatred and paranoia in the story. But 
because it’s women who live in a manless world, it’s somehow all right.

John Millard: I agree with you that whether an author is 
male, female, or of undecided sex is irrelevant next to the fact as to 
whether or not the author is a good one. The new authors I happen to 
like most are C. J. Cherryh and Jack Chalker. A lot of people I know are 
enthusiastic about Stephen Donaldson. I also liked Dying of the Light 
and think it deserved to be a Hugo nominee. (I did not think either Time 
Storm or Lucifer’s Hammer deserved the Hugo nomination.) Joanna 
Russ is a writer of uneven quality. Unfortunately she all too often spikes 
her stories with very anti-male statements. While I am not denying that 
there are rotten men in the world (my ex-boss was a dilly), the two most 
thoroughly unpleasant people I have run into in the last five years have 
both been female.

Wayne Hooks / no address given / come on, Wayne
. . . P*S*F*Q ... is indeed impressive. I have seen several 

reviews here and there and what they said about your production is 
indeed true. Of course, I am now ignoring a stack of papers which need 
grading in order to type this ... If you really wanted to be pretentious I'd 
offer to pay for your material and maybe run a little fiction. ((Nonsense.)) 

If you do intend for your zine to have a literary flavor—which 
seems to be what you are aiming for now—like SELDON’S PLAN, or SF 
STUDIES, I find the content to not be in-depth enough. If you intend for 
your zine to be more fannishly oriented, then it seems that the tone 
which is set here is a little too formal . . . But still an impressive issue 
nonetheless, and it usually takes a while for any zine to decide exactly 
which direction it will take. ((P'S'F'Q has a will of its own. It is both and 
neither.))

Dutcher’s article I found to have a sort of literary bent with 
various appropriate allusions but in the end, it seemed to be only a long 
book review. But then, Jessie Salmonson had a piece on Charnas in ((her 
fanzine)) WINDHAVEN and that is a hard act to follow anyway. I enjoyed 
Yarbro’s article but found myself wishing that it was more detailed and 
wasn't quite as cursory as it was. Pimper’s article held no interest for me 
since I am not intoSF games. In the final analysis, it may be that since I am 
now plowing through a couple of books by Slusser on Heinlein, as well 
as having a pile of compositions which I know that I will have to plow 
through before the morning and amanticipating what I will find there... 
Maybe these two experiences combined, coming so closely together, 
have made me somewhat jaundiced.

J. Church / 372 Shotwell St. / San Francisco, CA 94110
I found Mr. Judah's article ((in issue number 3)) to be very 

interesting. He had several moot points. What I want to know is: Just 
why does Mr. Judah spend so much time thinking about that particular 
point about Pern and her Dragons ? Hmmm ? Just what does Mr. Judah 
do during his spare time, anyway? I suggest you check this out. The 
results might be almost as interesting as Mr. Judah’s article. Your 
constant reader, J. Church.

P. S. Is Terry A. Garey male or female? ((Will emus do?))
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THE ULTIMATE WORLDCOM

CRUZCON
What is it about the 1983 Worldcon that will be different from all other Worldcons? For the first time 
in fanhistory it will actually be a Worldcon !

The High Sea in ’83 committee plans to obtain a surplus aircraft carrier on which to hold its 
convention. There are many unique advantages to this plan:

□ absolutely no problems with the hotel management or staff!
□ since we will be in international waters, no legal hassles about drugs, alcohol, or anything else!
□ plenty of crash space on the flight deck!
□ skinny-dipping in the world's largest swimming pool!
□ and, best of all, no mundanes to complain about the hall parties!

We plan to leave from the port city nearest the 1982 Worldcon, and end up near the ’84 con site. 
Fans may sail with us for all or part of the time; we plan to stop at many local and regional cons 
throughout the year. Don’t worry about finding us; just get down to a port city and we’ll find you.

Although the Hugo presentations and the business meetings will be held at the traditional time, 
we are trying to schedule a wide variety of programming throughout the year, including

□ the definitive panel on the New Wave
□ discussions of the fiction of Kilgore Trout, Ted Sturgeon, and Seabury Quinn, among others 
□ readings of the entire Riverworld series, “Ship of Shadows,” “The White Ship," The Ship 

That Sailed the Time Stream and others
□ continuous film showings, including It Came From Beneath the Sea, The Crimson Pirate, 

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, and others
□ plenty of space available for special interest groups; tourneys on the flight deck; 

D&D (live) on the lower decks; outdoor Heyer teas; real anti-aircraft guns, for the 
Star Wars / Battlestar / Buck Rogers fans; and a real engine room, with real 
engines that the Star Trek fans can pretend to overload !

THE HIGH SEA IN ’83

THE COMMITTEE:
Co-Chairs: Linda McAllister (Aquarius) and Andi Shechter (Pisces) 

Technical Consultant: Doug Faunt
Ground Transportation Co-ordinator: N. Judah 

Publications: Michael Ward and Barbara Clifford



SOME NOTES ON THE THEORY OF ADDRESS LABEL CODING

Most of you have probably noticed an alphanumeric code next to your name in the address block or printed on the 
address label. This code can be interpreted, in much the same way as Linear B was deciphered, to reveal many secret and 
wonderful things about your subscription (or lack of one) to P*S*F*Q. Those of you who subscribe can find out how 
many more issues you are fated to receive before you must send more cash (though you can certainly send more cash 
any time you feel like doing so) and those who are not subscribers can find out why they received this particular copy of 
this particular issue of this particular magazine. The codes fall into the following categories:

1. Single alpha character (“R” for example)
2. Single alpha character with single or double numeric character ("S12”)
3. Double alpha character (most likely "FS")
4. Double alpha with single or double numeric

SOME TYPICAL EXAMPLES (WITH EXPLANATIONS)

S8 You are a Subscriber, and your subscription ends with issue number 8

R This is a Review copy

FS This is a Free Sample copy. Really! Please enjoy this issue of P*S*F*Q, and please respond by subscribing,
or by writing a letter that I can print in the letter column, or by sending in written material or artwork 
that P*S*F*Q can use; or send a Trade copy of your publication

T I am proud to Trade all-for-all for your publication

T7 I have received Trade copies of your publication up to issue 7 on a one-for-one basis

G This is a Graft copy; you will get P*S*F*Q forever

G6 This is a Graft copy, but you go off the mailing list if I don’t hear from you by issue 6

C12 This is your Contributor’s copy/ies, and you will get a copy of all issues through issue 12

I hope you have found this little exercise in alphanumeric coding interesting and educational. Please note that if the 
number of the numeric portion of the code is identical with the number of the issue you have just received, you must act 
at once to ensure an unbroken string of future issues.

Let me now speak to those of you who have received free sample copies, coded “FS.” Your free sample issue of P*S‘F*Q 
is a vote of confidence in you, an affirmation that you deserve the kind of unexpected treat—the sudden arrival of an 
unsolicited fanzine, created and mailed by me, myself, at great personal effort and expense—that is given to few of us in 
these days of inflation and recession. Surely the least you can do is take out a subscription to the magazine. Nothing 
could be easier for you. Simply send US$5.00 (four issues) or US$10.00 (eight issues), cash, personal check, or money 
order to our government-authorized cubicle in the Cupertino post office. Outside the US and Canada, please send 
International Money Order (IMO). Please make the checks and money orders payable to Michael J. Ward. And please 
send them to

MICHAEL WARD / P*S*F*Q 
P. O. BOX 14% 

CUPERTINO, CA 95015 USA
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